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This thesis aims at studying the liturgical chants used by two Chinese Catholic 
congregations, The Congregation of St. John the Baptist 耀漢/J�兄弟會 and The 
Congregation of the Little Sisters of St. Theresa of the Child Jesus 德來小妹妹會 
during 1920s-30s. Both congregations were founded by Vincent Lebbe 雷卩鳥遠 
(1877-1940), one of the most important Catholic missionaries in China in the 
twentieth century, who also provided the liturgical chants for the two congregations. 
Lebbe arranged Gregorian chant melodies edited by the Benedictines of Solesmes, 
combining them with Chinese liturgical texts mainly from the translations by Louis 
Buglio 禾頓思(1606-1682), a famous seventeenth-century Jesuit who worked in 
China. 
This is a rich case illustrating the position of the missionaries as cultural bridge 
and facilitator in the interaction between the Catholic tradition and local Chinese 
Catholics through music and liturgy. This thesis discusses the historical, cultural 
and religious contexts of these chants during the period of the Indigenization 
Movement of the Chinese Catholic Church in the early twentieth century, to illustrate 
how the indigenized Chinese Catholic Church is represented through the liturgy and 
music. 
i 
This study also examines Vincent Lebbe in his role as a Catholic musician and 
liturgist in the twentieth century. Through exploring Lebbe's experiences in both 
Europe and China, this thesis reconstructs the surrounding cultural-religious contexts 
that shaped his ideas in Catholic liturgy and music, and eventually influenced the 
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Chapter One - Introduction: Mission, Liturgy, Music, and the 
Study of Catholic Church in China 
In studying the history of Catholic Church in China, the earliest documents are 
two letters dated in the year 1305 and 1306 by John of Montecorvino (1247-ca.l330), 
a Franciscan missionary to China. He was the first Catholic missionary who went 
to China, during the period when the Mongols ruled over China and a vast part of 
Asia. In his letters, he reports the earliest practices of Latin liturgy and 
ecclesiastical chants in China. He purchased forty boys from poor pagan families 
and taught them Latin and chanting, so that they could perform the chants of the 
Divine Office solemnly, which delighted the Mongol Emperor. Because of this 
success, Montecorvino asked for the Antiphonary and Gradual because he did not 
have these liturgical books with musical notes. He also mentioned his project of 
translating the complete Latin Divine Office into the local language, probably in 
Mongolian, so it could be held throughout the country. From these earliest 
documents, we already see various issues of the liturgy and music in the Catholic 
mission. Seven hundred years later, Vincent Lebbe 雷鳴遠(1877-1940), the 
famous Belgian Catholic missionary founded two Chinese religious congregations in 
1927 and 1928 respectively, and for their liturgy of the Mass and Divine Office, he 
arranged a large amount of Gregorian Chant adapted to the liturgical texts translated 
into the Chinese language. 
For the history about the Catholic mission of the period, see the classic study by A. C. Moule, 
Christians in China before 1500, (London: Society for Promoting Christian Knowledge, 1930), 
166-216, 241-264. A more recent study, with detailed bibliographical information about the topic is 
Johan Van Mechelen, "Yuan," in Handbook of Christianity in China, Volume One: 635-1800, edited 
by Nicholas Standaert, (Leiden: Brill, 2001), sections 2.2, 3.2, 4.2. The two letters by Montecorvino in 
Latin originals can be found in Sinica Franciscana: Collegit ad fidem codicum redegit et adnotavit. 
Vol. 1, Itinera et relationes fratrum minorum saeculi XIII et XIV, edited by Anastasius van den 
Wyngaert, (Florence: Apud Collegium S. Bonaventurae, 1929), 345-55. 
1 
The Catholic Church's religious practice is centered on the Liturgy of the Mass 
and the Divine Office, whether in Europe or in other parts of the world, in the past or 
in the present. But even though the Church proclaims herself as a universal religion, 
it is undeniable that the origin and characteristics of her liturgy are essentially 
Western. For many years up to the Second Vatican Council, the official language of 
the liturgy was Latin. When the Church ventured into different parts of the world, 
Catholic liturgy was perceived by non-Christian cultures as a religious practice 
foreign to local cultural-religious customs. Adaptation and inculturation to local 
customs to different degrees were inevitable. This process is partially a utilitarian 
tactic. It also induces the missionaries to re-examine what constitutes the essential 
elements of the Catholic liturgy, and to determine in what areas the liturgy can be 
changed to accommodate local needs and customs. 
Gregorian Chant is an emblem of Catholic liturgy. It is regarded as the ideal 
and orthodox style of Catholic liturgical music, especially through its revival in the 
參 參 嚳 參 * 3 
nineteenth and twentieth centuries by the Benedictine Monks of Solesmes and the 
motuproprio of Pope Pius X in 1903. When the missionaries brought Gregorian 
Chant to different parts of the world, it was not perceived as a type musical art only. 
2 Many discussions on the issue of liturgy and mission can be found in various Catholic journals or 
periodicals in the early twentieth century. The importance of this issue is perhaps best reflected in two 
international conferences, Semaine interaationale d'etudes de liturgie missionaire (1959) and Semaine 
de missiologie Louvain (1963). The proceedings of the two conferences are published as Missions et 
liturgie: rapports et Compte rendu de la premiere semaine internationale d'etudes de liturgie 
missionaire, Nimegue-Uden, 1959, (Bruges: Desclee de Brouwer, 1960) and Liturgie en mission. 
Rapports et compte rendu de la XXXIIIe semaine de missiologie Louvain 1963, (Bruges: Desclee de 
Brouwer, 1964) respectively. 
3 Pierre Combe, The Restoration of Gregorian Chant: Solesmes and the Vatican Edition, translated by 
Theodore N. Marier and William Skinner, (Washington, D. C.: Catholic University of America Press, 
2003) and Katherine Bergeron, Decadent Enchantments: The Revival of Gregorian Chant at Solesmes, 
(Berkeley: University of California Press, 1998). 
4 Robert F. Hayburn, Papal Legislation on Sacred Music: 95A.D. to 1977A.D., (Collegeville: The 
Liturgical Press, 1979), 295-386. 
2 
The close relationship between Gregorian Chant and the Latin language and liturgy 
represents a complex cultural-aesthetical identity to the non-Christian cultures. 
It is striking that the two missionaries, even though they lived apart for seven 
hundred years, shared similar visions of the inculturation of Catholic liturgy, despite 
the fact that they had different religious training and had different experiences in 
both Europe and China. The liturgy, as a form of religious life and proclamation of 
religious idea, not only represented the transcendental religious aspect of the 
Catholic Church, but also the contextual aspect that enabled cultural adaptation and 
conversation. 
This thesis tries to explore the universal and contextual aspects of Gregorian 
Chant within the Catholic liturgy and mission, as well as its mediation and adaptation 
to local needs and customs. Through the study of Vincent Lebbe, his arrangements 
of Gregorian Chant for Chinese texts, and his religious congregations, this thesis 
explores the complex cultural and religious issues behind the Catholic liturgy and 
music in China in the early twentieth century. 
A Brief Biography Vincent Lebbe 
Vincent Lebbe (Plate 1.1) was an important Catholic missionary active in China 
in the early twentieth century. As a child he wished to go to China as a missionary. 
In 1895 he entered the Congregation of the Mission, an important missionary 
congregation of the Catholic Church that administrated many vicariates and 
prefectures in China during the period.5 Lebbe arrived China in 1901 and prior 
The most comprehensive writing about the Congregation of the Mission in China is by Octave 
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Plate 1.1. Vincent Lebbe (1904) 
^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ： . • I 
Source: Archives Vincent Lebbe, Album I，Photo 16. Neg: V 19. 
to his death in 1940, he completed numerous significant achievements. He founded 
I Shi Pao 益世幸 the first Chinese Catholic newspaper in 1915. He also played a 
significant role during the Laoxikai (Lao-si-kai)老西開 incident in Tianjin 天津 
in 1916, which was an important anti-imperialistic activity in modern Chinese history. 
He was among the earliest to advocate the establishment of Chinese native 
episcopacies, and presented his ideas to Pope Benedict XV and the Sacred 
Congregation for the Propagation of Faith (commonly known as the Propaganda Fide) 
in 1920. He founded the first native Chinese religious congregation, the 
Congregation of St. John the Baptist 耀漢/_]、兄弟會 in Anguo (Ankwo)安國，Hebei 
河北 province in 1928. When the Sino-Japanese War broke out in 1937, Lebbe 
Ferreux, "Histoire de la Congregation de la Mission en Chine (1699-1950)," in Annals de la 
Congregation de la Mission 127 (1963), 3-530，translated by Wu Zongwen 吳宗文 as Qianshihui zai 
hua chuanjiao shi 遣使會在華傳教史,（Taipei: Huaming shuju 華明書局，1977). 
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mobilized his monks to serve in an ambulance force in the Chinese Army and was 
highly honored by the government and the army. In 1940 he died in Chungching 
重慶,the wartime provisional capital of the Republic of China.6 
One theme common among Lebbe's activities was the indigenization of the 
Catholic Church on Chinese soil. Besides the above mentioned active and 
"revolutionary" achievements, one of his equally revolutionary, but not frequently 
mentioned achievements was the introduction of the liturgy in Chinese language in 
the two congregations he founded, the Congregation of St. John the Baptist and the 
Congregation of the Little Sisters of St. Theresa of the Child Jesus 德來/J�妹妹會. 
To celebrate the Divine Office and the Mass, as well as other devotional services in 
Chinese, Lebbe arranged a large number of liturgical chants published by 
Benedictines of Solesmes to suit the Chinese texts. 
Objectives and Methodologies 
The chief objective of this thesis is to study the corpus of Catholic music used 
by Lebbe's congregations in China. The liturgical chants arranged by Lebbe to suit 
Chinese texts have not received the attention of scholars, and have not been 
examined from either musicological or historical perspectives. In analyzing these 
6 The above information is available in most biographical accounts of Vincent Lebbe. Among various 
writings, the two most important and authoritative biographies are Leopold Levaux, Le Pere Lebbe: 
Apotre de la Chine Moderne (1877-1940), (Bruxelles: Editions Universitaires, 1948) and Jacques 
Leclercq, Vie du Pere Lebbe: Le tonnerre qui chante au loin, (Tournai: Casterman, 1955), translated 
by George Lamb as Thunder in the Distance: The Life of Pere Lebbe, (New York: Sheed & Ward, 
1958). The most important biography of Vincent Lebbe in Chinese is Lei Mingyuan Shenfu Zhuan 
雷鳴遠神父傳[A biography of Father Vincent Lebbe] by Albert Chao 趙雅博，first published in 
1963 and revised in 1977，1990. (Taichung: Congregation of St. John the Baptist, 1990). The most 
recent biography about Lebbe is by Vincent Thoreau, Vincent Lebbe. Le tonnerre qui chante au loin, 
(Buxelles: Didier-Hatier, 1990). 
7 Though the chant books and singing of divine office in Chinese were often mentioned in Lebbe's 
biographies cited above and several other articles and publication, none of these authors had actually 
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chants and comparing them to their liturgical and musical models published by the 
Solesmes Abbey in France, as well as other Chinese Catholic music of the period, 
this thesis identifies the unique characteristics of these chants used by Lebbe's 
congregations due to the adaptation of Chinese texts. Furthermore, the contextual, 
historical and cultural background and significance of these chants will also be 
assessed. Lebbe's work on music took place during a period of inculturation of the 
Chinese Catholic church in the 1920s-30s, when missionary activities in China were 
under the leadership of Archbishop (later elevated to Cardinal in 1953) Celso 
Costantini 剛恆毅(1876-1958), first Apostolic Delegate to China in 1922-1933.8 
Costantini was also an art historian who promoted Chinese styles in the Christian art 
and architecture.9 This thesis proposes that the liturgical chants of Lebbe's 
congregations were not a single incident, but rather, a deliberate manifestation of the 
indigenization of the Chinese Catholic church, its art, liturgy and devotional practices 
echoing the trend of the period. By referencing Papal documents and missionary 
journals of the period, this thesis suggests that Lebbe's work on indigizing the 
Gregorian Chant was influenced by theological and missiological thoughts shared by 
some progressive Catholic missionaries and theologians, as well as the highest 
ecclesiastical authority of the period. 
Secondly, this thesis also provides new evidence about Vincent Lebbe, as a 
Catholic musician and liturgist, who created Chinese liturgical music by combining 
studied the chant books. In scholarly publications, only Paul Brunner's book L 'Euchologe de la 
mission de Chine: Editio princeps 1628 et developpemerits jusqu 'a nos jours (Miinster: 
Aschendorffsche Verlagsbuchhandlung, 1964) briefly describes the content of Lebbe's chant book for 
Divine Office in a footnote. See BRUNNER, 157, note 553. 
8 His activities in China is record in his autobiography, Con I Missionari in Cina 1922-1933, 2 vols, 
(Rome: Unione Missionaria del Clero in Italia, 1946). 
9 His two important works on Christian art, especially its role in mission sltq L'Arte Cristiana nelle 
missioni: Manuale d'arte per i missionary, (Vatican City: Tipografia Poliglotta Vaticana, 1940) and In 
difesa dell 'arte Cristiana, (Milan: Edizioni Beatrice d'Este, 1958). 
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Chinese liturgical texts and Western liturgical chants, and as a forerunner in using the 
vernacular for liturgy before the Second Vatican Council. The establishment of the 
two Chinese religious congregations was the final achievement in Lebbe's life. 
Many of his ideals, especially the formation of religious life in mission through 
music and liturgy, were realized there. This thesis explores Lebbe's early 
experiences such as his encounter with the Gregorian Chant revival, his experiences 
with Chinese Catholic music and devotional practices, role of monasticism in 
mission, etc., to understand how his ideal was formed and incorporated into the 
music and liturgy of this congregations. 
Lastly, the author considers that this study is not solely a study about Vincent 
Lebbe and his Chinese liturgical chants, but also an experiment in studying the 
history of the Chinese Catholic Church from a new perspective, a topic which has 
encountered a major paradigmatic change in recent decades.10 The previous 
western-centered approach, focusing on important missionaries, has been supplanted 
by studies involving the reception of Christianity among the Chinese people, o r s ^ ^ ^ 
adopting a Chinese-centered approach.11 Material aspects of the encounter between 
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Catholicism and Chinese culture should also be given the attention. Among 
various new methodologies, Nicholas Standaert suggested an "interaction and 
communication framework." In this model, scholars could explore the encounter 
10 The most comprehensive literature review about the different methodologies employed in studying 
the history of Catholic Church in China is the article by Nicholas Standaert, "New Trend in the 
Historiography of Christianity in China," Catholic Historical Review 83 (1997), 573-613. 
11 For examples，see the influential articles in Historiography of the Chinese Catholic Church: 
Nineteenth and Twentieth Centuries, edited by Jeroom Heyndrickx, (Leuven: Ferdinand Verbiest 
Foundation, 1994) by Frangoise Aubin, Arnulf Camps, Jean Charbonnier, Paul Rule and Jean-Paul 
Wiest, etc. 
12 Ku Wei-ying 古偉瀛，"Zhonghua Tianzhujiaoshi yanjiofangfa de qianjian，’ 中華天主教史硏究方 
法的淺見[Some opinions about the research methods on Studying the History of Chinese Catholic 
Church], in Dongxi jiaoliushi de xinjue 東西交流史的新局[New Directions in East-West Relations: 
The Case of Christianity], edited by Ku- Wei-ying, (Taipei: National Taiwan University Press, 2005)， 
34-35. 
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between the two sides of cultural interaction within the framework of a "context," 
and the process of communication itself becomes a center of study. Through the 
communication, negotiation, and tension of the process, we are able to study how 
"identities are formed and established."13 
By using Vincent Lebbe, the liturgy and music, and his two congregations as a 
foundation, this thesis tries to explore how music as well as liturgical books can 
enhance our understanding of Christianity in China.14 When the missionaries 
prepared these musical and liturgical materials, their ideas on mission, theology, 
culture, liturgy, music, aesthetics, and cultural identity, etc., were incorporated. 
Furthermore, these ideas were shaped by their own experiences of their European 
identities and Chinese otherness. In the case of Lebbe's arrangements of Gregorian 
Chant, we can say that the chants were created from Lebbe's experiences of the 
cultural interaction and communication between the European Catholic culture and 
the Chinese context. As Carine Dujardin suggests, all the background factors of a 
missionary, from family background to education, political ideas, missiological 
concepts, as well as the Chinese context, affected what missionary activities a 
missionary designed on the "Chinese-European field."15 
13 Nicholas Standaert, Methodology in View of Contact Between Cultures: The China Case in the 17th 
Century, CSRCS Occasional Paper no.11, (Hong Kong: Chung Chi Collage-Centre for the Study of 
Religion and Chinese Society, 2002), 23-45. 
14 For example, in Lorry Swerts and Koen De Ridder, Mon van Genechten (1903-1974) Flemish 
Missionary and Chinese Painter - Inculturation of Christian Art in China, (Leuven: Leuven 
University Press, 2002), the authors provide a fascinating picture about the interaction between 
missionary works and Chinese art through the pictures, architectures and photos by Mon van 
Genechten, also a Belgian missionary and working about the same period (1930s) when Lebbe was 
preparing his Chinese liturgical chants. 
15 Carine Dujardin, "Historiography and Christian Missions in China: The Belgian Franciscans in S. 
W. Hubei (1870-1954)，，’ in Historiography of the Chinese Catholic Church: Nineteenth and Twentieth 
Centuries, edited by Jeroom Heyndrickx, (Leuven: Ferdinand Verbiest Foundation, 1994), 92-3. 
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While the music and liturgical books are often prepared and approved by 
missionaries, those who really used them were the native Chinese Christians. Often 
the major obstacle in studying local Chinese Church is that most of the Chinese 
Catholics were illiterate poor peasants, and few written documents can truly reflect 
their religious ideas and lives. Through the texts and music for liturgy and 
devotional practices, we are able to understand how they were educated by the new 
religion, and how they expressed and practiced their religious life. These materials 
illustrate the lively interaction of missionaries and local Christians in the most direct 
way.16 Combing these Chinese religious publications with written accounts about 
local communities, most probably by the missionaries, we may be able achieve a 
more dynamic picture about the religious practices of the Chinese Catholics. 
In this thesis, the author uses the liturgical books containing Gregorian Chant 
arrangements with Chinese text as the axis. Through historical studies about the 
encounter between Catholic Church and Chinese worlds, from the broader cultural, 
religious and political aspects down to the liturgical, devotional and musical issues, 
this thesis tries to reconstruct the "Chinese-European field" that Vincent Lebbe 
experienced. The above-mentioned issues were the "input" that induced him to 
investigate an indigenous Chinese Catholic Church. The "output" would be 
liturgical practice of congregations, through the tangible form of the liturgical books 
16 There are two important works along this type of study. First is the study of the Chinese prayer 
books by Paul Brunner, L 'Euchologe de la mission de Chine: Editio princeps 1628 et developpements 
jusqu'a nos jours (Miinster: Aschendorffsche Verlagsbuchhandlung, 1964)，and the study of 
catechisms in China by Jos [Jozef] Jennes, Four Centuries of Catechetics in China: Historical 
Evolution of Apologetics and Catechetics in the Catholic Mission of China from 16l Century until 
1940, translated by Albert van Lierde, (Taipei: Huaming shuju 華明書局，1976). But these two studies 
mainly discuss the role of the missionaries in preparing the prayer books and catechisms, and only 
touch about the reception of Chinese people briefly. By studying the development over 300 years, 
the authors are also prohibited from in-depth explorations about the interaction between missionaries 
and the Chinese Christians. 
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which contain the Gregorian Chant arrangements with Chinese texts. Combining 
other written records about the religious life of the congregations, these chants in 
Chinese enable us to observe the dynamic interaction between Lebbe and his Chinese 
religious congregations, and how they together created a new identity through their 
music and liturgical practices. 
Primary Sources 
Two surviving copies of the chant book for the Divine Office prepared by Lebbe 
during 1920s-1930s, serve as the most important primary source of this study. 
This chant book is without a written title, but it is commonly known as the Da Rike 
大日課 among Lebbe's congregations. Literally meaning "Grand Divine Office," 
this term implies the Breviary for priests, in order to distinguish it from Rike 日課 
(Daily Exercises), a type of popular devotional prayer book commonly used by the 
Chinese Catholics. The Da Rike contains the music, mostly arranged from 
Gregorian Chant melodies of the Solesmes editions, for the Little Office of the 
Blessed Virgin Mary, Office of the Dead, as well as other major feast days such as 
Christmas, Epiphany, Easter, and Pentecost, and the texts are entirely in Chinese. 
• j o 
Another book of Chinese Gregorian Chants binds two separate books into one. 
The first part of this book contains mainly the music for the Mass, including some 
ordinary chants of the Mass and some proper chants for the Blessed Virgin Mary, the 
Apostles, Martyrs and Confessors, etc. The other part is music for the Benediction 
17 One is kept in the monastery of the Congregation of Saint John the Baptist in Taichung and the 
other in the House of the Congregation of the Little Sisters of Saint Theresa, Taoyuan. According to 
Jacques Leclercq, one copy was presented to Rome in 1930s, which may still exist in Vatican and is 
yet to be located. See LECLERCQ, 264. 
18 This book is now preserved in the House of the Congregation of the Little Sisters of Saint Theresa, 
Taoyuan. 
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of the Blessed Sacrament, as well as some devotional music for various Saints, 
including the Blessed Virgin Mary, St. John the Baptists, St. Theresa of Child Jesus 
(Liseaux), etc. 
The musical and textual sources of Lebbe's chant books are essential for this 
study too. The Gregorian chant publications of Solesmes are compared with 
Lebbe's Gregorian Chant arrangements, in order to understand the stylistic changes 
resulting from the change of Latin text to Chinese. The liturgical texts Lebbe used 
are significant by themselves. Most of them are from the Chinese translations of 
Breviarium Romanum, the Little Office of the Blessed Virgin Mary and the Office of 
the Dead by Louis Buglio 禾頓思（1606-1682), a famous Jesuit working in China 
in the seventeenth century.19 
The priests of the Societe des Auxiliaires des Mission (S. A. M.) have preserved 
a large quantity of Lebbe's letters and writings, as well as various related 
documents.20 These materials were donated to the Universite Catholique de Louvain 
(Louvain-la-Neuve) in 1978 and are now deposited in "University Archives: 
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Archives Vincent Lebbe." Claude Soetens prepared a catalogue in 1982, and a 
more detailed on-line catalogue, based on the 1982 catalogue and included item 
19 The three books mentioned were first published in 1674, 1676 and 1671 respectively, see Louis 
Pfister, Notices biographiques et bibliographiques sur les Jesnites de I'ancienne mission de Chine, 
1552-1773. (Chang-hai: Imprimerie de la Mission catholique, 1932-34), 240. For a brief biography 
about Buglio，see the same book, 230-239. See also Hsii Tsung-tse 徐宗澤，Ming Qingjian 
Yesuhuishi yizhu tiyao 明清間耶稣會士言睪著提要[Summaries of writings by Jesuits during the Ming 
and Qing dynasties]. (Shanghai: Zhonghua shuju 中華書局，1946), pp. 30-32, 35-36 for brief 
descriptions as well as the original Chinese introductions extracted from these three books. 
20 This missionary congregation was established by Lebbe and his friend Andrew Boland in Belgium 
in 1926. 
21 Claude Soetens, Inventaire des archives Vincent Lebbe, (Louvain-la Neuve: Publications de la 
Faculte de Theologie Louvain-la-Neuve, 1982). 
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descriptions as well as search functions, can be accessed on the world-wide-web. 
The entire "Documentation generale" section of the archive is photocopied and kept 
in the Motherhouse of Congregation of St. John the Baptist in Taichung 臺中.F o r 
this research, the author visited The Congregation of St. John the Baptist three 
times23 and the Universite Catholique de Louvain once to consult these materials. 
Another category of primary sources is the writings by those who knew and 
worked with Lebbe. They appear in various Church periodicals of the time, as well 
as many subsequent publications. Among these, the most important are the writings 
by Rev. Alexander Tsao 曹立珊(1913-), who joined the Congregation of St. John 
25 i 
the Baptist in 1930, was appointed as Lebbe's secretary in the following year, and 
succeeded him as the Superior General of the Congregation in 1940. Another 
important witness to Lebbe's activity of the period is Raymond de Jaegher 雷震遠 
(1905-1980), a Belgian missionary to China and a close friend of Lebbe. De 
Jaegher worked closely with Lebbe in the same vicariate in the 1930s, and thus was 
able to observe Lebbe's religious congregations and had the chance to hear much of 
Lebbe's ideas through their conversations. 
Besides those mentioned above, for a better understanding of the surrounding 
contexts for this study, a wide range of primary sources including the ecclesiastical 
documents, prayer books, music books and Church periodicals from the period are 
consulted. 
22 http://www.knowhowsphere.net/sr.asp?Init=l. The website is maintained by Centre Informatique et 
Bible" of the Benedictine monastery of Maredsous. The item descriptions are prepared by the S. A. M. 
priests, mostly by Albert Sohier during 1950s-70s. These efforts greatly facilitated this research. 
23 January 2005, June 2005 and April 2006. 
24 July to August 2006. 
25 Alexander Tsao, CFSN, 3, 6. 
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Chapters Summary 
This thesis consists of seven chapters including this introduction. Chapter Two 
discusses the history of the Catholic Church in China, exploring the issue of 
cultural-political status of Catholicism in China, and how these ultimately led to the 
indigenization movement during early twentieth century. From discussing the 
cultural-religious agenda behind the Chinese Christian arts and architecture of the 
period, this chapter shows how the identity of the Chinese Catholic Church was 
proclaimed in the artistic and liturgical practices. 
Chapter Three addresses the issues of liturgy, devotional practices and music in 
Chinese Catholic Church, and discusses the related theological and cultural problems. 
Through an historical overview, this chapter analyzes the tension between theological 
orthodoxy and congregational participation in liturgy in China, and explores how the 
unique characteristics of the liturgy and music in China shaped the religious 
experiences and expressions of the Chinese Catholics. 
Chapter Four deals with Vincent Lebbe's own experiences of Catholic culture in 
Europe (mainly his experience of monasticism and the Gregorian Chant revival) and 
as a missionary in China. How these experiences and other contemporary problems 
influenced Lebbe's ideas, and how he brought these into action and incorporated into 
the religious and liturgical practices of the two congregations founded by him, is 
discussed in depth. 
Chapter Five studies the chant books of Lebbe. Through the identification of the 
liturgical and musical sources, contents and structures, as well as their unique 
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characteristics, this chapter explores their liturgical usages as well as their 
cultural-religious significance as a unique historical relic of the Chinese Catholic 
Church. 
Chapter Six is a musical analysis of selected arrangements of Gregorian Chant 
by Lebbe. This chapter examines different genres of Gregorian Chant, such as 
psalmodies, antiphons, hymns, etc., and demonstrates the musical changes when the 
chants are set to Chinese texts. This chapter also discusses Lebbe's potential 
rationale, both musical and liturgical, for making the musical changes. 
Chapter Seven serves as the conclusion of this thesis. In exploring the 
liturgical-religious life of the Congregation of St. John the Baptist during the 1930s 
through the writings of those who participated or visited the communities, especially 
Alexander Tsao and Raymond de Jaegher. This chapter illustrates how a type of 
Chinese style monasticism was shaped by Lebbe through the liturgy and music he 
envisioned. Through the unique liturgy and music of Lebbe's congregations, 
Lebbe's missionary experiences and his ideals about the indigenization of Catholic 
Church in China were realized, becoming a unique monument of the Chinese 
Catholic Church of the period. 
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Chapter Two - Overview of the History of Chinese Catholic Church: 
Evangelization and Indigenization 
The Foundation of the Catholic Mission in China 
The Golden Period of Chinese-European (Catholic) cultural exchange was 
during the late Ming and early Qing dynasties. Matteo Ricci 禾[J瑪竇(1552-1610) 
and Michele Ruggieri 羅明堅(1543-1607) were allowed to settle in Zhaoqing 肇慶 
of Guangdong 廣東 province in 1583. They first dressed in Buddhist robes and 
later Confucian scholars' attire, and they tried to learn, adopt and accommodate to 
Chinese culture as a mean of evangelization. More Jesuits came to China 
subsequently, and the most significant triumph in the early period was when the 
Chinese Emperor allowed Matteo Ricci and his confreres to stay in Beijing, the 
imperial capital of China in 1601. With their knowledge of astronomy, calendar, 
mathematics, agriculture, weapon manufacturing, etc., the Jesuits were welcomed by 
the Chinese ruling class and elite as “Xi Ru，，西儒，the "Wise men from the West." 
Besides these utilitarian aspects of the cultural exchange, the Jesuits did not abandon 
their prime task of preaching the Christian religion, and numerous books introducing 
the Christianity were published by the Jesuits and disseminated in the Chinese 
society. While some of these books were highly intellectual in nature, discussing 
and comparing the religion and philosophy of both Chinese and Western cultures, 
some were more humble, aiming at preaching to the people from the lower strata of 
the society. Many Chinese people were baptized, from elite gentries and 
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government officials down to the humble peasants, and the numbers of Chinese 
Catholic continued to grow. 
In order to preach Christianity effectively in such a different cultural and 
linguistic context, one important issue for the Jesuits was to translate some key ideas 
of Christianity, using appropriate concepts in the Chinese language. The Jesuits 
borrowed many terms from Confucian classics, using them from the highly 
intellectual works of theology down to the humble devotional books and prayers. 
Translating the Christian ideas with terminologies familiar to the Chinese people was 
important to the success of the Catholic Church in China during the seventeenth 
2 
century. 
The arrival of the mendicant orders, the Franciscans and Dominicans in 1631 
ended the Jesuits' monopoly in the Chinese mission. Their preaching method 
differed greatly from the Jesuits. Instead of establishing relations with the elite and 
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learned upper class, they were more interested in public preaching among the poor. 
From their contact with the lower class, they came to encounter various 
"superstitious" customs of the Chinese people, especially the "veneration/(worship)" 
of Confucius in public temples, and also the "veneration/worship" of the ancestors in 
the form of a tablet, etc. What really surprised the Franciscan and Dominican 
missionaries was that Jesuits seemed to allow the converted Chinese Catholics to 
1 The classic study about the early history of Jesuits in China is George H. Dunne, Generation of 
Giants: The Story of the Jesuits in China in the last Decades of the Ming Dynasty, (Notre Dame, Ind: 
University of Notre Dame Press, 1962). About the contact between the Jesuits and Chinese cultures, 
see Jacques Gernet, China and the Christian Impact A Conflict of Cultures, translated by Janet Lloyd, 
(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1982). 
2 JENNES, 24-28. 
3 George Minamiki, The Chinese Rites Controversy: From Its Beginning to Modern Times, (Chicago: 
Loyola University Press, 1985), 25-28. 
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continue these "superstitious" practices. The Spanish Dominican Juan Baptista de 
Morales 黎玉範(1597-1664) bought these issues to the attention of Rome and 
subsequent discussions resulted in the condemnation of the Chinese Rites by 
Propaganda Fide in 1645. Another issue within the period was the translation of 
the name of God and also the terminologies of Christian theology into Chinese, 
which would have far-reaching consequences over the development of Christian 
theology and liturgy. The conservative mentality of the Catholic Church after the 
Council of Trent continued in the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries. After years 
of quarrels, the case was finalized with Pope Clement XI's Apostolic Constitution Ex 
ilia die in 1715 and Pope Benedict XIV's Ex quo singulari in 1742 suppressing the 
• n 
Chinese Rites among the Chinese Catholics. 
The Chinese Rites Controversy brought to an end the golden period of cultural 
exchange between China and Europe. Since then, Chinese Catholics could not 
participate in Confucian and communal rituals, events mandatory for government 
officials and local gentry. Because of this, most Chinese elites hesitated to become 
Catholics. Furthermore, the Controversy rose to the level of conflict between the 
Popes and Chinese Emperor Kang Xi 康薛昆(1654-1722) and his successors. The 
Chinese Emperors regarded the Popes' instructions towards Chinese Catholics about 
Chinese Rites as an intervention in the internal affairs of China, and consequently 
4 John E. Wills, Jr., "From Manila to Fuan: Asian Contexts of Dominican Mission Policy," in The 
Chinese Rites Controversy: Its History and Meaning, edited by D. E. Mungello, (Sankt Augustin: 
Institut Monumenta Serica, 1994), 121-5. 
5 100 Roman Documents Concerning the Chinese Rites Controversy, 1645-1941, edited by Ray R. 
Noll and translated by Donald F. St. Sure, (San Francisco: Ricci Institute for Chinese-Western Cultural 
History, 1992), 1-4. 
6 Joseph Dehergne, "Un probleme ardu: Le nom de Dieu en chinois," in Appreciation par I'Europe de 
la tradition chinoise: apartir du XVIIe siecle: actes du Ille Colloque international de sinology, (Paris: 
Les Belles Lettres, 1983), 13-44. 
7 100 Roman Documents Concerning the Chinese Rites Controversy, 1645-1941, 46-61. 
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banned the propagation of the Catholic religion. Except for a few missionaries who 
were allowed to stay in Beijing to serve as astronomers, others were expelled from 
China and those Chinese believing in Christianity were placed under arrest. In 
reality, the persecution of Catholics varied in different regions and different periods. 
Nonetheless, missionaries continued to preach in China secretly and the Catholic 
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religion was not extinguished in China. 
Chinese Catholic Church in the Era of Unequal Treaties 
The Era of Unequal Treaties between China and Western countries started when 
China was defeated at the Opium War and signed the Nanjing Treaty with British 
Government in 1842. Since then the activities of foreign traders and missionaries 
were gradually legalized in different parts of China, firstly in the treaty ports.9 With 
the signing of the Beijing treaty in 1860，Christianity was officially allowed again in 
every part of China, and previously confiscated Catholic churches were returned to 
• • 1 0 the missionaries. 
A general description of the Catholic mission in China during the period of 
unequal treaties, as the title of a recent publication suggests, is "between colonialism 
and evangelization."11 The Catholic mission of the period unfortunately overlapped 
with the colonial expansions of the European powers all over the world, and the 
propagation of Christianity was considered as part of the national interests of 
8 For a comprehensive history about the Catholic church during the period of persecution in 18l and 
19th century, see Chang Tseh 張澤，Qingdai Jinjiaoqi de Tianzhujiao 清代禁減期的天主教[The 
Catholic Church During the Period of Persecution in Qing Dynasty], (Taipei: Kuangchi Press 光啓出 
版社,1992). 
9 K. S. Latourette, A History of Christian Missions in China, (London: Society for Promoting 
Christian Knowledge, 1929), 228-270. 
10 Ibid., 305-313. 
11 The Catholic Church and the Chinese World: Between Colonialism and Evangelization, 1840-1911, 
edited by Agostino Giovagnoli and Elisa Guinipero, (Vatican City: Urbaniana University Press, 2005). 
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European powers.12 Furthermore, missionaries and Chinese Catholics often 
conflicted with local inhabitants, gentries or government officials because of various 
cultural and political reasons. In these cases, missionaries usually sought protection 
under clauses in the unequal treaties.13 Missionaries, in fact, sometimes encouraged 
and welcomed imperialists' interventions and protection as support to their 
missionary works. Because of these actions, many Chinese people viewed the 
missionaries as part of the Imperialists. This was seen clearly in the Boxer 
Uprising during 1898-1900, the largest anti-foreign uprising in Chinese history. In 
that event, churches, missionaries and Chinese Christians were attacked indifferently, 
as were other Western colonialist settlements on Chinese soil. 5 
While the close relationship between Catholic Church and European 
Imperialism is among most serious obstacles for missionary activities, the Catholic 
mission of the period also suffered from various defects from within. Though the 
number of Chinese Catholics increased tremendously during the period,16 their 
quality was not always desirable. One problem was that of the missionary strategy. 
The missionaries usually preached to the poor, and often new believers were induced 
by the material advantages from the missionaries. For example, in a study about 
12 Andrea Riccardi, "The Catholic Church and the World of Others," in The Catholic Church and the 
Chinese World, 32-3. 
13 For studies about the anti-Christians cases and conflicts of the period, see Lii, Shih-Chiang 呂實強， 
Zhongguo guanshenfan jiao deyuanyin, 1860-1874 中國官紳反教的原因，一八六零-一八七四 
[The Origin and Cause of the Anti-Christian Movement by Chinese Officials and Gentry, 1860-1874], 
(Taipei: Institute of Modern History, Academia Sinica, 1985) and Paul A. Cohen, China and 
Christianity: The Missionary Movement and the Growth of Chinese Antiforeignism, (Cambridge: 
Harvard University Press, 1963). 
14 Gary Tiedelmann, "Christianity in a Violent Environment: The North China Plain on the Eve of 
Boxer Uprising," Historiography of the Chinese Catholic Church, 140. 
1 For the close relation between Christian mission and Western colonial activities as one of the chief 
reason leading to the Boxer Uprising, see Joseph Esherick, The Origins of the Boxer Uprising, 
(Berkeley: University of California Press, 1987). 
16 The number of Chinese Catholics increased from 315,000 in 1848 to 2,394,962 in 1926. Pasquale 
d'Elia, Catholic Native Episcopacy in China: Being an Outline of the Formation and Growth of the 
Chinese Catholic Clergy 1300-1926, (Shanghai: T'usewei Printing Press, 1927), 64. 
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Chinese Catholic Church in the Shandong 山東 province in the nineteenth century, 
the operation of Catholic missionaries at the local level was full of material concerns, 
such as famine relief, education, support from missionaries during lawsuits. 
Converts were mostly rural poor peasants from the same village or local folk 
religious sects in rural areas, which means that the spread of Catholicism remained a 
1 17 
rural phenomenon. 
Another crucial shortcoming of the missionaries during the period was that they 
failed to establish and foster local clergy. Chinese priests were regarded as inferior 
to western missionaries and at most they could only serve as assistants to foreign 
missionaries.18 Using the Congregation of the Mission, which Vincent Lebbe also 
joined, as an example, the administration of the Congregation was predominately 
French in nature. In theory, the congregation was international and all members 
were equal under the control of the Mother House to direct all missionary activities 
worldwide, but the Mother House was based in Paris, and most of the confreres were 
of French origin. The Chinese confreres recruited in local areas, in contrast, were 
trained in local seminaries and never received advanced studies. They were 
considered as assistants to the better-trained foreign missionaries. Consequently, the 
Chinese priests would never be qualified for higher ecclesiastical offices.19 
17 R. G. Tiedemann, "Conversion Patterns in North China: Sociological Profiles of Chinese Christians, 
1860-1912,"in Authentic Chinese Christianity: Preludes to its Development (Nineteenth and Twentieth 
Centuries), edited by Ku Wei-ying and Koen De Ridder, (Leuven: Leuven University Press, 2001)， 
138-144. 
18 Elisa Giunipero, "Propaganda Fide between European Missionaries and Chinese Clergy," in The 
Catholic Church and the Chinese World, 69-79. 
19 Joseph Loftus, "Dancing in Tight Shoes: The Vincentian Mission," in The Catholic Church and the 
Chinese World, 141-154. 
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Changing Paradigm of Catholic Mission in China in the Early Twentieth 
Century 
At the turn of the century, the Catholic Church, from the Holy See down to 
some visionary missionaries such as Vincent Lebbe, realized the above-mentioned 
problems, and in particular, the close relation with Imperialism in Catholic mission. 
According to Andrea Riccardi, the Catholic Church had tried to disassociate herself 
from political interests of the European powers, and to struggle to achieve a Christian 
mission distinct from the influences of secular interests in the sixteenth and 
seventeenth centuries.2 Furthermore, missionaries realized that the original goal of 
the Christian mission was to help the people build their own "church," so the process 
• i 2 1 was "From Mission to Church." 
The ideals of the Catholic mission were boldly proclaimed in Pope Benedict 
XV's apostolic letter Maximum illud on 20th November 1919.2 Regarded as one of 
the most important manifestations about the Catholic mission, the Pope stressed the 
importance of training the local clergy and fostering the development of local 
churches. He criticized some missionaries who were concerned more about the 
interests of their mother countries instead of the missionary areas in which they were 
working. The Pope also encouraged the studying of local cultures and customs as 
an important means for propagating the Christian faith. This apostolic letter was 
indeed a rethinking of the issue about how the Catholic Church could position herself 
20 Riccardi, "The Catholic Church and the World of Others," 25-32. 
21 Stephen Neill, A History of Christian Missions, 2nd ed.，revised by Owen Chadwick, (London: 
Penguin Books, 1990), 381-413. 
22 Acta Apostolicae Sedis (1919), 441-455. An English translation, reproduced from a pamphlet 
(London, 1959) is in Christianity and Missions, 1450-1800, edited by J. S. Cummins, (Aldershot: 
Ashgate, 1997), 97-115. 
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within the world in the twentieth century. For the Catholic Church in China, 
studying and accommodating Chinese culture once flourished during the period of 
Matteo Ricci and the early Jesuits, but unfortunately ended with the Chinese Rites 
Controversy. Such practices were resumed gradually in the nineteenth century,2 
but it was only after the promulgation of Maximum illud that the history of Catholic 
mission in China turned a new page, and the missionaries tried to indigenize the 
Christian religion in different aspects of the Chinese culture and society. 
The period that Lebbe worked in China (1901-1940) witnessed drastic changes 
in the Catholic mission in China, and especially during the 1920s, the promulgation 
of Maximum illud resulted in a sudden renaissance of the Catholic mission ideals. 
In 1922, Archbishop Celso Costantini was appointed as the Apostolic Delegate to 
China (1922-1933), in charge of all the missionary activities in China. His task was 
to implement the ideals promulgated by Maximum illud in China. During the 
eleven years of his stay in China, he introduced various reforms aiming at 
indigenizing the Catholic Church on Chinese soil. In 1924, two Chinese priests, 
were appointed as apostolic prefects in two prefectures. One of them was Sun, 
De-zhen Melchoir 孫德賴(1869-1959), in whose diocese Lebbe founded his 
congregations under Sun's patronage.25 This marked the beginning of the 
establishment of indigenous episcopacies. 
23 For most recent studies about the apostolic letter Maximum Illud, see Claude Soetens, "La svolta 
della Maximum illud" and Giuseppe Butturini, "II problema delle missioni," both are in Roma e 
Pechino: La svolta extraeuropea di Benedetto XV, edited by Agostino Giovagnoli (Rome: Edizioni 
Studium, 1999)，69-90 and 91-128 respectively. 
24 JENNES, 131-6. 
25 D'Elia, Catholic Native Episcopacy in China, 81-82. 
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Another important event was the First Chinese Council held in Shanghai in 
26 . • • • 1924, to which the prelates of all vicariates and prefectures either attended in 
person or send their representatives. During the Council, various problems 
common to all missionaries in China were discussed, and the preparation of an 
indigenous clergy was regarded as the most important task of the missionaries (Can. 
17). Other decisions included unifying of catechisms and prayer books (Can. 
39-48), the education of indigenous clergy through systematic educations in 
seminaries of different levels (Tit. IV), as well as numerous instructions on practical 
issues of evangelization work, administration of sacraments, relationship between 
• • 參 參 
Catholic Church and others within the Chinese context. 
On 28th February 1926, Pope Pius XI proclaimed the encyclical Rerum 
Ecclesiae. In this encyclical, the Pope re-affirmed the instructions in Maximum 
• • • • oo 
Illud, and again announced the importance of the formation of native clergy. He 
soon bought the issue into action. In the same year he elevated six Chinese priests 
to the rank of bishop, and in order to proclaim the importance of the event, he chose 
to consecrate them personally in the Basilica of St. Peter on 28l October.29 
2 Before, there were several regional conferences of missionaries in China, which some of these 
council's decision was used as guidance to other missionaries in China. See Louis WEI Tsing-sing 衛 
青/已、，Le Saint-Siege et la Chine: de Pie XI a nos jours, (Paris: Editions A. Allais, 1971), 103-108. 
27 The decrees of the Council were ratified by the Holy See in 1929 and published in Primum 
Concilium Sinense: anno 1924 a die 14 Maii ad diem 12 Junii in Ecclesia S. Ignatii de Zi-Ka-Wei 
celebratum: Acta. Decreta et Normae. Vota, etc., (Shanghai: Typographia Missionis Catholicae 
T'ou-Se-We, 1929). For an introduction about the origin and significances of the First Chinese 
Council, see Claude Soetens, L 'Eglise Catholique en Chine au XX6 siecle, (Paris: Beauchesne, 1997), 
113-123. 
28 Acta Apostolicae Sedis (1926), 65-83. English translation can be found in the Vatican website, 
http://www.vatican.va/holy_father/pius_xi/encyclicals/documents/hf_p-xi—enc_28021926—rerum-eccl 
esiae_en.html. 
29 D'Elia, Catholic Native Episcopacy in China, 80-88. 
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By the end of the 1920s, the situation of the Catholic Church in China 
drastically changed as compared to twenty years before. The Chinese Catholics had 
Chinese bishops. Fu Ren Catholic University was set up in Beijing, and became an 
important center of Sinology.30 Regional seminaries were set up to provide better 
education to Chinese clergy, and the most talented seminarians were sent to Europe 
for advanced studies. Progressive missionaries ventured into different fields, from 
Catholic theology to Chinese philosophy, from historical studies to scientific 
researches, from the academia to the public field, all aiming at searching for a path to 
31 
integrate the Catholic faith with the Chinese culture and society. Among all these 
achievements, one of the most explicit manifestations of this new era was through 
the development of Chinese Catholic art. 
Chinese Style Christian Art as the Cultural Symbol of the Chinese Christians 
Visual arts, including painting, architecture, liturgical vestments, etc., were 
always important media that Catholic Church used to proclaim and propagate the 
faith, as art and church architecture could induce others to become interested in the 
Catholic religion.32 The earliest Jesuits in China used different religious paintings 
• • 33 
in preaching, which was previously a tradition of the Jesuits in the West. Most of 
the architecture and pictures that the missionaries brought to China were in the 
Western style, possibly with the intent to "enlighten the missionized about European 
30 CHEN, John Shujie, The Rise and Fall ofFu Ren University, Beijing: Catholic Higher Education 
in China, (New York: RoutledgeFalmer, 2004). 
31 The achievement of the Catholic Church of the period is best summarized in the bibliography 
complied by Joseph Dehergne, "L'eglise de Chine au tournant (1924-1949): le milieu, les cadres, les 
oeuvres. l'histoire : essai bibliographique partiellement annote," Bulletin de I'Universite I'Aurore 
(1949): 417-558, 655-777. 
32 JENNES, 141-142. 
33 JENNES, 19. 
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culture,"34 but the Jesuits also engaged in creating some indigenous Chinese 
Christian art in the seventeenth century.35 
Since the legalization of Christian religion in mid-nineteenth century, numerous 
Western churches were built across China, and most of them were either in Gothic, 
OZ： • • • • • -t 
Roman, or Neo-Classical style. Missionaries in the twentieth century started to 
re-think the appropriateness of using western style religious art because it was 
• • • 37 n 1 • 
foreign to, and sometimes objected to by the Chinese people. Shortly after his 
arrival in China, Vincent Lebbe commented that the presence of western style church 
architecture on Chinese soil not only destroyed the artistic beauty of surrounding 
Chinese style buildings and landscapes, but also created a strong sense of colonial 
o o # # # 
presence. For various reasons, the missionaries started to think of employing the 
Chinese artistic traditions in Christian art. 
The Apostolic Delegate to China, Archbishop Costantini, was an active 
promoter of Catholic art. He was attracted by the transcendental beauty of Chinese 
art and architecture, and became an active promoter of indigenous Christian art in 
missionary areas. At the beginning, the most important Chinese Christian art was 
34 Gauvin Alexander Bailey, Art on the Jesuit Missions in Asia and Latin America: 1542-177i, 
(Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 1999), 7. 
35 Pasquale M. d'Elia, Le origini dell 'arte Cristiana Cinese 1583-1640, (Rome: Reale Accademia 
d'ltalia, 1939). 
36 Tess Johnston and Deke Erh, God & Country: Western Religious Architecture in Old China, (Hong 
Kong: Old China Hand Press, 1996). 
37 JENNES, 241-2. 
38 LETTRES, no. 15,46-47. 
39 The most recent study on Costantini's role in promoting Chinese Christian Art is Gu Wei-min 顧衛 
民，Jindai zhongguo Jidu zongjiao yishu fazhan Shi 近代中國基督宗教藝術發展史[A History of 
Christian Arts in Modern China], (Hong Kong: Tao Fong Shan Christian Center, 2006), 82-166. 
Costantini also published extensively on missionary periodical of the period, and wrote two important 
books on the issue of Christian art in mission. Some of his important writings about Chinese 
Christian art in was translated into Chinese and published in Zhonghuo Tianzhujiao meishu 中國天主 
教美術[Catholic art in China], translated by Sun Xue-mao 孫學茂，(Taichung: Kuangchi Press, 
25 
architecture and painting, but soon this was extended to various liturgical items such 
as the tabernacles, chalice, or the monstrance.40 Through Costantini's promotion, 
the art work of these Chinese Catholic artists went beyond a strategy of 
evangelization. They fused the religious motifs of the Catholic religion and 
aesthetics of the Chinese arts. To the missionaries, this was also regarded as a 
means to enrich the tradition of the Church. 
In his writing, Costantini frequently quoted the instruction of Pope St. Gregory 
the Great to St. Augustine of Canterbury, saying that one should only destroy the 
idols, but not the pagan temples. Missionaries should consecrate these temples with 
holy water and place on the altars relics of the saints, so the people can worship God 
in familiar surroundings.42 Mentioning other early medieval saints such as St. 
Patrick of Ireland, St. Boniface of Germany, Costantini regarded the ancient Church 
Fathers as the forerunners of the Catholic mission, and their principle was to 
establish local churches with indigenous elements.43 He seems to have interpreted 
these stories in light of the ecumenical spirit of the twentieth century. To Costantini, 
the Catholic Church was not against any culture, but could enrich different cultures 
with the grace from God. The people who received Christianity could in turn 
express and praise God through their own arts and cultures. 
1966). 
40 Etienne Merveille, L 'art chreien en Chine, (Bruges: Le Bulletin des Missions, n.d.)’ 2. 
41 Ibid., 9-10. 
42 Costantini, L 'Arte Cristiana nelle missioni, 30. 
43 Ibid, 31-32. 
44 Costantini, In difesa dell'arte Cristiana, Translated by Fathers of the Congregatio Discipulorum 
Domini as Weihu zongjiao yishu 維護宗教藝f衙，(Taipei: Congregatio Discipulorum Domini, 1977)., 
169-176. 
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One interesting Catholic artist of the period was Mon van Genechten 方希聖 
(Fang Xisheng, 1903-1974). He was also a Belgium missionary, and came to China 
in 1930. His superior, inspired by the cultural adaptation method of Costantini, 
assigned him the task to master Chinese art. 5 He acquired his skills from both folk 
artisans and one of the best known Chinese painters of the period, 
Pu Xin-yu、溥心、畲.46 Eventually he mastered many types of Chinese art, from 
literati style to popular woodcut, from Chinese style architecture to the style of 
Buddhist murals. With these, he tried to express the Christian religion with the 
language of Chinese art. 
The missionaries admired both their own Catholic tradition as well as the local 
culture, and tried to fuse the two together. Their discontent towards the current 
status of mission culture, which was heavily influenced by Western imperialism, 
caused them to return to the ancient traditions and ideals of the Church. They 
regarded the indigenization of the Catholic religion to the local cultures as the 
highest ideal of Christian mission. 
45 Lorry Swerts and Koen De Ridder, Mon van Genechten, 15. 
46 Ibid., 56. 
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Plate 2.1. The Crucifixion by Mon van Genechten 
u：^  miaiPN 1 — 
Source: Lorry Swerts and Koen De Ridder, Mon van Genechten (1903-1974) Flemish Missionary and 
Chinese Painter - Inculturation of Christian Art in China, (Leuven: Leuven University Press, 2002), 
178. 
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Chapter Three - Catholic Liturgy and Music in China: 
Between Orthodoxy and Participation 
Before studying the liturgy and music of Vincent Lebbe's congregations, we 
must explore the complex issues of the encounter between Catholicism and the 
Chinese society. While the previous chapter explored the broader historical 
development of the Catholic Church in China during the indigenization movement in 
the early twentieth century, this chapter examines the situation of Catholic liturgy 
and music in China. An understanding about the religious and musical practices of 
the Chinese Catholics enables us to explore the context of Lebbe's experiences of the 
liturgy and music in China, and ultimately how these issues influenced him. 
This chapter is divided into two parts; the first part discusses the history of 
Catholic liturgy and devotional practices in China, and the second part, the music. 
The first part focuses on the issues of liturgy and devotional practices through 
different types of liturgical and devotional books used by the Chinese Catholics. 
The second part explores the uses of different types of music in China, namely the 
Gregorian chant, Western hymns and Chinese music. Special focuses will be on 
their cultural representations, as well as their effect upon the Chinese Catholics. 
Since the liturgy and music in China, particularly in the nineteenth and early 
twentieth century are not yet well researched by scholars, this chapter inevitably 
suffers from certain limitation in both in scope and depth. Nevertheless, this study 
incorporates a number of prayers and music books used during the early twentieth 
century in Beijing and nearby regions, when and where Lebbe worked. 
2 9 
It is hoped that the information provided in this chapter can provide a rough sketch of 
the liturgy and music that Lebbe probably experienced in China, and at the same time, 
explore the unique characteristics and problems within the Chinese Catholic Church 
in general. 
Catholic Liturgy and Devotional Practices in China: From the Seventeenth to 
the Early Twentieth Century 
When the Jesuits in China started to have their first converts, supplying them 
with the basic prayers, such as the Lord's Prayer, Ave Maria, etc., became an 
important issue. Since these prayers included a number of important Christian 
terminologies, the Jesuits had two options. One option was to translate the prayers 
into Chinese literally, and search for existing terms in the Chinese language that 
would suitably represent the original meanings. Another method was transliteration, 
which transcribes the sounds of Latin syllables in Chinese characters phonetically. 
While the first method helped the Chinese to understand the meaning, it risked 
inaccurate or incomplete translations that could cause misunderstanding of the 
Catholic concepts and doctrines. The second method could safeguard the doctrines, 
but did not convey any meaning of the religion.1 The problem of translation 
underlined one of the critical issues of the Catholic liturgy in China until the Second 
Vatican Council. 
The first Catholic prayer book in Chinese was translated in 1603 by the Jesuit 
Nicholas Longobardi 育直華民(1559-1654),2 with the aid of his teacher in Chinese. 
The original prayer book is lost or yet to be discovered, nevertheless, some of its 
1 JENNES, 24-25. 
2 PFISTER, 58-66. 
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contents survived in later prayer books. Some of the prayers were from a popular 
prayer book called Memorial de la Vida Cristiana, by a famous Spanish Dominican 
mystic Luis de Granada (1504-1588).3 
Probably the prototype of all subsequent Chinese Catholic prayer books, the 
Tianzhu shengjiao nianjing zongdu 天主聖教念糸至糸悤牘(The Collection of Prayers 
of the Holy Religion of the Lord of Heaven), was prepared by the Jesuit Gasper 
Ferreira 費奇規（1571-1649)4 in 1628. This book was discovered by Paul 
Brunner in the Vatican Archive in 1957. It included essentially all the important 
prayers for Catholics, including Lord's Prayer, Ave Maria, Salve Regina, Credo, 
Confession, Ten Commandants, Angelus, Litany of Saints, Litany of Mary and many 
other prayers for popular devotions. One important feature of this prayer book was 
its quasi-liturgical nature. There were arrangements of prescribed set of prayers 
for morning and evening exercises for the Chinese Catholics, so that they could 
gather together in churches to recite these common prayers. Since priests were 
scare in China and regular saying of a Mass liturgy was not possible, such type of 
daily exercises actually became the popular liturgy of the Chinese Catholics even up 
to the twentieth century, as we will see later in this chapter. 
Around 1665, there was a major modification of the above-mentioned prayer 
book. The translation quality was improved, using a more elegant language style. 
Some prayers were deleted and others were added. ‘ According to Brunner, 
3 BRUNNER, 6-12. 
4 PFISTER, 78-80. 
5 Detailed analysis about the contents as well as the origin of the texts in BRUNNER, 17-80. 
6 BRUNNER, 175-6. 
7 BRUNNER, 84-99. 
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subsequent editions of the prayer book up to the early twentieth century were similar 
to this 1665 edition in general, both in the wordings of the Chinese translation or the 
contents and overall structures. 
While the popular prayer books were well developed and becoming a tradition 
among the Chinese Catholics, the problem of Catholic liturgy in China was another 
equally important issue for the Jesuits. In 1613, Nicholas Trigault 金尼閣 
(1577-1628)8 was dispatched back to Europe by his superior Nicholas Longobardi. 
His mission was to obtain the Pope's permission to translate the Bible, Missal and 
Breviary into Chinese, which Pope Paul V granted in 1615.9 Due to various reasons, 
including the lack of time and labor, as well as opposition from some missionaries, 
the Jesuits in China did not undertake such translation project until the second half of 
the seventeenth century. 
It is important to notice that the chief purpose of translating the liturgical texts 
and celebrating the Mass in Chinese in this period was not for the ordinary Chinese 
Catholics, but for the development of indigenous clergy. During this period, the 
Jesuits considered mature adults to be the best candidates for priesthood, and it 
would be extremely difficult for these adults to learn Latin. The Jesuits hoped they 
could be exempted from studying Latin and could use Chinese for the Mass and 
Breviary.11 During mid-seventeenth century, the Italian Jesuit 
8 PFISTER, 111-120. 
9 The text of the papal bull can be founded in Collectanea S. Congregationis de Propaganda Fide seu 
decreta instructions rescriptapro apostolicis missionibus, vol. 1 (Rome: Typographia polyglotta, 
1907), 70nl. 
10 Dunne, Generation of Giants, 165-172. 
11 D'Elia, Catholic Native Episcopacy in China, 19-21. 
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Louis Buglio 禾[[類思(1606-1682) finally took up the translation project. He 
translated a large part of the Missale Romanum (1670), a portion of Breviarium 
Romanum (1674),14 the Little Office of the Blessed Virgin Mary (1676),15 the Office 
•I r 1 "J 
of the Dead (n.d./1671?), and the Rituale (1675). These translations were 
undertaken using the privilege granted by Pope Paul V in 1615, in the hopes that the 
Holy See would allow the adoption of Chinese liturgy, so that the formation of native 
1 o 
Chinese priests would be possible. Unfortunately, subsequent developments, 
especially the Controversy of Rites resulted long series of discussions and debates 
about the issue, and ultimately, Rome did not approve the Chinese liturgy.1 
It should be clear that the Chinese Catholic Church proceeded in two directions 
on the issue of liturgy. Regarding the liturgy proper, that is the Mass and Divine 
Office, the main issue was to pursue a Chinese translation for the purpose of 
fostering the indigenous clergy. The religious life of the ordinary Chinese Catholics 
was supplemented with the devotional prayer books, and they practiced a type of 
popular liturgy. When the Chinese Catholics had the opportunity to participate in 
the Mass, they relied on publications aiming at introducing and explaining the Mass. 
12 PFISTER, 230-243. 
13 Misa jingdian,彌撒,經典 Missale Romanum auctoritate Pauli V. Pont .M. Sinice redditum a P. 
Ludovico Buglio soc. Iesu, Pekini in Collegio eiusd .Soc. See SUMMARIES, 30. 
14 Rije gaiyao 日課槪要 Breviarium Romanum Sinice redditum a P. Ludovico Buglio Soc. Iesu In 
Collegio Pekinensi ejusd. Soc. SUMMARIES, 30-32. 
15 Shengmuxiaorike 聖母小曰課.SUMMARIES，35-36 
16 Yiwangzhe rike jing 己亡者日課經.See SUMMARIES, 36. In this book, p. 477, Hsu Tsung-tse 
provides 1671 as the publication date. This information is not available in other literatures, as well 
as survived copies of the Office of the Dead. Nevertheless, the Office of the Dead appears at the end 
of the Chinese Breviary translated by Buglio, published in 1674. 
17 Shengshi lidian 聖事 11 典 Manuale ad Sacrame[n]ta ministranda iuxta ritu[m] S. Rom. Ecc. 
Sinice reddit[m] a P. Ludovico Buglio Soc. Iesu. SUMMARIES, 32-33. 
18 D'Elia, Catholic Native Episcopacy in China, 24. 
19 For complete history about the petition for Chinese liturgy by the Jesuits during the seventeenth 
and eighteenth century, see Stanislaus Chen, Historia tentaminum missionariorum Societatis Jesu pro 
liturgia Sinica in saeculo XVII, (Rome: Scuola Tipogr. Don Luigi Guanella, 1951) and Francois 
Bontinck, La lutte autour de la liturgie chinoise aux XVIIe et XVIIIe siecles, (Louvain: Nauwelaerts, 
1962). 
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The earliest publication for this purpose was the Misa jiyilue 彌撒祭義略(Brief 
Introduction to the Sacrifice of the Mass), written by Giulio Aleni 艾儒略 
(1582-1649)20 and published in 1629.21 It was also interesting that during the 
seventeenth century, the Holy See stressed the importance of studying and adopting 
• • • • • • 22 the native language of missionary areas for propagation of Christianity. 
Nevertheless, when the issue concerned the liturgy and the sacraments of the Church, 
the Church tended to be conservative, and still influenced by the mentality of the 
Council of Trent and Counter Reformation. 
During the eighteenth and the first half of the nineteenth century, the Catholic 
Church in China was nominally forbidden in China, and foreign missionaries could 
not preach or celebrate the liturgy publicly. Chinese Catholics often lived together 
in the same village or in one or several families, and practiced the morning and 
evening prayers together. The Chinese government officials often mentioned these 
practices when they arrested Chinese Catholics, and they also confiscated many 
• • 23 . prayer books, liturgical calendars, and other religious books. Sometimes these 
books were supplied by those missionaries who were permitted to stay in Beijing and 
working for the Imperial Court as astronomers.2 In 1848 there were around 
315,000 Catholics in China, served by 219 priests only.25 In this situation, the 
Chinese Catholics maintained the Catholic religion themselves, and their religious 
life relied on the popular prayer books. 
20 P F I S X E R 126-136. 
21 JENNES, 55，Criveller, 185 
22 JENNES, 57-8. 
23 Chang Tseh, Qingdai Jinjiaoqi de Tianzhujiao, 54，111, 150，153, 186. 
24 Ibid., 127，150. 
25 D'Elia, Catholic Native Episcopacy in China, 64. 
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After 1860 when missionary activities were legalized across China, various 
printing houses were established. The earliest and the most famous Chinese 
Catholic publishing houses were operated by the Congregation of the Mission in 
Beijing, and by the Jesuits in Shanghai, Tushanwan (Tu-se-wei) 土山灣 publishing 
house.26 They often reprinted and re-edited the older editions of prayer books for 
the Chinese Catholics. For example, the Shengjiao Rike 聖教日課(Daily 
Exercises of the Holy Religion), the successor of the earlier Chinese Catholic popular 
prayer books was published for the usage in the Vicariate of Beijing in 1856, and 
continued to be reprinted and modified up until the early twentieth century. The 
tenth edition was published in 1930 (Plate 3.1). The Chinese Catholics in the area 
that Lebbe was working would have used this prayer book. Different vicariates or 
prefectures had there own version of Shengjiao Rike or other similar types of prayer 
books. 
Plate 3.1. Title Page of Shengjiao Rike 聖教日課,(Beijing, 1930) 
\虔I I 性卜 
I 夕 丨 存 i 
[ m i , ¾ ¾ ¾ I � I 
J m 丨 ^ ^ 丨 1 
I 大 I W m I 真 I 
^ ^ m 广、I � 
神 1 ^ O T i 聖 I 
f ^ m ^ M I f： -fU i msa^mom i ^¾¾ [ . 
i I 
i___<u-„ZIiMsifjlLg'2.�.. 
26 JENNES, 174-175. 
27 CATALOGUE, 14-15. 
35 
As mentioned before, the Chinese Catholic popular prayer books have a 
quasi-liturgical nature. Table 3.1 below outlines the contents and structures, and the 
sequences of prayers (in numbers) of Zaoke 早課(morning prayer) from five 
selected Chinese prayer books: 
1628 - Tianzhu shengjiao nianjing zongdu 天主聖教念經總牘,from BRUNNER, 
276-277. 
1874 _ Zhounian zhanli gongjing 週年瞻Iji豊公糸至[Common prayer for whole year], 
(Shanghai: Cimutang 慈母堂[Tushanwan 土山灣],1874), lr-12r. 
1894 - Zaowanke shenglushangong 早晚課聖路善功 Les prieres du main et du soir, 
le chemin de la criox: traduction frangaise. [Chinese text with transliteration 
and translation in French], (Beijing: Typographic du Pe-Tang, 1894), 23-55. 
1907 - Preces matutinae et vespertinae, catechismus sinesis, preces rosarii: 
translatio Latina ad usum neo-missionariorum [With Chinese and Latin 
transliteration]. (Ho Kien Fou [Hejianfu 河間府 in Hebei、河北 Province], 
1907). 13-45. 
1930 - Shengjiao Rike 聖教曰課,(Beijing, 1930), 3-17. 
36 
Table 3.1. Synopsis of the Structure and Order of Prayers (in numbers) of Zaoke 早 
課(morning prayer) in Selected Chinese Catholic Prayer Books 
Items 1628 1874 1894 1907 1930 
Five Salutations 五拜禮 1 1 1 1 
In nomine 聖號,經 1 2 2 2 2 
Prayer for Commencement of Actions 初行功夫 3 3 3 3 
Adoration to Trinity and all Saints in Heaven 4 
朝拜天上諸聖要規 
Act of Grace in the Morning 感謝糸至 2 5 4 4 4 
Glory to the Holy Trinity 榮福經（皇皇聖三)^ 3 6 5 5 5 
Lord's Prayer 天主,經 4 7 6 6 6 
Ave Maria 聖母糸至 5 8 7 7 7 
Salve Regina 又聖母經 6 9 8 8 8 
Apostles'Creed 信經 7 10 9 9 9 
Confiteor 解罪經 8 11 10 10 10 
Act of Contrition 悔罪經 9 12 11 11 11 
Ten Commandments 天主十誠 13 12 12 12 
Four Rules of the Church 聖教四規 14 13 13 13 
Prayer for Graces 求恩經 10 15 14 14 14 
Five Adorations to the Stigmata /_]�五傷 16 
Prayer to Jesus and Holy Spirit 向耶稣聖靈誦 17 
Acts of Faith, Hope and Love 18 
信德誦、望德誦、愛德誦 
Veni Sanctae Spiritu 聖神降臨誦 19 
Prayer after Actions 已完功夫 20 15 15 15 
Five Thanksgivings 五謝禮 21 16 16 16 
Seven Petitions 七示斤求 17 
As we can see from this table, the structure of the morning prayers became 
rather standardized. The basic elements and structure originating in the 1628 
edition was carried on and developed up until the twentieth century. In the 1930 
edition of the Shengjiao Rike published in Beijing, there is a preface written by 
3 7 
Bishop Louis-Gabriel Delaplace 田嘉壁（1820-1884)28 in 1877. He forbade the 
public recitation of prayers that are not found in the Shengjiao Rike. He also declared 
that that the prayer book is for the Catholics to recite in congregation, and all the 
• 29 • \ prayers of morning and evening prayers are not changeable. In reality, the prayers 
in the popular devotional prayer book became the de facto liturgy for Chinese 
Catholics. 
During the seventeenth to twentieth century, the number of priests was never 
sufficient for the ever-increasing number of Catholics in the vast area of China. 
The Catholic religion, from the religious ritual aspect, was maintained by such 
popular liturgy, and the obligation to practice the morning and evening prayers 
became an identifying element of Chinese Catholics. In some regions, in the 
ceremony of accepting catechumens, the person received a paper containing the 
morning and evening prayers, and since then the person would recite them daily as a 
symbol of being accepted to the Catholic religion. As a missionary working in the 
Vicariate of Beijing in the early twentieth century mentioned, the Chinese Catholics 
were very enthusiastic in reciting these prayers. Either in their home or in the 
churches, they recited or sang the morning and evening prayers with beautiful 
voices.31 
28 He was the Apostolic Vicar of Beijing during 1870-1884. For his biography see Joseph van den 
Brandt, Les Lazaristes en Chine 1697-1935: Notes biographiques, (Beijing: Imprimerie des Lazaristes, 
1936)，51-52. He was particularly active in publishing various types of religious books for Chinese 







Rike, (Beijing, 1930), 20. 
30 JENNES, 147-8. 
31 Henri Gamier, Chez les paysans du Nord de la Chine: Souvenirs de mission, (Beijing: Imprimerie 
38 
In contrast with the active and vivid participations of the Chinese Catholics in 
the popular liturgy, their activity in the liturgy proper - the Mass was very limited due 
to the use of Latin. Safeguarding the orthodoxy and purity of Catholic liturgy, as 
well as maintaining of the atmosphere of mystery were important for the Catholic 
liturgists in the early twentieth century. Therefore, despite many discussions 
about adopting the vernacular in the liturgy of the Mass, especially in the missionary 
areas, the Catholic Church stood firm in using Latin as the language of liturgy. 
In the popular prayer books, usually there would be a section explaining or 
instructing the mass liturgy usually. For example, the 1930 edition of the Shengjiao 
Rike has a section called "Shanyu Misa guishi"善與彌撒規式(Rubrics for Proper 
Participation in the Mass). It explains how to prepare oneself properly before 
going to the Mass, and also the sequences of the Mass from a visual perspective, 
referring to the actions of the priest to introduce different sections of the Mass. 
Other independent publications explain the Mass liturgy in greater detail and with 
pictures, for example the Shanyu Misa 善與彌撒(Proper Participation in the Mass) 
published in Beijing, 1907.34 
In China, the level of participation of the lay people in the Mass was very 
limited, and this resulted a specific term to describe people going to Mass, "wang 
misa"望彌撒，to watch the mass. The spirituality of Chinese Catholics in the early 
twentieth century was shaped by two extremes: the lively and enthusiastic 
des Lazaristes, 1920), 129-138. 
32 JENNES, 241, see also Ernest Benjamin Koenker，The Liturgical Renaissance in the Roman 
Catholic Church, (Saint Louis: Concordia Publishing House, 1966), 138-152. 
33 Shengjiao Rike, (Beijing, 1930), 20-36. 
34 This book has with 44 pages and 31 pictures, and was reprinted 3 times until 1930. See 
CATALOGUE, 8. 
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participation in Chinese popular devotional liturgy and the limited participation in 
the liturgy of the Mass. This ambiguous situation was also reflected in the Chinese 
Catholic music of the period. 
Catholic Music in China: One Church with Diversified Practices 
We know little about Catholic music in China, since most of the music or chant 
books as well as related documents are either unknown or not yet properly explored 
by scholars. Preliminary observation about the administrative structure of the 
Chinese Catholic Church suggests the issue is extremely complicated. Within 
China, different religious congregations managed different vicariates or prefectures. 
These vicariates and prefectures were virtually independent from each other, and 
implied that each of them would have their own liturgical, devotional and musical 
practices. Further, they may be influenced by or made various adaptation to local 
customs and musical practices accordingly.35 
One important issue was, what type of music should be adopted in the Chinese 
Catholic Church. From an aesthetical perspective, the musical tastes of Chinese 
people differed greatly from the Western people. The modal Gregorian Chant and 
the tonal repertories (such as organ music or popular hymns) were fundamentally 
different from Chinese music. Besides musical tastes, adopting any type of music 
also implied importing the cultural-religious representation and associated meanings. 
While Gregorian Chant certainly represented the legitimate type of Catholic liturgical 
music, the Latin language made it difficult for Chinese people to comprehend and 
35 For the complicated situation of Church administration in China, on can see the information about 
different vicariates given in Joseph de Moidrey, La hierarchie catholique en Chine, en Coree et au 
Japon, 1307-1914, (Shanghai: Imprimerie de l'orphelinat de T'ou-se-we, 1914)，43-158. 
40 
appreciate. Simple western hymn melodies might easily be used after adopting 
Chinese texts, but they represented neither the Catholic or Chinese traditions. 
Adopting Chinese music was another method, but most Chinese folk tunes were 
secular in nature, and some might carry indecent lyrics in their original versions. 
The following paragraphs outline the different types of Chinese Catholic music being 
used since the seventeenth century, and explore their cultural-religious significance 
to the Chinese Catholics. 
The Jesuits bought many Western musical instruments to China since the time 
of Matteo Ricci, and both Chinese and Western music were played in various 
• 36 • occasions in the seventeenth and eighteenth century, and we have the earliest 
• • • 37 1 
record mentioning a Mass accompanied by music was in 1604. In a letter 
published in 1713, an anonymous missionary provided a musical example of how 
Chinese Catholics sang the Chinese version of Pater Noster, with a type of chanting 
^ o 
formula. 
The earliest source of Chinese liturgical music is Tianyue zhengyin pu 天樂正音 
on 
譜(Compendium of Orthodox Sounds of Heavenly Music), which contains some 
qupai 曲牌-titles of preexisting tunes, and supplied with Chinese Catholic poems 
36 About Western musical instruments and the music in China during 17th and 18th century, see Sheila 
Melvin and Cai Jindong, Rhapsody in Red: How Western Classical Music Became Chinese, (New 
York: Algora Publishing, 2004)，45-78. 
37 Francois Picard, "Music," in Handbook of Christianity in China, 854. 
38 Ysia Tchen, La musique chinoise en France au XVIIf siecle, (Paris: Publications Orientalistes de 
France, 1974), 19-24. 
39 The book is mentioned in PFISTER, 396, but it was not available to the public until Fang Hao 方豪 
rediscovered it in the Jesuit library of Xujiaweihui 徐家匯 in 1946，and published it with punctuations 
and commentaries in 1950 with Zheng Qian 鄭騫.Tianyue zhengyin pu 天樂正音譜，edited by Fang 
Hao and Zheng Qian, [Taipei, 1950]. 
41 
written in respective structures of the qupai.40 This volume was written by Wu Li 
吳歷(1631-1718),41 a very famous painter and poet of the period who became a 
Catholic priest and Jesuit. Another important source of Chinese Catholic music of 
the period is the Shengyue jingpu 聖樂,經譜(Scores of Sacred Music), complied by 
the French Jesuit Joseph Marie Amiot 錢德明（1718-1793).42 This volume 
contained thirteen pieces of Chinese music for popular Catholic prayers such as 
Pater noster, Ave Maria and Salve Regina” The reason for employing Chinese 
music in these Catholic works was perhaps best explained by Amiot's book Me mo ire 
sur la musique des chinois, tant anciens que moderns. Therein, he reported that a 
Chinese scholar told him that western music would not please the ears of Chinese 
people. Chinese music had the ability to enter one's heart and soul, but the western 
music Amiot played could not do the same. 4 
Immediately after the legalization of the Catholic religion in China and the 
reopening of the churches in Beijing in 1860, the Congregation of the Mission in 
Beijing published a chant book in 1861 called Shengshi gejingjianyao 聖事歌經簡 
要(Selections of Chants for the Sacred Liturgy). 5 The book was prepared by 
40 Jonathan Chaves, Singing of the Source: Nature and God in the Poetry of the Chinese Painter Wu 
Li, (Honolulu: University of Hawaii Press, 1993)，48-49, 75-80. 
41 PFISTER, 395-396. 
42 PFISTER, 837-860. 
4 Francois Picard and Pierre Marsone, "Le cahier de musique sacree du pere Amiot: Un recueil de 
prieres chantees en chinois du XVIIIe siecle," Sanjiao Wenxian: Materiaux pour I'etude de la religion 
chinoise (Universiteit Leiden) 3 (1999), 13-72. 
4 Joseph Marie Amiot, Memoire sur la musique des chinois, tant anciens que moderns, (Paris: Chez 
Nyon l'aine, 1779), 2-3. 
4 A brief description of the book, the facsimile of the chant Adoro te, as well as the original Chinese 
preface can be found in Tao Ya-bing 陶亞兵，Zhongxi yinyue jiaoliu shigao 中西音樂交流史稿[The 
history of musical exchange between China and western world], (Beijing : Zhongguo da baikequanshu 
chubanshe中國大百科全書出版社，1994)，158-162. 
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Antione-Everard Smorenburg 司牧靈(1827-1904),46 and xylographically 
printed.47 This chant book deserves special attention, as its characteristics reflect 
some important issues concerning the Chinese Catholic music at that time. 
Firstly, the music in this book is notated in a very special hybrid form, 
combining chant notation and Chinese gongche 工尺 notation (Example 3.1). 
Within the square notes on four-line staves, the Chinese character representing the 
relative pitch in Chinese gongche system is provided. Smorenburg preached in 
China for seven years before he prepared this chant book, so it is possible that he 
acquired sufficient knowledge about Chinese music and its notation system in order 
to devise such a special notation system. 
Example 3.1. Adoro te from Shengshi gejingjianyao 聖事歌經簡要(1861) 
你 > M 多 / “ , — … — 一 , — — . . . . . . . . 
^ ^ 托 资 悠 辦 书 
、；�/"j^y/;：/夕/二 ‘ '…/� /“�"H"' /o ^ ^/'^a'Z^/'/y<^^y,'//^///,, / 'f// z, ^ ‘ ‘ ‘ " ' / ' : � ' ' � / y ‘ 
" ^ ^ ： ‘ ‘ , 广 ‘ ： ‘ . ‘ ‘ ' V r ‘ ' 3 1 9 " ‘ | | "1 I a 
I '" '' f t %••% , "vf ！ • ：： isn 
J l i i^f i \ dK n h h , 沖 劣 I f , F '分 
f ^ k n [ l x / , " , : : , ， / \ 、 、 心 〜 ‘ ‘ ； ‘ / 二 ‘ ^ ^ t m l y 
• - ^ 厂 - 囔 : t H 、 、 • ' 公 : � W " �. . . 〜 ^ * 二 二 ’力 ‘ ‘ - … ^ • ^ “ • ^ ^ ^ • x l K t M ^ M M , 祝’, y A ^ ' A e / ^ ^ f y y v v i m m ^ y f ^ ^ f ^ 
耗 , ‘f ** ^  i ‘ , ‘ / / ‘ / / , 
。:£了％‘ :_//:.…；:^,^：. ： - • 'W*i f ‘ 
…涵f::Hls; ^*� .'pp：.' i^ rl*-- "4， 
46 A missionary of Dutch origin, he entered China and preached in the vicariate of Beijing in 1854. 
He left the Congregation of Mission and joined the Congregation of Immaculate Heart of Mary 
(CICM) in 1867. He left China in 1869 and died in Holland in 1904. See Brandt, Les Lazaristes en 
Chine 1697-1935: Notes biographiques,, 60, Saiwai chuanjiao shi 塞外傳教史[Mission Beyond the 
Great Wall], edited by Ku Wei-ying, (Leuven: Ferdinand Verbiest Foundation and Taipei: Kuangchi 
Cultural Group, 2002)，84. 
47 CATALOGUE, 12. 
43 
Another noticeable feature of this book is that in the text portion lacks the 
original Latin text. Chinese characters, which are phonetic transliterations of the 
Latin texts, are provided. However, Smorenburg did not provide the translation of 
the meaning of the Latin texts. 
These special characteristics highlight some issues of music and liturgy in 
Chinese Catholic Church. The Chinese people could only participate in the Latin 
liturgy through music sung with phonetically translated texts. The combination of 
the incomprehensible texts and Gregorian Chant, a musical language that was foreign 
to the Chinese, mystified and simultaneously solemnized the liturgy. This would be 
very similar to the Chinese Buddhists chanting the Sanskrit with transliteration in 
Chinese characters.48 Nevertheless, from the missionaries' point of view, this 
method represented great progress in bringing the liturgy to the Chinese people. 
Bishop Joseph Martial Mouly 孟振生(1807-1868), who started to preach in 
China in 1828, already encouraged the Chinese Catholics to sing in Latin during the 
Mass on solemn feasts in early nineteenth century.50 He was later appointed as the 
Apostolic Vicar of Beijing in 1856, and after 1861 when churches in Beijing were 
reopened, solemn liturgies were often held, with descriptions that the congregation 
1 51 52 
chanted the Mass by Dumont (probably the Missa Regia), as well as Te Deum, 
probably using the Shengshi gejing jianyao. Gregorian Chant in Shengshi gejing 
jianyao served several purposes. It represented mystery of the Catholic liturgy to 
the Chinese Catholics, and served as a channel for the Chinese Catholics to 
participate in it. It also represented the ultimate triumph of the Catholics after long 
I would like to thank Professor Yu Siu-wah for suggesting this point. 
Brandt, Les Lazaristes en Chine 1697-1935: Notes biographiques, 39. 
50 Saiwai chuanjiao shi, 34. 
1 Jean Chabonnier, Histoire des Chretiens de Chine, (Paris: Declee, 1992), 238. 
Latourette, A History of Christian Missions in China, 308. 
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period of persecution, and public gathering for solemn liturgy was now possible. 
This is described in the preface of the Shengshi gejing jianyao , 
Now the Holy Religion has a peaceful period. Sometimes when many 
Catholics gather on Sundays and feast days, we have a priest offer Solemn Mass 
(gejing misa 歌,經彌撒，literally means chanted Mass) and the Benediction of the 
Blessed Sacrament. We know that many Catholics want to learn the chants (gejing 
歌經，the sacred texts in music) to praise God. Since learning the western 
language [i.e. Latin] is difficult, we now phonetically transcribe the chant texts for 
important feasts and Sundays into Chinese. For the music, we provide the 
gongche notation, superimposed onto the western notes, so that those who are 
knowledgeable in music can learn them quickly.. .54 
The situation of Catholic music in the early twentieth century was very 
complicated. It is resulted from different regions being administrated by 
missionaries from different religious orders and from different countries. We can 
see many different types of musical books, using different notation systems, 
languages, and musical styles. Table 3.2 describes the characteristics of some 
music books published during early twentieth century, and Examples 3.2 to 3.7 
shows some music from selected music books to illustrate the diversified musical 
practices of the period. 
53 The author's translation with the original Chinese preface provided in Tao Ya-bing, Zhongxiyinyue 
















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Example 3.2. Traditional French carol "Angels We Have Heard on High" on 
Chinese text. Though the music is in western style, the Chinese title and text of this 
piece "Jesu shengdan cijue"耳 1¾禾聖誕七,絕("Cijue" for Christmas) was in a 
traditional Chinese style. Cijue is a traditional Chinese poetic form, with four lines 
and each line containing seven words. From Shengjiao gexuan 聖教哥欠選(1901). 
一 — — f I 
I 
‘1 梦 - I 
1 1 . 一 - — - T 一 一 ~ 1 J 
•删紙丨..丨丨丨 1 . 1 1 1 1 "“**" ^ \ 1 1 
j 赫 赠 雜 _ ( I 
1| f f l i t I 
浓f > 咖 一 _ i , 咖 丨丨•丨 1 1丨 , | „ � j I 
i A 嗚 谷 處 攀 聲 途 J 
— _ j — 勢 ~ I 
% …删.,縦議隨Tr 議 , — 『.r — .1,.丄象 g …….！ 二 二 ： ^ ^ ^ I 
| b 至 人 厕 
I 天 
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Example 3.3. Pater noster 天主糸至 in gongche notation, without text. This music 
is identical with the Pater noster from Amiot's Shengyue jingp 聖樂,經譜(1779). 
From Qingyinpu 清音譜（1912). 
W : 换 〉 . I • '.——• I in ijiI' . . 舰 ” 一 . ' ' - - 一 I 
P P ^ ^ H 工 ] , 五 、 | _ ：合‘|对 :茂、难 
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•傳’ 1 ！ ‘ ；II Ar/；, >46 ” ： « 、：• 
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mkp^ I » 41 I I 1 f 
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Example 3.4. Asperges, in Gregorian Chant notation, with texts in Latin and 
transliteration in Chinese characters. From Zonggu gejing jianyao 宗古歌糸至簡要 
Cantus missae juxta editionem Vaticanam (1921). 
IN 00 辦 jMICIS kD ASPERSIOHEM AQUM BEHEDICTAE 
rT<*mpnm A n t . 1?|舊書 
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Example 3.5. Yesu shengxin ge 耳隨禾聖心、歌(Hymn for Sacred Heart of Jesus), in 
melody composed in the Mongolian style with Chinese texts. From Joseph van 
Oost, Vingt cantiques sur texts chinois avec accompagnement d'orgue (1922). 
置 
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Example 3.6. Salve Regina, with transliteration in Chinese characters, staff 
notation. 
The transliteration system used in this book is very sophisticated, which combines 
Chinese characters and alphabets to give a more precise indication to the sounds. 
From Jingge zhailu 經歌摘錄(n.d.) 
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Example 3.7. Zuiren zuidaeji 罪人罪大惡極(Most Sinful Sinner). This is a 
piece sung during the Mass in lieu of the offertory. Note that Gregorian Chant 
square notation is used to notate Chinese style music. From Yongchang Jingge lu 
詠唱經歌錄(n.d.). 
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It is surprising that so many music books of diversified styles are made by the 
missionaries belonging to the same religion, and in the same country around the 
same period. We can summarize the characteristics of these music books from three 
perspectives, 
1. Notation: Chinese gongche notation, Gregorian Chant notation, Staff notation 
2. Musical Style: Chinese music, Gregorian chant, Western tonal music 
3. Language: Chinese, Latin, Latin transliterated into Chinese characters 
Apparently, the most frequently used music of the period was Gregorian Chant. 
This could be shown not only from Table 3.2, but also from a catalogue of the 
Catholic publishing house in Beijing. The chant book for the Benediction of the 
Blessed Sacrament was the most frequently reprinted and re-edited book of 
Gregorian Chant in the early twentieth century,56 and other books of Gregorian 
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Chant were popular too. Children in Catholic literary schools were educated in 
the singing of chant and reading of Latin, which meant that they could be enlisted to 
perform in the Church liturgy using these Gregorian Chant books.58 In the First 
Chinese Council of 1924, it was decided that Pius X's Motuproprio in 1903 should 
56 Cantuale pro benedictionibus SS. Sacramenti: major parte ex libris Solesmensibus excerptum [ed. 
H. Verhaeren C. M.]. First edition (43 pages) published in 1910，and eighth edition (55 pages) in 1929. 
The author has seen the 10th edition published in 1936 (CATALOGUE, no. 23). 
57 Other music books of Gregorian Chant in CATALOGUE are: 
I. Cantus Missae in festis solemnioribus juxta Vaticanam editionem. Edited by J. Angelloz C. M.. 
First edition (75 pages) published in 1925, and second edition (85 pages) in 1930. (CALOGUE, 
no. 24) 
2. Kyriale juxta editionem Vaticam. Edited by H. Verharen C.M.. First edition published in 1910, 
and in 1930 the 9th edition. (CATALOGUE, no. 258) 
3. Graduali et Antiphonario Romano excerpta. First published in 1897，4th edition in 1903 
(CATALOGUE, No. 166) 
58 JENNES, 165. 
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be observed,5 and Gregorian Chant of the Vatican editions prescribed by the Holy 
See should be used.60 
Chinese music, though allowed generally, was used with reservation by the 
missionaries. A regional synod in 1891 warned against the admittance of Chinese 
music of profane origin, and suggested that the use of Chinese music in general 
should be restricted. This decision was repeated in the First Chinese Council, 
reflecting that this was the common position among the missionaries. 
Nevertheless, Chinese music and especially chant formulas were omnipresent in 
Chinese Catholic Church. Missionaries frequently mentioned that the Chinese 
people recite their prayers singing or chanting,62 possibly in the style similar to the 
Zuiren zuidaeji 罪人罪大惡極 in Example 3.7. Chinese instrumental music was 
often performed during processions or other festive situations.63 Furthermore, the 
tradition of the Chinese Catholic style music was probably very strong. The 
Chinese style Catholic music from Amiot's Shengyue jingpu 聖樂,經譜 in 1779 
appeared in both Qingyinpu 清音譜(1912) and Yinyue quanpu 音樂全譜(1922). 64 
9 PCS, Can. 522. "Primum Concilium Sinense igitur inculcat ut observentur regulae quas S.P. Pius X 
in Motu p ropr io�� In t e r plurimas Pastoralis o f f i c i i � � d i e 22 Nov. 1903 edidit." 
60 PCS, Can. 523. "Libri cantus gregoriani sint qui a S. Sede praescribuntur, id est certa exemplaria 
nuper typis Vaticanis scripta; Vetera ab eis discrepantia quamprimum tollantur, neque ab iis quae a S. 
Sede recepta sunt, abscedere liceat." 
1 Synthesis Decretalium Sinarum 1784-1910, edited by J. M. Caubriere, (Hong Kong: Typis Nazareth, 
1914)，134, Can.621. PCS, Can. 525. "Musica Sinica in ecclesiis admitti potest, dummodo non sit 
profana, et tempore et more debito perficiatur." 
62 Such as JENNES, 83, BRUNNER, 156-8. The Chinese music in JGZL(n.d.) YCJGL(n.d.) probably 
is in these Chinese recitation style chanting. See Example 3.7. 
63 Both QYP(1912) and YYQP(1922) contain pieces of instrumental music. Uses of Chinese 
instrumental music during processions, welcoming new missionaries and other festive situations were 
often mentioned, and produce noisy sounds that the Western missionaries found difficult to appreciate, 
but they understood the soundscapes of Chinese instruments were indispensable for creating the joyful 
atmosphere. Such as mentioned by Gamier, Chez les paysans du Nord de la Chine, 121，"Les 
harmonies chinoises manquent totalement d'harmonie Les jours de fete, la musique met de la vie 
dans la communaute et sans le sifflement aigu des flutes, le grincement des violons et le bruit sourd 
des peaux de tambours le plaisir serait incomplet et lajoie manquerait d'accompagnement." 
64 When the churches in Beijing were closed in the early nineteenth century by the Chinese 
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These Chinese music pieces became part of the tradition of the Chinese Catholic 
Church, and treasured by the Chinese Catholics. But from the missionaries' 
perspective, Chinese music would not be admitted into the liturgy proper, since the 
strict implementation of using Latin implied also the use of Gregorian Chant. In 
reality, Chinese music with Chinese texts might be sung during the mass. In the 
Third Synod of the First Region (Beijing) held in 1892, the Church allowed the 
singing of music with Chinese texts (probably in Chinese style music), provided that 
these Chinese texts were not translations of the Latin liturgical texts.65 The 
missionaries guarded the orthodoxy of the liturgy from the prayers and music in 
Chinese, and they probably considered these as part of the popular devotional 
practices, rather than venerable traditions of the Chinese Catholic Church. 
Conclusion 
The liturgy and music of Chinese Catholic Church is indeed a complicated issue 
awaiting proper study. The above survey, while limited in scope and depth, tries to 
illustrate several important aspects. The core issue is the problem of language. 
Although Latin is the official language of liturgy throughout the world, China, as 
well as other missionary areas did not have the same religious tradition as Europe, so 
the incomprehensible language of the liturgy hindered the proper development of the 
government, a Chinese priest, Matthieu Sue 薛,馬寶(1780-1860) moved many precious materials, 
including books to Xiwanzi 西灣子，see Chabonnier, Histoire des Chretiens de Chine, 234. This 
explains why music from Shengyue jing pu 聖樂‘經譜，originated from Beijing in the eighteenth 
century were transmitted to YYQP(1922) published in Xiwanzi. A Biography of Matthieu Sue, which 
combines various materials translated into Chinese, is in Saiwai chuanjiao shi, 95-123. 
65 Synthesis Decretalium Sinarum, 133, "De cantu in lingua vernacula. Can. 618. Licet populo intra 
Missam cantare sinicas preces, sed non sint eaedem nec traductio earum quas celebrans aut ministri 
recitant." Both QYP(1912), YYQP(1922), SGCX(1934), JGZL(n.d.) and YCJGL(n.d.) contain 
Chinese style music for singing in the Mass. These music carries texts that are not from either 
ordinary or proper of the Mass, but some texts devotional in nature and related to different sections in 
the Mass. 
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liturgy and its participation, although to a certain extent, this is remedied by 
catechism and education. 
Contrastingly, a popular devotional liturgy in Chinese was well developed in 
China due to the limited number of priests available to serve local believers. 
Because of the comprehensibility of the language, the Chinese Catholics loved and 
treasured this tradition. This popular devotional liturgy was lively among the 
Catholics in the twentieth century, especially among those lived in the rural villages. 
The issue of Catholic music in China was closely related to the issue of liturgy 
and its language. Through the Latin language of the liturgy, Gregorian Chant was 
upheld in China as the most orthodox type of Catholic music. Although the 
Chinese Catholics might not fully understand the transliterations, singing was the 
only way for them to participate in the liturgy. Concomitantly, the use of Latin 
reduced the spiritual power of the Gregorian Chant. Furthermore, the Gregorian 
chants sung by the Chinese Catholics were limited to a few selected mass ordinaries 
and propers, as well as the benediction chants. The true liturgical essence of 
Gregorian Chant, which lies within the monastic choral service of Divine Office, was 
probably not known to large majority of Chinese Catholics. 
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Chapter Four - Vincent Lebbe's Experiences, and the Formation of his Ideas 
towards Liturgy, Music and Monasticism 
There are already four biographies on Vincent Lebbe's life. The author does 
not intend to repeat and condense these biographical accounts in this chapter, but 
rather to reconstruct Lebbe's experiences, highlighting the events that shaped his 
ideas towards liturgy, music and Catholic monasticism. Through Lebbe's personal 
experiences and reflections, the author explores how the surrounding 
cultural-religious contexts profoundly influenced the characteristics of the Chinese 
liturgy and Gregorian Chant arrangements which Lebbe created for his religious 
congregations. 
Early Experiences: Monastic Spirit and the Gregorian Chant Revival 
Lebbe's interest in the liturgy was probably first influenced by his mother. 
Mrs. Louise Lebbe was educated in the liturgy while she was a boarding student in 
1 • • • 2 
the Benedictine monastery of Jouarre near Paris, and had met the great forerunner 
of Liturgical Revival, Dom. Prosper Gueranger, founder of the Monastery of 
i 3 
Solesmes. Mrs. Lebbe frequently bought the young Vincent Lebbe and his 
brothers and sisters to vespers services in the local cathedral on Sundays.4 The 
influence of Lebbe's mother was significant. While Lebbe later became the founder 
of Chinese monasticism, his younger brother Adrian became a Benedictine monk at 
1 See introduction, footnote 5. 
2 LECLERCQ, 2. 
Vanandruel, "Education et formation de Vincent Lebbe dan le contexte theologique et social du 
tournant de ce siecle," (licentiate thesis, Universite Catholique de Louvain (Louvain-la-Neuve), 1995), 
28. Bede Lebbe, "Freddy-Vincent Lebbe (1877-1940): Quelques souvenirs," 12-13. Typescript. AVL, 
D.G.； LII, 1. 
4 LECLERCQ, 8. 
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Maredsous in 1896 and was known as Dom Bede. His younger sister Lizzie 
became a nun too. 
Lebbe and Adrian frequently visited the Monastery of Maredsous. The 
monastery was famous for historical study of monasticism, and published the 
influential periodical Revue Benedictine that Lebbe read and praised very much 
while he was a seminarian. While Lebbe was in China, he once wrote to his 
brother that he missed the monastic liturgy in choir at Maredsous.7 Also, Lebbe 
received a good foundation in music while he was young. He and his brother 
played the music of Bach, Corelli, Handel, Beethoven, Rameau and Mozart. 
According to Adrian, Lebbe played the piano well, and in later the organ also.8 
Lebbe entered the Congregation of the Mission in 1895 and he studied at the 
Mother House of the Congregation in Paris, and also the houses in Dax and Rome 
until 1901. The Congregation of the Mission adopted the Gregorian Chant 
published by the Benedictines (Solesmes), and Lebbe mentioned that his confreres 
could sing them marvelously.9 Sometimes on important feasts, they also sang 
music by Palestrina.10 Lebbe's interest and knowledge on Gregorian Chant far 
exceeded the need of a ordinary missionary to chant the Solemn Masses. Lebbe 
5 LECLERCQ, 18. 
The periodical commenced in 1884 with the title Le messager des fideles -petite revue Benedictine, 
and continued to be published up until present. 
7 Bede Lebbe, "Freddy-Vincent Lebbe (1877-1940): Quelques souvenirs,"13-14. 
8 Ibid., 13. 
9 "...nous savons ici le Chant Benedictin et le Liber Gradualis edite chez Desclee identique au 
votre..." Vincent Lebbe to Bede Lebbe, 27 May 1897, AVL, D.G..,11, 8. "... les lazaristes ont 
presque partout adopte votre admirable plain-chant . . .on 1'execute a merveille: je le preche avec un 
zele de benedictin..." Vincent Lebbe to Bede Lebbe, 25 December 1898，AVL, D.G., II，21. Part 
of this letter is published in "Lettres de jeunesse a son frere," Perspectives de Catholicite 15, no. 4 
(1956): 177-9. 
10 Vincent Lebbe to Bede Lebbe, 28 February and 2 March, 1899, AVL, D. G. .,11, 22. Vincent Lebbe 
to Bede Lebbe, 19 November, 1899, AVL, D.G.,ll, 29. 
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read various publications related to Gregorian Chant, such as the journal Revue du 
chant gregorien, and he bought Dom Joseph Pothier's famous study on Gregorian 
Chant, Les Melodies Gregoriennes d'apres la tradition (Tournai: Desclee, 1880).11 
He was interested in and loved the Paleographie musicale in particular, praising it as 
"la belle publication" and "1'admirable publication de Solesmes."12 Lebbe's nearly 
fanatical love of Gregorian Chant was best shown in that he copied the neumes from 
the St. Gall manuscript n° 339, onto his Liber Gradualist Lebbe's ability in 
music was recognized in his appointment as professor of music (he also taught the 
Bible and theology) in the seminary in Beijing, and he started to teach there on 15 
August 1901, five months after his arrival in China.15 
It is significant to note that Lebbe's interests in Gregorian Chant started well 
before Pope Pius X's reform of sacred music began. This demonstrated Lebbe was 
a man of foresight on the issue of the liturgy and music. Lebbe thought that the 
revival of the Gregorian Chant could revitalize the liturgical and religious spirit in 
the parishes, an opinion similar to those by Pope Pius X and the liturgists 
advocating the Liturgical Movement which are proclaimed some years later.17 
11 Vincent Lebbe to Bede Lebbe, 25 December 1898. AVL, AG.,11，21. 
12 Vincent Lebbe to Bede Lebbe, 25 December 1898，AVL, D.G..,ll, 21. Vincent Lebbe to Bede 
Lebbe, 19 November, 1899, AVL, AG..,II, 29. 
13 The St. Gall Gradual, in Saint-Gall, Stiftsbibliothek, 339. Reproduced in the First volume of 
Paleographie musicale. 
14 "... maintenant je transcris sur mon Liber Gradualis les neumes du n° 339 S.Gail." Vincent 
Lebbe to Bede Lebbe, 25 December 1898，AVL, D.G..,ll, 21. 
15 LETTRES, no. 11, 38，no. 13, 41. 
16 "...Vous ne sauriez croire combine chez nous le plain-chant est un efficace moyen de regeneration 
dans les paroisses: il y a des cures qui font des merveilles de restauration! Tout le peuple chante 
1'office entire; les hommes viennent a la messe et aux Vepres, la ou ils avaient tout a fait sublie le 
chemin de l'Eglise..."Vincent Lebbe to Bede Lebbe, 28 February and 2 March, 1899，AVL, D.G..,ll, 
22. 
17 Pius X's reforms on sacred music and in particular Gregorian Chant is studied in detail in Robert F. 
Hayburn, Papal Legislation on Sacred Music 95 A.D. to 1977 A.D., (Collegeville: The Liturgical Press, 
1979), 195-249. About the role of Gregorian Chant in Liturgical Movement in the twentieth century, 
see E. B. Koenker, The Liturgical Renaissance in the Roman Catholic Church, (Saint Louis: 
Concordia Publishing House, 1966), 153-164. 
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Furthermore, Lebbe was also interested in the Revue Benedictine严 a periodical 
containing many serious historical studies of the early and medieval Church. 
Among the articles that Lebbe probably read and became interested in, was an article 
about the Benedictines' venture into Brazil in the sixteenth century.19 In 1906 he 
was already discussing with his brother Dom Bede about introducing the 
# • 20 • • Benedictines to China, which reflected his early interest in introducing ancient 
Catholic monasticism to China. The interest in uncovering the ancient traditions, 
which was perceived as the "real" essence of the Church in order to revive 
Catholicism, was probably a common sentiment shared by some Catholic thinkers of 
the period. One good example may be the complex story behind the revival of 
• • • 2 1 Gregorian Chant by the Benedictines of Solesmes. Lebbe carried to China not 
only his missionary training and his strong passion to Chinese people, but also the 
ideals of the "ancient" Church, which he hoped to use to benefit the Chinese people 
at "present." 
Experiences and Reflections in China 
During his first year after arriving in China, Lebbe experienced a very different 
kind of religious spirit which the Chinese Catholics expressed through their Chinese 
music. Chinese Catholics used their music to create a joyful atmosphere, such as 
welcoming the arrival of the bishop.22 Lebbe praised the Chinese songs as very 
religious and Christian in the style, and mentioned that the Chinese Catholics burned 
18 Vincent Lebbe to Bede Lebbe，13 November 1898，AVL, D.G..,ll, 19. Vincent Lebbe to Bede 
Lebbe, 25 December 1898，AVL, D.G..,\\, 21. 
19 Anon, "L'Ordre de S. Benoit au Bresil," Revue Benedictine 5 (1898): 414-425. 
20 Vincent Lebbe to Bede Lebbe, 5 August 1906, AVL, AG.,111, 56. LETTRES, no. 27, 68-69. 
21 Katherine Bergeron, Decedent Enchantments: the Revival of Gregorian Chant at Solesmes, 
(Berkeley: University of California Press, 1998). 
22 Vincent Lebbe to Bede Lebbe, 26 May 1901, AVL, AG..,III, 19. LETTRES, no. 16，51. 
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firecrackers during Elevation of the Host. Compared with the solemn atmosphere 
of the Gregorian Chant and liturgy, the Chinese music and popular religious practices 
were certainly a great shock to Lebbe, which would make him to rethink the true 
essence of liturgy. Lebbe's early reflections of his experiences in China were 
expressed in detail in a letter to his brother Dom Bede in 1908.24 
In this letter, he strongly felt that the most serious problem in the liturgy was 
that the language of the liturgy "was excessively dreary" ("est fort fort triste." 
Lebbe used the word "fort" twice in the manuscript). He mentioned that the 
Chinese people sang the prayers together in the vernacular, especially in the areas 
that did not have resident priests. He commented that just like his brother (a 
Benedictine) singing the Divine Office in Latin, the Chinese people could also sing 
their prayers continuously for hours and not feel tired. But the Chinese Catholics 
did not know the ceremonies of the Church well, so he did not teach them the 
Gregorian Chant. In this letter Lebbe suggested two key issues on the Catholic 
liturgy in China. Firstly is the language of the liturgy. While he once felt Latin 
was very "religious and ecclesiastic" during his seminary days,26 using vernacular, 
the language of the people, would be the real key to enhance the liturgical and 
religious spirit for the lay Catholics. From his experiences, the Chinese Catholics 
were enthusiastic in praying in their own language, and such a spirit might even be 
comparable to the full monastic service of the Benedictines. Secondly, Lebbe also 
" . . .La musique du village tout Chretien, tenait lieu d'orgue, les beaux chants chinois et si 
mystiques, si Chretiens, les petards et les bombardes a 1'elevation, tout cela me tenait dans une 
atmosphere qui n'est pas de ce monde..." Vincent Lebbe to Mica Lebbe, AVL, D.G..,l\\, 23. 
LETTRES, no. 18，54. 
24 Vincent Lebbe to Bede Lebbe, 26 May, 10 June, 12 June, 1908, AVL, D.G..,IW, 67. LETTRES, no. 
37, 84-88. 
25 "... la liturgie, surtout quant a la langue, est fort fort triste." Emphasis by Lebbe in the manuscript. 
26 Vanandruel, "Education et formation," 68. 
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felt that the Chinese people were not sufficiently educated to understand the essence 
and meaning of the Catholic liturgy. It was very possible that since his early years 
in China, Lebbe started to search for a method to enable the rich traditions of the 
liturgy, especially the Gregorian Chant, to be introduced to the Chinese Catholics. 
During this period, Lebbe also became interested in exploring how Catholic 
monasticism could benefit Chinese people. In a letter to his brother Dom Bede in 
1906, he discussed how the Benedictines could contribute to the Chinese society, 
such as in education, academic works, and promoting agricultural methods, just like 
the ancient Benedictines once achieved in medieval Europe. Although there were 
the Cistercians monks in China during the period, Lebbe strongly criticized these 
monks because they were living in conditions far better than local peasants, living in 
well-constructed houses and having a well-balanced diet.2 Having the monastic 
service alone was insufficient for Lebbe. He felt that the Catholic monasticism 
should be well integrated into the context of Chinese culture and society, and bring 
benefit to the Chinese people. When he founded his two Chinese congregations later, 
his monks and nuns not only focused on the monastic Divine Office liturgy, but also 
engaged in various apostolic and social works, for poor Chinese people. 
During 1913 and 1914，Lebbe returned to Europe briefly to raise funds for his 
missionary work in China. Among various activities he engaged in, a very special 
one was his participation in the fifth Semaine liturgie during 10th to 14th August 1913 
in the Benedictine monastery at Mont-Cesar, near the Leuven University. In this 
27 The first monastery of the Order of the Cistercians of Strict Observance was established in 
Yangjiaping 楊家评，Hebei、河北 province in 1883, within the Vicariate of Beijing. For the early 
history of this monastery, see A. Limagne, Les Trappistes en Chine, (Paris: Librairie Generale 
Catholique, 1911). 
28 Vincent Lebbe to Bede Lebbe, 5 August 1906, AVL, D.G.,111, 56. LETTRES, no. 27, 68-69. 
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liturgy week, Lebbe gave a presentation about "popular liturgy" in China.2 Lebbe 
presented some popular devotional practices of the Chinese Catholic during Mass, 
Marriage, and also the devotional prayers for the dead. All these were centered all 
on "a book of prayer and the chant," which become a type of breviary used all over 
China. Lebbe reported especially on how the Chinese Catholics held their popular 
devotional practices on Sunday when there were no priests to offer the Mass, and 
they gathered five to six times during the day and chanted various prayers. Lebbe 
also commented that the Chinese people had a high degree of passion in these 
prayers in their own language, and even during persecution they still retained this 
lively tradition. In an anonymous article, the author, using the materials that Lebbe 
reported, compared the devotional practices of the Chinese Catholics with the early 
church. This anonymous author even suggested rethinking the issue of using 
vernacular language in the liturgy, which was still a highly controversial topic during 
the period. 
Among the liturgists attending the conference was the eminent founder of 
twentieth century Liturgical Movement of the Catholic Church, Dom Lambert 
Beauduin (1873-1960). He advocated the revitalization of the liturgy through 
various means, especially the reorientation of Christian life to the liturgy itself, as 
29 It seems that Lebbe was asked to give an impromptu presentation, since this is not mentioned in the 
original programme. See "Semaine liturgique du 10 au 14 aout," Questions liturgiques 3, no. 7 (1913): 
317-337. Lebbe's drafted note for his presentation is in AVL, D.G., V，17，and his presentation is 
being reported in an anonymous article "La liturgie populaire chinoise," Questions liturgiques 3, no. 8 
(1913): 403-6. 
The periodical Questions Liturgiques was published by the Benedictine at Mont-Cesar since 
1910，most of the articles focus on the history of liturgy, chants, liturgical symbolism, etc., as well as 
the practice of liturgy in modern period, and become one of the most important publication related to 
the liturgical movement. 
" . . .C'est VEcclesia du bon vieux temps — la communion des fideles. Voila, je crois, ce qu'a pu 
donner une large introduction de la langue vulgaire dans la priere liturgique: si la question n'etait pas 
si delicate, si difficile, si controversee... Enfin, il ne faut pas etre difficile et le moyen terme de notre 
Eglise de Chine est deja bien bon et bien consolant." Anon., "La liturgie populaire chinoise," 406. 
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well as a wider use of Gregorian Chant in liturgy. Lebbe probably agreed with 
much of Beauduin's philosophy, but Lebbe's experiences in China made him seek 
another solution, the adoption of vernacular in the liturgy. When Lebbe was on the 
ship returning to China in January 1914, he wrote a letter to the editor of Questions 
liturgiques, and probably addressed the letter to Dom Beauduin himself. Lebbe 
critically pointed out the problem of language as the main obstacle to the whole 
Liturgical Movement. To Lebbe, the essence of the liturgy is for all, and above all, 
for the little and humble people, as he wrote, "... could the simplicity of the 
beautiful Gregorian Chant melody be able to infiltrate into their humble souls ... And 
at last, how do you want to have the precise feelings of all these divine liturgical 
prayers spring forth from their hearts ... since they do not understand them?"33 
Fifteen years after this Semaine liturgique Lebbe would try to realize a true Chinese 
liturgy, and have his Chinese monks sing Gregorian Chant in a language that they 
would understand. 
"Contemplation and Apostolat" 
Lebbe gained much fame in China not with his ideas about the liturgy, but his 
controversial missionary methods while he was in Tianjin 天津 during 1906-1916, 
and especially his engagement of Chinese nationalism and social movements. These 
resulted in ongoing conflicts between him and his French superiors. The Laoxikai 
31 There are several books about Dom Lambert Beauduin. The most recent publication is Raymond 
Loonbeek and Jacques Mortiau, Dom Lambert Beauduin, visionnaire et precurseur (1873-1960), 
(Paris: Cerf, 2005). A good summary about Dom Beauduin and the Benedictine monastery at 
Mont-Cesar as the forerunner of liturgical movement, see Alcuin Reid, The Organic Development of 
the Liturgy, (Farnborough: Saint Michael's Abbey Press, 2004), 68-76. 
32 Vincent Lebbe to [Lambert Beuduin/Questions liturgiques ?], 15 January 1914, AVL, D.G., V，56. 
Published in Paul Goffart, "Le Pere Lebbe et la liturgie,"Eglise vivante 2 (1950): 24-27. See also 
LECLERCQ, 136-7. 
33 "... la simplicite de la belle melodie gregorienne, pourra a la longue s'infiltrer dans leur ame 
obscure ... Car enfin, comment voulez-vous que tout cela fasse jaillir de leur coeur les sentiments 
precis de ces divines prieres liturgiques ... puisqu'ils ne les comprennent pas ?" Goffart, "Le Pere 
Lebbe et la liturgie," 26. 
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(Laosikai)老西開 incident in 1916 brought him and his companion, Anthony Cotta, 
into serious conflict with the French colonial consul in China. The French 
missionaries utilized strong political pressure from the French government to send 
Lebbe back to Europe in 1920, and he was given a post to assist the Chinese overseas 
students studying in Belgium and France. He remained there until the elevation of 
six Chinese bishops in 1926, and with their support he was allowed to go back to 
China again in 1927.34 
The seven years in Europe allowed Lebbe to explore the latest trends of the 
Catholic missiology. At the end of 1920 he traveled to Rome. There Pope 
Benedict XV received him privately, and praised his works in China and especially 
his ongoing avocation of an indigenous clergy, a view which the Pope promulgated 
in his Apostolic Letter Maximum illud in 1919. Lebbe also met various Roman 
prelates, among them the Prefect of the Propaganda Fide, Cardinal Willem van 
Rossum and the Secretary of State, Cardinal Pietro Gaspari. All of them supported 
Lebbe's idea. Cardinal van Rossum even requested that Lebbe to nominate 
candidates qualified to become the first Chinese bishops. Among those four 
nominated by Lebbe, three would eventually become bishops. In Rome, Lebbe 
understood that his ideal of creating a truly indigenous Chinese Catholic Church 
through the realization of an indigenous clergy was fully supported by the Holy 
See.35 
34 These events are reported in detail in Lebbe's biographies mentioned in footnnote 1 of this chapter. 
In a letter, Lebbe reported all his activities in Rome to Cotta. This is commonly known as the 
"Diary of Rome." LETTRES, no. 89，186-207. 
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While the above support from Rome ensured Lebbe's main direction, many 
progressive missionaries and theologians of the period were discussing practical 
issues in missionary work. Among them were those at the Benedictine Monastery 
of Saint Andrew at Bruges. The monastery published the Bulletin des missions, 
with many articles echoing Lebbe's ideals. 
Le Bulletin des missions was first published as the Bulletin des oeuvres 
benedictines au bresil in 1898. It was renamed several times, finally arriving at this 
• i • 37 • • • • 
title in 1920. In the beginning, the journal mainly reported on the missionary 
work of the Benedictines in South America (Brazil) and Africa (Katanga), but later 
expanded its role to explore various cultural issues in missionary areas, studying and 
defending the ancient civilization of Asia and Africa, and supporting the 
development of indigenous clergy.38 Many of the articles in the journal explored 
various philosophies in the missions, especially in education, liturgy, art, and 
foremost to the interest of the Benedictines of Saint Andrew, monasticism in the 
missions. One active writer in the journal, Dom Edouard Neut commented that the 
reasons monks engaged in apostolic work originated from Rule of St. Benedict.39 
Since mid-1920s, and especially after the elevation of six Chinese bishops by Pope 
Pius XI in 1926, articles concerning China were more frequent. 
36 For a brief review of the history of St. Andrew Monastery, see D. Benoit Thoreau, "Le Monastere 
Apostolique de Saint-Andre" Le Bulletin des missions 14, suppl. no. 1 Le courier de I 'apostolat 
monastique (1935): 44-61. 
37 It also got the names Bulletin des oeuvres et missions benedictines au Bresil et au Congo and 
Bulletin des missions benedictines beiges. 
38 Henri-Philippe Delcourt, "Dom Jehan JOLIET( 1870-193 7): Un projet de monachisme benedictin 
chinois," (D.Th. Thesis, Faculte de Theologie de Lille, 1985), 108-109. 
39 Dom Edouard Neut, "Le Moine Apotre," Bulletin des Missions 6 (1925): 121-126. 
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The Benedictines have a long tradition in Catholic missions. During the 
sixteenth century the Portuguese Benedictines ventured into Brazil and set up several 
abbeys. In attempting to revive the Benedictine's tradition in Brazil, the 
Benedictine Monastery of Saint Andrew at Bruges was founded under the order of 
Pope Leo XIII in 1893.41 The Abbot during 1920s was Dom Theodore Neve, a 
close friend and supporter of Lebbe and his work. Neve provided hospitality in his 
monastery for the Chinese overseas students introduced by Lebbe, and he also 
invited Lebbe to conduct a retreat in 1923.42 Obviously they shared similar 
interests in promoting monasticism in mission. After Lebbe returned to China and 
founded the two Chinese religious congregations, the Bulletin des missions reported 
their news frequently. Dom Neve eventually visited Lebbe's congregations in 1935, 
praising Lebbe's work very much.43 In Europe, Lebbe also met another Benedictine, 
Dom Jehan Joliet of the Benedictine Monastery at Solesmes, who eventually founded 
a Chinese style Benedictine monastery in China in Xishan (Sishan)西山，Sichuan 
(Szechwan)四川 province in 1928, with the support of Dom Neve.44 
As mentioned in Chapter Two, Pope Pius XI's encyclical Rerum Ecclesiae of 
1926 was an important document expressing the ideals of the Catholic mission. It 
was also in this encyclical that we would find some passages that strongly 
encouraged those missionaries like Lebbe, Dom Neve and Dom Joliet. In Rerum 
Ecclesiae, the Pope explicitly mentioned the Cistercians in China, praising how 
40 Anon, "L'Ordre de S. Benoit au Bresil," 414-425. 
41 Thoreau, "Le Monastere Apostolique de Saint-Andre," 44. 
42 Louis Wei Tsing-sing, "Le Pere Lebbe et l'Abbaye de Saint-Andre-lez-Bruges," Rythmes du Monde 
8 (1960): 220. Notes on Lebbe's for this retreat is in AVL, D.G., XXV，83. 
43 Theodore Neve, "L'Oeuvre monastique du Pere Lebbe," Le Bulletin des missions 16, suppl. no. 2 
Comtemplation et apostolat (1937): 1-4. "Moine et Abbe," in Le Pere Lebbe Missionnaire de Chine: 
Temoignages a I 'occasion de sa mort, (Louvain: SAM, 1941), 13-19. 
44 Delcourt, "Dom Jehan JOLIET(l 870-1937): Un projet de monachisme benedictin chinois," The 
correspondences between Lebbe and Joliet are in AVL, D.G ., XXXI, 
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contemplative life of Catholic monasticism can complement active missionary 
work. 5 Secondly, the Pope also encouraged the establishment of new religious 
orders that suited the characteristic of the native people and were adapted to the local 
culture and situation.46 These two passages closely resembled what Lebbe did two 
years later, in founding indigenous Chinese Catholic religious congregations centered 
on monastic and contemplative life. 
45 "... The inhabitants, particularly in certain places, although pagan in large majority have a natural 
inclination towards solitude, prayer, and contemplation. In this special connection may We call to your 
notice that great monastery which the Reformed Cistercians of La Trappe founded in the Vicariate 
Apostolic of Peking. In this monastery there are nearly one hundred monks, the major portion of 
whom are Chinese. As they, by the exercise of the most perfect virtue, by constant prayer, by the 
austerity of their lives, by manual labor placate the Divine Majesty and bring down the mercies of 
God both upon themselves and their pagan neighbors, so also by the force of their example they win 
these very pagans to Jesus Christ. It is, therefore, not to be questioned that these hermits, while they 
guard intact the spirit of their holy Founder and therefore do not engage in an active life, nevertheless 
they prove themselves of great assistance in the successful work of the missions..." From Pope Pius 
XI, Encyclical Rerum Ecclesiae Vatican Website. 
<http://www.vatican.va/holy—father/pius—xi/encyclicals/documents/hf_p-xi_enc—28021926_rerum-ecc 
lesiae_en.html� 
As mentioned above, Lebbe has criticized the Trappists in China, not about the value of 
monasticism, but on the ground that they had not really "suffered" the harsh life of Chinese peasants. 
See Vincent Lebbe to Bede Lebbe, 5 August 1906’ LETTRES, no. 27, 69. Even after the Pope's 
encyclical, he still maintained similar opinion. See Vincent Lebbe to Anthony Cotta 13 July 1930, in 
LETTRES, no. 138, 268. 
It is also noticeable that before the promulgation of this encyclical, Dom Jehan Joliet had 
advocated the promotion of monasticism in missions to Rome, so it was possible that this section of 
the encyclical was written with his influences. See Delcourt, "Dom Jehan JOLIET( 1870-1937): Un 
projet de monachisme benedictin chinois,"75-86, 93-101. 
4 "... Since it is necessary in order to organize the Church in these regions, as We have already 
remarked, that you make use of the very elements out of which under Divine Providence they have 
been composed, you ought as a consequence to consider the founding of religious Congregations of 
men and women made up of natives to be one of the principal duties of your holy office. Is it not 
meant that these newly born followers of Christ be able to follow a life of evangelical perfection if 
they feel themselves called to take the vows of religion? With reference to this point, the missionaries 
and nuns who labor in your dioceses should not permit themselves to become prejudiced out of sheer 
love each for his own religious Congregation, a love which in itself is undoubtedly sound and 
legitimate. They should learn to view this matter broadly and to act accordingly. Therefore, if there are 
natives who desire to join one or other of the older Congregations, it assuredly would not be right to 
dissuade them or to prevent their joining, provided, of course, they give signs of being able to acquire 
the spirit of these Congregations and of establishing in their own countries houses of the Order which 
shall not be unworthy of the Congregation of which they are members. Perhaps it would be well if you 
would consider seriously and without admixture of self interest, if it would not be more advantageous 
all around to establish entirely new Congregations, which would correspond better with the genius and 
character of the natives and which would be more in keeping with the needs and the spirit of the 




The Monastery of Saint Andrew echoed Pius XI's encyclical and started the 
project entitled "Contemplation et Apostolat" in 1933. Through the publication of a 
supplement to their Le bulletin des missions that has the same name, the work of 
monastic or contemplative missionary communities was reported and promoted.47 
According to their accounts, in the thirteen years from 1926 to 1939, there were at 
least eighty monasteries or convents established in missionary areas all over the 
world by the Benedictines, Cistercians, Carmelites, etc.48 
Besides the introduction of monastic life in the missions, two minor but yet 
notable events might also have shaped Lebbe's ideas about Chinese Catholic music. 
In 1922, one Chinese Catholic student studying in Europe died.49 During the 
Requiem Mass and the burial rite, the other Chinese students sang Catholic music in 
a Chinese style using the melodies from Ningbo (Ningpo)寧波,the province where 
the deceased was born.50 This occasion displayed how the Catholic music using a 
Chinese musical style and in Chinese, could portray the identity of the Chinese 
Catholics in the ritual. When Lebbe made his return trip China in 1927, the ship 
once stopped in Singapore. The Chinese Catholic community there welcomed him, 
leading him to the church, and singing the prayers in Chinese. Lebbe and his 
companion were greatly moved by this.51 From these events, Lebbe probably felt 
that music and language could portray the national and cultural identity of the 
Chinese Catholic Church. 
Pie de Cocqueau, "Sa Saintete Pie XI et l'oeuvre��Contemplation et Apostolat»" Le Bulletin des 
missions 12, suppl. no. 1 Comtemplation et apostolat (1933): 1-5. 
48 "L'Oeuvre��Contemplation et Apostolat» sous le Pontificat de SS. Pie XI," Le Bulletin des 
missions 18, suppl. no. 1 Comtemplation et apostolat (1939): 12-17. 
49 The student was named Bernard Liu 蓥!1 瑞宇，Lebbe liked him very much, and Liu accompanied 
him to Rome during 1920-1. 
50 Vincent Lebbe to Anthony Cotta, 30 April 1922, LETTRES, no. 101,221. 
51 Vincent Lebbe to his mother, 7 March 1927, LETTRES, no. 132, 255. 
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Indigenous Monasticism on Chinese Soil: Its Foundation and Spirit 
Although Vincent Lebbe held his own thoughts about the issues of language, 
liturgy, and religious music, he never had a chance to realize these thoughts in 
practice, or even that he would be engaged in creating a Chinese liturgy and music 
one day. When Lebbe returned to China in 1927 to engage in evangelization in the 
rural villages in the Apostolic Prefecture of Lixian (Ly-hsien/Lihsien)蠡,縣,52 one 
problem he encountered was to enlist and train assisting personnel, such as the 
catechists. In 1927-28, the whole Prefecture had a population of 1.3 million, of 
whom 28,000 were Catholics. But there were only eighteen priests responsible for 
the spiritual needs of the Catholics, and to evangelize in the Prefecture.53 Although 
there were quite a number of faithful Catholics interested in assisting, they needed to 
have sufficient training and organization. Bishop Sun commissioned three priests, 
including Lebbe, to work on a project which aimed at organizing a society or 
congregation of lay Catholics.54 Later, six male Catholics approached Lebbe. 
They were interested in joining such congregation, but they desired that they should 
become "Trappists, “ and besides being "Trappists," they would also be engaged in 
missionary work. 55 Lebbe was delighted because their intention was similar to 
52 This apostolic prefecture of Lixian included six districts, Lixian, Boye(Pohye)博野，Shulu 束鹿， 
Gaoyang (Kaoyang)高陽,Anguo (Ankwo)安國 and Shenze (Shentse)深澤.D'Elia, Catholic Native 
Episcopacy in China, 82n2. On 13 July 1929 the prefecture is promoted to the status of apostolic 
vicariate. The cathedral is moved to Anguo and so it is renamed as the Apostolic Vicariate of Anguo. 
See Josef Chao Zhongguo Tianzhujiao jiao qu hua fen ji qi shou zhang jie ti nian biao 中國 
天主敎敎區劃分及其首長接替年表[A Brief History of the Hierarchy in the Church of China], 
(Tainan : Wendao chubanshe 聞道出版社，1980), 72, 88. 
3 "Status et Operum Summarium Praefecturae Ap. De Lihsien 1927-28: Benefactoribus clientare 
obsequium" AVL, D.G., XXXVI, 46. 
4 Vincent Lebbe, En Chine ily a du nouveau, (Liege: La Pensee Catholique, 1930)，171. 
"...ils y mettaient une condition: on serait non pas des catechistes qui font des voeux, mais des 
moines, des moines authentiques, comme les trappistes, avec seulement les oeuvres de l'apostolat en 
plus..."Lebbe, En Chine, ily a du nouveau, 173. The term "trappistes" originally means the monks 
from the Order of Cistercians of Strict Observances, in this context it means that they wanted to live in 
the strictest monastic style. 
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ideal of St. Vincent de Paul, the founder of the Congregation of the Mission, "Be a 
Carthusian in the house, and be a missionary when going outside."56 
The birth of the Congregation indeed resulted from necessity. Firstly, the 
establishment of such a congregation, instead of hiring catechists, reduced the 
financial burden of the vicariate and at the same time provided well-trained, 
disciplined, and enthusiastic personnel. The aspiration of the first six candidates 
determined the nature and characteristic of the congregation.57 After a year of 
preparation, on 16 December 1928, the first group of fifteen novices of the 
Congregation of St. John the Baptist received their habits from Bishop Sun.58 
Besides the men, women were organized in the same manner too, and on 25 March 
1929 the Congregation of St. Theresa of Child Jesus was formed.59 
It seems that the Congregations were created by the occasion. Lebbe never 
revealed any ideas about founding a native religious congregation in his letters or 
writings prior to the event. But as we can see from the above, Lebbe had his own 
thoughts about various issues that would ultimately shape the two congregations. 
He was indeed influenced by the various trends and ideals in the Catholic world, 
particularly the revival of the spirit of the ancient traditions of the Church, and the 
fusing of them in a Chinese context. In a leaflet Lebbe described his monks as 
"gray" monks (they wore gray habits under their black scapulars), because they 
stayed in house with the strictest monastic rules like the Trappist (White monks), and 
56 "Cartreux a la maison, apotres au dehors." Lebbe, En Chine, ily a du nouveau, 173-4. 
Claude Soetens, "Introduction," in Recueil des Archives Vincent Lebbe: La Regie des Petits Freres 
de Saint-Jean-Baptiste, edited by Claude Soetens, (Louvain-la Neuve: Publications de la Faculte de 
Theologie, 1986)，p. II-III. 
58 Ibid., p. III. 
59 Ibid., p. III. 
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they would preach when they went outside, like the Benedictines (Black monks) who 
i • • • • • • 60 • converted Europe to Christianity during the medieval period. Besides, the year 
th • « « « 參 • 
1926 was the 700 anniversary of the death of St. Francis Assisi, and Pius XI issued 
the encyclical Rite expiates on 13l April 1926 to praise the poverty, mission, and 
purity of St. Francis Assisi as a model of Catholic actions.61 Lebbe and his monks 
admired St. Francis Assisi very much, and to imitate the "Friars Minor," they called 
themselves "xiao xiongdi" /_J\兄弟(little brothers). 2 
Lebbe also fully understood that he could not simply copy the European models 
for his congregations in the Chinese context, but at the same time, although Lebbe 
fought his whole life for a indigenous Chinese Catholic Church, he did not mean to 
abandon the rich tradition of Catholicism, especially the traditional elements that 
would be helpful to the Chinese Catholic Church. Also, having something 
traditional could demonstrate that this new Chinese church, with her own 
characteristics and culture, would still belong to the universal Catholic world, fusing 
Chinese ways into the Catholic tradition so that the two can co-exist harmoniously. 
This issue was best articulated in a letter to Anthony Cotta, 13 July 1930, which was 
• • • • d framed with an interesting dilemma. He wrote that the style and genre of their 
monks should be determined according to the "source" through the ‘‘authentic 
document," which he interpreted as the spirit of the earliest Benedictines according 
to the Rule of Saint Benedict, as well as the earliest Franciscans. But in the latter 
part of the letter, he continued that his monastic movement was "Chinese" in its 
60 Vincent Lebbe, "Les petits freres de Saint-Jean-Baptiste，，，AVL, D.G.., XXXIX,30 
61 Acta Apostolicae Sedis (1926), 153-175. 
62 "lis sont appeles petits dans le meme esprit que S. Francois appels ses Freres minims (S. Francois 
est une des grandes devotions de nos Freres)." Vincent Lebbe, "Petits Freres de Saint-Jean-Baptiste." 
8 December 1929, AVL, D.G.,XXXVilla, 56. 
63 Vincent Lebbe to Anthony Cotta, 13 July 1930，AVL, D.G.., XXIX, 26. LETTRES, no 138, 
267-272. 
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essence, and even exclusively in Chinese. The two opinions were synthesized in 
another passage, "We wish them to be monks at first, and wish to make the habit of 
St. Benedict popular in China, with local Chinese characteristics."64 
Regarding the liturgy and music, how Lebbe tackled the topic in light of his 
preferences mentioned above, was most explicitly and interestingly expressed in his 
drafted rule for the two Congregations, the "Jiagui sh iy i"家規釋義 (Exeges is on 
the Rules of the Congregation) in 1940.65 In Can. 14 entitled "Nothing is to be 
preferred above the Opus Dei’” Lebbe explained at length that, what Benedict and 
his followers founded was the "Catholic culture," and with the "Catholic culture" 
they vitalized the "European Catholic Culture." And now, Lebbe wanted his 
Congregations to use the same "Catholic Culture" to revive our own nation (China). 
Since the ancient Benedictines placed the Opus Dei as the most important work, and 
it included meditation, Divine Office, Mass and Reading the Bible. Lebbe said that 
his Congregations should follow their examples. Afterward Lebbe explained the 
importance of Opus Dei, especially in the Divine Office. Here Lebbe drew a clear 
distinction between the Catholic, European and Chinese Church. The spirit of St. 
Benedict, and also the practice of the Divine Office were essentially "Catholic" 
rather than "European," and could readily be implanted into China. The Divine 
Office should occupy the ultimate foundation for the Chinese and yet Catholic 
64 "On voulait avant tout qui'ils fussent des moines et popularisent en Chine, dans la couleur locale 
chinoise, le froc monacal de saint Benoit." LETTRES, 269. 
65 "Jiagui shiyi"家規釋義(Exegesis on the Rules of the Congregation). Manuscript by Vincent 
Lebbe. Deposited at the Mother House of the Congregation of St. John the Baptist, Taichung. 
Facsimile with French translation was published in Claude Soetens, ed. Recueil des Archives Vincent 
Lebbe: La Regie des Petits Freres de Saint-Jean-Baptiste, (Louvain-la Neuve: Publications de la 
Faculte de Theologie, 1986). 
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民族，自不敢不取法，而置吾之神工於不可侵犯地位...” JGSY, Can. 14. 
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Congregations. Under such clearly articulated philosophical foundation, what 
remained were the practical issues. With the foundation of the Congregation of St. 
John the Baptist, he commenced his visionary and gigantic project of arranging the 
Gregorian Chant for adapting liturgical texts in Chinese, so that his monks could be 
immersed in local Chinese characteristics, and be real monks following Saint 
Benedict. 
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Chapter Five - The Chant Books of Lebbe: 
Sources, Structures and Liturgical Practices 
Lebbe wanted his congregations to sing a large part of the liturgy, especially the 
Divine Office in Chinese, but there existed no music or liturgical books for this 
purpose, and so he had to prepare them by himself. From the establishment of the 
Congregation of St. John the Baptist in 1928 until Lebbe led his monks to serve as 
ambulance assistants in the Chinese Army in Sino-Japanese War in 1937, Lebbe and 
his monks prepared a huge amount of music for his congregations within a period of 
10 years. But with the start of the Sino-Japanese War in 1937 and Lebbe's death in 
1940, Lebbe's project was terminated forever. After the Communists' takeover of 
China in 1949，Lebbe's Congregations suffered badly, and many music books were 
lost. Nevertheless, the surviving copies of his music are impressive in both for their 
quantity and their unique features. 
As mentioned in the introduction, there are two extant volumes of chant by 
Lebbe, covering three main categories of Catholic liturgical and devotional music: 
the Divine Office, the Mass, and the Benediction. Through the examination of the 
sources of the texts and music in Lebbe's chant books, and also their liturgical 
structures and usages, this chapter explores the significance of Lebbe's chant books 
as important monuments in the development of the liturgy and music of the Chinese 
• 2 Catholic Church. 
1 It is certain that Lebbe masterminded the whole project, but of course he enlisted many monks in 
assisting and printing. Raymond de Jaegher's mentioned that a Chinese monk called Frere Leon, an 
"excellent musicien," assisted Lebbe's work too. Further information about this monk is unavailiable 
at the time of writing. Raymond de Jaegher, "Le Pere Lebbe, homme de Dieu," Eglise vivante 2 
(1950): 166. 
2 The contents in Lebbe's chant books are listed in the Appendices of this thesis. 
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The Chant Book for the Divine Office: the Da Rike 大日課 
As mentioned in the introduction, this unnamed chant book is commonly known 
in Lebbe's Congregations as the Da Rike. Two copies survive. It is often 
mentioned in the literature that Lebbe prepared music for the Divine Office to be 
sung in Chinese, but apparently only Paul Brunner has actually studied this chant 
book. In a footnote, he reports briefly the contents of the chant book, and he also 
mentions its main musical features, which are the arrangements of Gregorian Chant 
and Chinese melodies, and the major sources of the Chinese liturgical texts — Louis 
Buglio's translations. 
This chant book is impressive: more than 700 pages of music, from antiphons, 
psalmodies, to the great responsories and invitatorium used in Matins, and the 
inconspicuous short responses and lessons. This chant book is suitable for use in 
full monastic choral Divine Office. Lebbe prepared its contents gradually during 
late 1920s to 1930s. We know that the earliest Divine Office with music prepared 
by Lebbe is the Little Office of the Blessed Virgin Mary, which appears as the first 
section of the chant book. In a letter dated on 26 January 1929, only one month 
after the official establishment of the Congregation of St. John the Baptist (16th 
3 BRUNNER, 157n553. 
But Brunner's information is not accurate. He thinks Alexander Tsao translated the lessons for 
Matins. In fact, most of the Lessons are from Buglio's translations. While some texts are not 
available from Buglio's translation, Lebbe may have found others to translate, or adapted materials 
from other publications. For example some Bible passage in the Matins of St. John the Baptist are 
from the Xinjing quanji 新‘經全集(Xianxian 獻 縣 , 1 9 2 2 ) (the author has consulted its 4th impression, 
1930), a Chinese translation of the New Testament published in the period. 
The reason of Brunner，s mistake is probably due to his misunderstanding of the information by 
Alexander Tsao. When Lebbe was preparing his chant books during late 1920s to 1930s, Alexander 
Tsao entered the Congregation in June 1930 when he was seventeen year old. It is doubtful for a 
young man without any knowledge in Latin could translate the Latin Breviary texts into Chinese. In 
fact Alexander Tsao was enlisted in the team for preparing the chants, mainly in assisting in copying 
the texts and preparing lithographs and mimeographs, but it is possible that he polished the Chinese 
translations made by Lebbe or other, since he studied in a normal school before joining the 
Congregation. See Alexander Tsao, CFSN, 16, SCORES, 36. 
7 7 
December 1928)，Lebbe mentioned that they celebrated the Office of Blessed Virgin 
Mary daily, and the Office for the Dead roughly three times a month. For these 
two Offices, they chanted using psalm tones in choir (psalmodient au choeur) daily 
all the Holy Hours, and only the Vespers, as well as some other solemn feasts were 
sung (sont chantees).5 According to Alexander Tsao, Lebbe probably finished all 
the music for Office of Blessed Virgin Mary and Office for the Dead no later than the 
Christmas of 1929. When he entered the Congregation in June 1930, Lebbe was 
preparing the Office of Christmas, which was first sung in the Christmas service of 
that same year. Then, other Offices were prepared subsequently, probably at 
different points of time, and were bound together. Unfortunately, when Lebbe died 
in June 1940, his left his project of preparing music for the complete Breviarium 
Romanum in Chinese unfinished.8 
In the two surviving copies of the chant book, the overall structure is the same, 
but they have suffered different levels of damage. Some pages were lost and 
4 "... nous n'avons actuellement en chinois que les Offices de la S. Vierge et des Defunts, on s'en 
tiendrait au petit Office tous les jours, et l'office des Defunts en certaines circonstances prevues, et 
trois jours chaque mois..." Lebbe, En Chine, ily a du nouveau, 174-5. 
5 "Sept fois par jour done, comme depuis David, ils psalmidient au choeur les Saintes Heures; seules 
les Vepres sont chantees quotidiennement. En certaines fetes solennelles, d'autres parties de l'Office 
sont chantees aussi." There is some ambiguity in how should we understand this quote. Apparently, 
Lebbe first set the music (antiphons?) for Vespers of the Office of Blessed Virgin Mary, and while the 
musical items for other parts of the Office were not prepared yet, they chanted the texts according to 
psalm tones. But we do not know how many chants, either in Chinese of Latin, were sung in the 
offices of other solemn feasts. According to Alexander Tsao, when he entered the Congregation in 
June 1930, Lebbe was preparing the Office for Christmas, which is the first Office for the important 
feasts prepared by Lebbe. See SCORES, 36, and CFSN, 28. From the structure of the 
CBDO-CSJB, there are the Office for Marian Feasts and Office for Sunday before the Office for 
Christmas, but even so, it seems that they were prepared after Lebbe had finished the Office for 
Blessed Virgin Mary and the Office for the Dead, and while Lebbe wrote this letter, he had not 
finished even the Office for Blessed Virgin Mary. 
Lebbe, En Chine, il y a du nouveau, 175. 
6 SCORES, 36. 
7 SCORES, 36. CFSN, 28-9. 
8 Lebbe wishes to prepare all music for Divine Office is best expressed in JGXY Can. 14.3., and also 
mentioned in his biography by Albert Chao 趙雅博，Lei Ming-yuan Shenfu zhuan 雷鳴遠神父傳 
[Biography of Father Vincent Lebbe], (Taichung, Congregation of St. John the Baptist, 1990), 427. 
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sometimes pages were moved to other locations, as well as some new pages added in 
one copy but not the other. Furthermore, the pagination is not consecutive 
throughout the books. Sometimes title and blank pages were included in the 
pagination and sometimes they were not. Consequently the two chant books are 
largely but not exactly the same. Table 5.1 shows the entire contents of the chant 






























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































As mentioned in Chapter Three, the Italian Jesuit Louis Buglio translated many 
liturgical books into Chinese, wishing that these books could be used if Rome 
approved using Chinese for the liturgy. Most of the liturgical texts in Lebbe's 
Chant Book of the Divine Office are from Buglio,s translations. The texts are 
elegantly translated in the style of wenyanwen 文言文，the Classical Chinese used 
by the literati in their writings.9 The quality of the translation is very high, and is 
probably best seen in the hymns. They are all translated with four-word verses, a 
poetic structure that originated with Shi j ing^^. , the Book of Odes dating back more 
than 2,000 years ago, and regarded as the most ancient style of Chinese poetry.10 
Lebbe prepared the whole chant book, especially the part of the Little Office of 
the Blessed Virgin Mary and the Office of the Dead in an equally elegant manner. It 
was lithographed on Xuan paper 宣糸氏，the traditional Chinese paper for painting and 
calligraphy. All the texts were beautifully written (Plate 5.1 and 5.2), and 
occasionally supplied with Chinese style illuminations (Plate 5.3 and 5.4). The 
combination of the Gregorian Chant notation with the Chinese text created a majestic 
appearance. The chant book is the most beautifully made liturgical or music book 
of the Chinese Catholic church that the author has seen, no matter from the point of 
view of the music notation, language, calligraphy, or physical appearance. Beginning 
with the Office for Marian Feasts, the chant book was mimeographed (Plate 5.5). 
9 This is also in accordance with the Bull of Pope Paul V in 1615 which allowed the translation of 
Bible and liturgical books "in linguam Sinarum, non tamen vulgarem, sed eruditam et litteratorum..." 
See Collectanea S. Congregationis de Propaganda Fide, 70nl. 
10 While it is certain that the cultural adaptation policy of the Jesuit is the main reason resulting this 
elegant translation. Another noticeable factor is that in 1630，Pope Urban VII commissioned the 
Jesuits to reform the texts of the hymns in Roman breviary in accordance with the rules of ancient 
Latin metre and grammar and giving the hymns a higher level of elegance. This may also have 
affected Buglio's choice in translating the hymns in Chinese with an equally ancient and respected 
poetic form. See Reid, The Organic Development of the Liturgy, 37-8. 
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Plate 5.1. Cover page of the Little Office of the Blessed Virgin Mary in the Da Rike, 
with the original preface by Louis Buglio, at the bottom there is the phrase 
"Approved by Bishop Sun"孫主教准 
^ V H ^ ^ ^ H H H I H ^ W H H I ^ I ^ H H H H H H H H H I H H H I H I H 
• 級 ^ 氣 先 知 者 肩 言 聖 發 m m 
國 砥 族 辦 儉 聖 良 兔 樽 项 精 瑋 劝 夂 彖 尺 支 硃 l i g 
漏 j p ^ — • 、 次 k 一 免 换 # 夜 I 條 , 權 h • 
^ fc ^ ^ 表 4 段 曰 t 畤 〜 曰 f vj钱若每崎lii • 
%後+畤轉,表緙表畤餒吁畤败中切猓阉一 
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Plate 5.2. Salve Regina in the Little Office of the Blessed Virgin Mary in the Da 
Rike 
j, - ‘ _ 
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Plate 5.3. Chinese style illustration in the Little Office of the Blessed Virgin Mary 
in the Da Rike 
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Plate 5.5. First Page of the Prime of the Office of Marian Feasts in the Da Rike 
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The Chant Book of Divine Office can be divided into five main sections. The 
first section is the Little Office of the Blessed Virgin Mary. This abbreviated 
version of Divine Office had been very popular among Catholics since the medieval 
period. The Chinese version was translated by Buglio and published in 1676.12 
Due to its popularity in the nineteenth and twentieth century, it was often reprinted.13 
Lebbe required his Congregations to sing this Office on ferial days, as a temporary 
measure until the Chinese Breviarium Romanum was completed.14 
The second section is the Office of the Dead, also with the texts translated by 
Buglio. 5 As with the Little Office of the Blessed Virgin Mary, this book was very 
popular among the Chinese Catholics and often reprinted.16 In Lebbe's 
congregations, the Office of the Dead was certainly chanted when a member died.17 
Alexander Tsao mentioned the chanting of the Mass and Office of the Dead for three 
days for deceased members of the Congregation.18 
Furthermore, the Office was also chanted for all the souls in the Purgatory. 
Lebbe's Congregations chanted the Office of the Dead three times each month.19 
11 G. E. Schidel, "Little Office of the BVM," New Catholic Encyclopedia 8’ (New York: McGraw Hill, 
1967-79), 854-5. 
12 SUMMARIES 35-6. 
13 PFISTER, 240. In the preface of the Shengmu xiaorike 聖母/J�日課[Little Office of the Blessed 
Virgin Mary], (Shanghai, 1877)，it mentioned that this office was becoming more and more popular 
among laity. Both the information from Louis Pfister and the preface of 1877 edition is probably 
refers to the region near Shanghai. For its usage of the Vicariate of Beijing, the Congregation of the 
Mission in Beijing published it in 1874, and they prepared a new edition in 1915. CATALOGUE, 18. 
Lebbe's Congregation of St. John the Baptist also published the Little Office of the Blessed Virgin 
Mary and the Office of the Dead (Anguo 安國：Zhenfuyuan 真福院[Monastery of the Beatitudes], 
1934). This edition is probably for the use of lay Catholics in the diocese, since it does not contain any 
music. 
14 JGSY, Can. 14.3. 
15 SUMMARIES, 36. 
16 PFISTER, 240-1. 
1 Lebbe, En Chine, ily a du nouveau, 175. JGSY, Can. 47. 
18 CFSN, 26. 
1 Lebbe, En Chine, ily a du nouveau, 175. JGCQ Tit. 2, Cap.3, Can. 2. 
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Such practice was similar to other monastic congregations, for example before 1955, 
the Cistercian said the Office for the Dead on all ferial days, and such practices can 
be traced to the earliest beginnings of the Cistercian Order in twelfth century.20 
Besides Lebbe's Congregations, another Chinese religious congregation that used the 
Office of the Dead was the Sisters of Purgatory 拯靈會，founded in the Vicariate of 
Ningbo 寧波 in Zhejiang、浙江 province in 1892. They recited the Office of the 
Dead in Chinese for salvation of the souls in Purgatory.21 
The third section is the "Zashi jingwen"雜式系至文(Various Pieces) section 
which appears after the Office of Sunday. This section contains music for various 
purposes. It includes music for the Mass, a Mass Ordinary setting in Chinese, as 
well as some devotional prayers that the Chinese Catholics would sing during the 
Mass, and some music notated with staff notation. It also contains music for 
various popular prayers such as the Litanies of the Saints, Mary and Holy Name of 
Jesus, the Veni Sanctae Spiritu, etc. But most interesting are the short religious 
responsorial recitations for various occasions, such as before and after meals, work, 
recreation, etc., and on different feasts. The melodies for these short responses are 
very simple, but they were well received by Lebbe's Congregations, because the 
music and praise of God are extended to every aspect of the life within the religious 
communities.22 
20 Father of the Abbey of Gethsemani, Compendium of the History of the Cistercian Order, translated 
by Father of the Monastery of O. L. of Liesse as Xiduhui jianshi 熙篤會簡史，(Taipei: Huaming 
shuju 華明書局，1963), 168. 
21 Octave Ferreux，"Histoire de la Congregation de la Mission en Chine (1699-1950)" in Annals de la 
Congregation de la Mission (Paris) 127 (1963): 3-530. Translated by Wu Zong-wen 吳宗文 as 
Qianshihui zai hua chuanjiao shi 遣使會在華傳教史(Taipei: Huaming shuju 華明書局，1977), 304. 
22 SCORES, 39-41. 
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The fourth and fifth sections of the Da Rike are the Offices of the Proper of 
Time and Offices of the Proper of Saints. The texts are mainly from the Rike 
gaiyao 日課槪要，translated by Louis Buglio in 1674. Henri Bernard suggests 
Buglio may have used an edition of the Breviarium Romanum published in Paris in 
23 • 
1665, since a pars autumnalis copy of the book is held at the library of Beitang 匕 
堂（North-Church, the Cathedral of Beijing).24 While the Little Office of the 
Blessed Virgin Mary and the Office of the Dead were often reprinted and used by the 
Chinese Catholics until the early twentieth century, the Rike gaiyao was very rare. 
It was in hand-written copies and apparently not re-copied after 1674. Only three 
locations preserve copies, the Beitang Library in Beijing，25 the Bibliotheque 
nationale de France in Paris2 and the Xujiahui Jesuit Library in Shanghai.27 Its 
rarity was such that the Vatican Library and the Jesuit Archive in Rome, both famous 
for having many old publications of the Jesuits in China, do not have a copy.28 
According to my interview with Alexander Tsao, Lebbe consulted the copy in 
Beitang Library and sent his monks there to copy out the text by hand. 
Henri Bernard, "Les adaptations chinoises d' ouvrages europeens: Bibliographic chronologique 
depuis la venue des portugais a Canton jusqu'a a la mission fransais de Pekin, 1514-1688,” 
Monumenta Serica 10 (1945): 374nl66. 
Hubert Germain Vehaeren, Catalogue de la bibliotheque du Pei-t 'ang, (Beiping: Imprimerie des 
Lazaristes, 1949), 601. 
25 Bontinck, 157. The item Sidou rike gaiyao 司鐸日課槪要 is appeared in the catalogue of Chinese 
rare books of Beitang library complied by Feng Zan-zhang 瑪瓚瑋 in 1947, "Beiping Beitang 
Tushuguan zanbian zhongwen shanbenshu mu" 4 匕2F4 匕胃 ® I f f t i ® 1 ! ^ 中目（ T e m p o r a r y 
catalogue of Chinese rare books in the Beiping Beitang library), reprinted in Tianzhujiao yanjiu lunji 
天主教硏究論輯(Journal of Catholic Studies), Vol. 3, edited by Zhaojian-min 趙建敏，(Beijing: 
Zongjiao wenhua chubanshe 宗教文化出片反社，2006), 326. At present this copy is in the Chinese rare 
books collection of the National Library of China in Beijing. I am grateful for Dr. Philip 
Vanhaelemeersch for confirming its present location for me. 
26 Bibliotheque nationale de France, Chinois 7388 and 7389. See Maurice Courant, Catalogue des 
livres chinois, coreens, japonais, etc, 8l fascicule, (Paris: Ernest Leroux, 1912)，153. 
27 SUMMARIES, 423. 
28 Paul Pelliot and Tokio Tanaka高田0寺雄，Fandigang tushuguan suo cang hanji ww/w梵蒂岡圖書館 
戶斤藏漢籍目錄 s o m m a i r e des manuscripts et imprimes chinois de la Bibliotheque Vaticane 
and Supplement a I 'inventaire des livres chinois de la Bibliotheque Vaticane), translated by Guo Ke 享[1 
可(Beijing: Zhonghua shuju 中華書局，2006). Albert Chan, Chinese Books and Documents in the 
Jesuit Archives in Rome: A Descriptive Catalogue: Japonica-Sinica J-IV, (New York: M. E. Sharpe, 
2002). 
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The fourth and fifth sections of the Da Rike are the Offices of the Proper of 
Time and Offices of the Proper of Saints. The texts are mainly from the Rike 
gaiyao 日課f旣要，translated by Louis Buglio in 1674. Henri Bernard suggests 
Buglio may have used an edition of the Breviarium Romanum published in Paris in 
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1665, which the library of Beitang 北堂(North-Church, the Cathedral of Beijing) 
has the pars autumnalis of this edition. While the Little Office of the Blessed 
Virgin Mary and the Office of the Dead were often reprinted and used by the Chinese 
Catholics until the early twentieth century, the Rike gaiyao was very rare. It was in 
hand-written copies and apparently not re-copied after 1674. Only three locations 
preserve copies, the Beitang Library in Beijing,25 the Bibliotheque nationale de 
France in Paris26 and the Xujiahui Jesuit Library in Shanghai.27 Its rarity was such 
that the Vatican Library and the Jesuit Archive in Rome, both famous for having 
many old publications of the Jesuits in China, do not have a copy. According to 
my interview with Alexander Tsao, Lebbe consulted the copy in Beitang Library and 
sent his monks there to copy out the text by hand. 
23 Henri Bernard, "Les adaptations chinoises d' ouvrages europeens: Bibliographic chronologique 
depuis la venue des portugais a Canton jusqu'a a la mission franyais de Pekin, 1514-1688," 
Monumenta Serica 10 (1945): 374nl66. 
4 Hubert Germain Vehaeren, Catalogue de la bibliotheque du Pei-t ’ang, (Beiping: Imprimerie des 
Lazaristes, 1949), 601. 
25 Bontinck, 157. The item Sidou rike gaiyao 司鐸日課槪要 is appeared in the catalogue of Chinese 
rare books of Beitang library complied by Feng Zan-zhang 馮環障 in 1947, "Beiping Beitang 
Tushuguan zanbian zhongwen shanbenshu mu" 匕2p北f 中 目 （ T e m p o r a r y 
catalogue of Chinese rare books in the Beiping Beitang library), reprinted in Tianzhujiao yanjiu lunji 
天主教硏究論輯(Journal of Catholic Studies), Vol. 3, edited by Zhao jian-min 趙•敏，（Beijing: 
Zongjiao wenhua chubanshe 宗教文化出片反社，2006), 326. At present this copy is in the Chinese rare 
books collection of the National Library of China in Beijing. I am grateful for Dr. Philip 
Vanhaelemeersch for confirming its present location for me. 
2 Bibliotheque nationale de France, Chinois 7388 and 7389. See Maurice Courant, Catalogue des 
livres chinois, coreens, japonais, etc, 8th fascicule, (Paris: Ernest Leroux, 1912), 153. 
27 SUMMARIES, 423. 
28 Paul Pelliot and Tokio Tanaka高田日寺雄，Fandigang tushuguan suo cang hanji mw/w梵蒂岡圖書館 
戶斤藏漢籍目錄 s o m m a i r e des manuscripts et imprimes chinois de la Bibliotheque Vaticane 
and Supplement a I 'inventaire des livres chinois de la Bibliotheque Vaticane), translated by Guo Ke 享 
可(Beijing: Zhonghua shuju 中華書局，2006). Albert Chan, Chinese Books and Documents in the 
Jesuit Archives in Rome: A Descriptive Catalogue: Japonica-Sinica I-IV, (New York: M. E. Sharpe, 
2002). 
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Buglio's translation of this Chinese Breviary was not a complete translation of 
the Breviarium Romanum, nevertheless, its contents were sufficient to provide 
enough texts for a large part of Lebbe's chant book for Divine Office. (Table 5.2) 
Table 5.2. The Offices in Buglio's Rike gaiyao29 
Content Pagination 
Office of the Holy Trinity 天主聖三 1 -42 
Office of the Christmas 耶穌聖誕 42-60 
Office of Circumcision of Jesus 立耳P角禾聖名 60-73 
Office of Epiphany 三王來朝 73-86 
Office of the Resurrection 耳 1¾禾復、活 87-93 
Office of the Ascension 耳P穌升天 94-106 
Office of Pentecost 聖神降臨 106-114 
Office of Corpus Christi 耶穌聖體 114-128 
Office Common of Apostles and Evangelists 共宗徒及聖史 129-145 
Office Common of Apostles and Evangelists (during Easter) 145-149 
共宗徒及聖史復活時 
Office Common of One Martyr 共一位致命者 146-161 
Office Common of Martyr (during Easter)共致命復、活時 161-169 
Office Common of Several Martyrs 共多致命者復活夕f 169-181 
Office Common of Bishops 共主教 181-193 
Office Common of Confessors (not Bishops)共精修非主教 193-205 
Office Common of Virgins 共童貞 205-220 
Office Common of not Virgins and not Martyrs 共非童女非致命 220-234 
29 Information of this table is according to the copy in Bibliotheque nationale de France, Chinois 7388. 
There were also other contents such as a calendar, preface, and instruction and methods of saying the 
Divine Office that are not included in this table. The original preface of Rike gaiyao is available in 
SUMMARIES, 30-31. 
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Plate 5.6. Cover page of Buglio's Rike gaiyao 
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Source: Buglio, Rike gaijiao, Bibliotheque nationale de France, Chinois 7388. 
Comparing the contents of Lebbe's Chant Book for the Divine Office and the 
contents of Buglio's translation, we can see that Lebbe arranged all the feasts of the 
Office of the Proper of Time, except for the Office of Corpus Christi. For the 
Office of the Proper of Saints, Lebbe only arranged the Office of One Martyr and 
Office of Several Martyrs. The Offices of Marian Feasts, Sundays, and the 
Birthday and the Martyrdom of St. John the Baptist, which was not available in 
Buglio's Rike gaiyao, were newly prepared by Lebbe. Among the texts for these 
Offices that were not available in Buglio's translation were some New Testament 
passages adopted from Xinjing quanji 亲斤糸至全集(Xianxian 獻縣，1922), a Chinese 
# • OA 
translation of the New Testament published about that time. 
30 The author has consulted its 4l impression published in 1930. 
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The reason Lebbe arranged the Offices of Martyrs (One Martyr and Several 
Martyrs), before preparing the Offices of Apostles and Evangelists, Confessors 
deserves special attention. The Offices of Martyrs were probably intended for the 
Feasts days of different Chinese Martyrs; Lebbe named them as the co-patrons of the 
• 'X1 
Congregation of St. John the Baptist, and paid great devotion to them. Lebbe's 
Congregation celebrated of the Feasts of Chinese Martyrs solemnly. Further, the 
House of Congregation of St. John the Baptist was decorated with pictures of the life 
of the Chinese Martyrs, and during meals, their biographies were read aloud.32 
From Lebbe's letter to his brother in 1935, it was certain that Lebbe and his 
monks were preparing a second edition of the Da Rike, and wished it to be printed.33 
He mentioned that they could not print the notes well; the problem was not with the 
notes, but with the arrangement of the notes on the printing matrices. He asked for 
the matrices used in printing the notes for either the Missals or the Liber Usualis.34 
Lebbe's desire for perfection in notating the Gregorian Chant seems to parallel the 
story of Dom Pothier seeking the help of the Desclee brothers “to produce the purest 
• o c 
Saint Gregory possible." It was also in this letter that Lebbe mentioned that he 
wanted to present his Chinese Divine Office chant book to Rome when printed. 
31 JGSY, Can. 1. 
32 CFSN, 62-3. 
"Nous preparons la seconde, complete, & revisee, & pour une foule de motifs la voudrions 
imprimee..." Vincent Lebbt to his brother [Robert or Bede Lebbe?], 14 month unknown, 1935. 
AVL, D.G.,XXXXIV, 8. 
". . . tu sais que nous imprimons nous memes. Mais les notes nous manquent. Nous en voudrions 
deux series modeles: une de la grandeur des notes d'un missel ordinaire la seconde de la grandeur des 
notes du Liber Usualis (Desclee). Mieux encore ce serait la serie non des notes mais de leurs matrices. 
Ici nous fabriquons bien les matrices des caracteres chinois, mais les petits freres craignent de ne pas 
bien faire delles des notes." 
35 Bergeron, Decadent enchantments, 45. 
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The chanting of the Divine Office in choro is a prominent feature of monastic 
orders, and Lebbe decided this should be done from the very beginning of the 
establishment of the Congregation of St. John the Baptist.36 The chapel was 
constructed for antiphonal choir service (Plate 5.6), and in the Congregation, there 
were monks specialized in serving as chorus, 7 and Lebbe even provided them with 
“ 38 • • 
"Rules for Chorus.” During this period, the great monastic orders such as 
Benedictines and Cistercians chanted the Divine Office completely in Latin, and 
ordained priests were required to say the Divine Office in Latin daily, so having the 
Divine Office in the vernacular was an innovative idea. Lebbe did everything in the 
style of the monastic orders, except having the Divine Office chanted in Chinese. 
Plate 5.7. The Chapel of the Congregation of St. John the Baptist. 
, : W . : / � d —..:/‘…….....‘；/ ：‘:... 
.i* • nf&mt'kkti mp, 'ukx'tiTi"s.mn ，. t,' H^qae 4 t"<-t> / Ut t "'jHao i 
, 气 m i n PHut^ /Vrf作 tie J^m- HnpiiSit. tM r-murqv^i (t les msertfiiWf 
/ w'j, / ” / i{Ut d^cQr^it timhUc umirHr^. 
Source: Le Bulletin des missions 12, suppl. no. 2, Contemplation et Apostolat (1933): 68. 
36 SCORES, 35. 
37 The "S ige lu"司歌侶 .See JGSY, Can. 128，Can. 153a. It is important to notice that the Chorus 
in Lebbe's Congregations means those members specialized in choral services, and did not mean the 
distinction of two classes of monks, "Chorus Priests" and "Auxiliary Brothers," as the Benedictines 
and Cistercians. See Vincent Lebbe to Anthony Cotta, 13 July 1930, LETTRES, no. 138, 268. 
38 "Gelii xize"歌f呂細貝[].See JGSY, Can. 50. 
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Having the Divine Office in Chinese was not explicitly against any rule of the 
Catholic Church. Nevertheless it was still an innovative and radical idea, especially 
for male religious congregations. While priests were obligated to recite the Divine 
Office in Latin, religious congregations had more freedom, depending on the 
constitution of their congregation, such as the Sisters of Purgatory mentioned above, 
who held the Office of the Dead in Chinese. According to Lebbe, most of the 
monks in the Congregation of St. John the Baptist were not going to become priests, 
and so they did not have the obligation to recite the Divine Office in Latin. This 
means that they could freely choose their language for Divine Office, and be 
completely lawful. For those who were priests such as Lebbe, they would recite the 
Latin Breviary after the chanting of Chinese Divine Office.39 Lebbe tried to obtain 
approval from Rome so that members who were ordained priests could dispense with 
reciting the Divine Office in Latin if they have chanted the Divine Office in Chinese 
with other members, but we do not know if this permission was granted or not. 
This huge volume of chant was the monument that began the reliaization of 
Lebbe's goal. By having the Gregorian Chant arranged for the Chinese Divine 
Office, Lebbe's Congregations had a large part of their daily religious service in 
Chinese. Singing in Chinese was central to making the congregation a true Chinese 
congregation. Lebbe was very proud of this, and said that to sing the Divine Office 
in Chinese (in the vernacular language) was unique all over the world, and that 
"...the originality is in our chant." 
39 Raymond de Jaegher, "Le Piete Mariale du Pere Lebbe," Perspectives de Catholicite 13, no. 4 
(1954): 10. 
40 Raymond de Jaegher, "Le Pere Lebbe, homme de Dieu," 166. 
"Nous avons ici une chose unique au monde: le chant de l'Office en chinois, au choeur ... 
l'originalite ... consiste dans notre chant..." Vincent Lebbe to Anthony Cotta, 13 July 1930， 
LETTRES, no. 138, 272. 
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The Chant Book for Benediction 
This unnamed chant book is called Jiangfu Jingben 降早§糸至本(Book of 
Benedictions) in the Da Rike,42 Huawen Jiangfu 華文降福(Benedictions in Chinese) 
or Jiangfu jing 降福糸至(Benedictions) in the Chant Book for the Mass.43 Like the 
Chant Book for the Divine Office, it mainly employs Gregorian Chant notation for 
Chinese texts (Example 5.1), although a few pieces are notated in staff notation 
(Example 5.2). It consists of about sixty pages of music and is mimeographed. 
Lebbe seems to have finished this chant book very early, and in a letter dated on 11 
October 1930 he already mentioned his "chants du Salut."44 
Example 5.1. Litany of the Sacred Heart of Jesus from the Chant Book for 
Benediction, CBB, 17. 
( ^ ¾ ¾ ^ ¾ ¾ ¾ ¾ ^ ^ 
f _ Hi"11 j I 
^ M • I ffffiW*^ 
丨 II ^ m 
I 械我 t 侏 一 
I 二 _ • • • y ^ f ^ 如 蟫 I • ； 誦 
• •丄..》 _ , ！•7¾^. ‘變 
隱 F 武务 ^ f ^ ^ ^ j J 
42 CBDO-CSJB, CBDO-CST, 258 in the section "The Office of the Holy Week"大主日內日課 
43 “Huawen Jiangfu 華文降福” in CBM, 18. “Jiangfu力>2g”降福經 in CBM, 25. 
44 Vincent Lebbe to Anthony Cotta, 11 October, 1930, AVL, D.G..,XXXlXsi, 36. 
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Example 5.2. Zhuzhao mentu 主召門徒(The Lord Calls his Disciples), CBB, 43. 
The music is in Chinese pentatonic scale. Below is the beginning of another chant 
entitled Er shi 爾時 (A t that time) in Gregorian Chant notation. 
f ; T 
彎 i 圓 f t w A^i 
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The Benediction of the Blessed Sacrament is one of the most popular devotional 
services of the Catholic Church. It consists of the exposition of the Host, and the 
blessing by a priest holding the monstrance. The congregation sings devotional 
music, including the Tantum ergo. It seems that along with the mass, the service 
was held solemnly in China. In the pre-1930 chant books published in China 
containing music for the Benediction of Blessed Sacrament and consulted for this 
9 7 
thesis, all the chants are in Latin. 5 Obviously this situation encouraged Lebbe to 
indigenize this service. Except for the Tantum ergo, all the chants in this Chant 
Book for Benediction are in Chinese. Alexander Tsao feels that the music for 
Benedictions is an important part of Lebbe's oeuvre for the Chinese liturgy, after the 
Mass and the Divine Office.46 
The overall structure of the Chant Book for Benediction resembles other chant 
books for this period. As mentioned in Chapter Three, the most frequently 
reprinted chant book published in Beijing is the Shengti jiangfu jingwen 聖體降福/經 
文，since this is a contemporary publication used in the region where Lebbe worked, 
it is a good reference for us to compare their contents (Table 5.3). 
Table 5.3. Comparison of the Contents of Chant Book for Benediction (CBB) of 
Lebbe with 幼例织/y/a^fwyY^w^?聖體降福經文（Beijing，1922). 
CBB CANTUALE(1922) 
Content No. of Pieces Content No. of Pieces 
Blessed Sacrament 10 Blessed Sacrament 16 
Sacred Heart of Jesus 8 Sacred Heart of Jesus 6 
Blessed Virgin Mary 20 Blessed Virgin Mary 14 
St. John the Baptist 8 St. Joseph 4 
St. Joseph 6 St. Vincent de Paul 4 
St. Theresa of Child Jesus 5 For various times 5 
St. Vincent de Paul 2 For whatever need 1 
For the Pope 6 For souls in Purgatory 1 
After Benediction 7 For the Pope 3 
45 SSGJJY(1903), JGZY(1921), CANTUALE(1922), STJFJW(1923), JGZL(n.d.)，YCJGL(n.d.). 
46 CFSN, 15. SCORES, 33. 
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From the above table, we can see that Lebbe's book resembles, in general, the 
contemporary Cantuale which consists of music for the Benediction as well as 
devotional music for various popular saints. Other chant books for Benediction of 
the period also parallel this structure. While some of the popular pieces, such as the 
Tantum Ergo, the four Marian Antiphons, Litanies of Mary and Sacred Heart of Jesus 
appear in both chant books, Lebbe's chant book also contains some pieces that are 
not usually seen in the popular chant books of the period, as we will discuss below. 
During this time, there was another type of music book containing devotional 
music becoming popular among the Chinese Catholics: The Catholic Hymnals, 
which contain mainly hymns and carols with Chinese texts, and featuring five-line 
staves and tonal music. 7 These hymnals encouraged congregational singing, 
roughly parallel to Protestant practices. Lebbe's Chant Book for the Benediction 
was obviously going in another direction, which aimed at preserving the traditional 
Gregorian Chant and chant notation during the process of indigenization. This 
might also be shown in Lebbe's selection of pieces, in which he tried to explore some 
chants that were not commonly known to the Chinese Catholics at that time. For 
example, for the popular prayer Ave Maria he chose the highly melismatic melody 
from the Offertory for the Marian feasts (Example 5.3). He also incorporated the 
melismatic antiphon Christus factus est pro nobis which was sung during Triduum of 
the Lenten period. 
47 Such as VC(1922), SG(1934), SGCX(1934), CANTICA(1935). 
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Example 5.3. Ave Maria from CBB, 25. 
H 孫 ^ ^ 8 
S
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Among various pieces in Lebbe's Chant Book for Benediction, the most special 
pieces were those for St. Theresa of Child Jesus of Lisieux. St. Theresa was 
canonized in 1925, and named the patron saint of Catholic missions in 1927. Lebbe 
named her as the patron saint of the Congregation of the Little Sisters of St. Theresa 
of Child Jesus. Since there were no existing Gregorian Chant repertoires or existing 
devotional texts available to honor this new saint, the music was either composed by 
Lebbe himself, or arranged by him from some popular Chinese folk tunes (Example 
5.4). Devotion to St. Theresa was strong in Lebbe's congregations. Not only was 
she named the patron saint of the sisters, the Chinese translation of her autobiography, 
History of the Soul, was given to every novice together with the New Testament and 
the Rule of St. Benedicts.48 
48 CFSN, 10. 
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Example 5.4. Woyuan shihui ^cSSSfi® (I wish to offer) from CBB, 45. The 
lyric of this piece is from a prayer by St. Theresa of Child Jesus, and with a Chinese 
pentatonic melody with Gregorian Chant notation. 
w I • * m^m. m ^ ^ J： Z^TE^ 
’ - - 1 I III ; |_ j W.W I I iwwyte^J^p 
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The Chant Book for the Mass 
This is also a chant book without a title. It contains sixty-four pages of music 
for both the ordinary and propers, as well as some music with devotional texts that 
are commonly recited or sung during Mass in China. While the previous two chant 
books are handwritten lithographs and mimeographs, both the music and texts from 
this Chant Book for the Mass are typographically printed, and it is possibly a later 
work. 
1 0 1 
As mentioned above, we know that Lebbe wanted to print his chant books. It 
is from the above-mentioned letter49 that we understand that Lebbe's chief purpose 
was to print a chant book for the Divine Office. But here it was the chant book of 
Mass that was printed. It is possible that this book was a preparatory exercise for 
the printing of chants, since the Divine Office was not yet completed, and a small 
chant book with some basic chants for the mass would be more easily made. The 
printing tools used to print this chant book were probably manufactured by Lebbe's 
congregations. From Absolve Domine, the tract of the Requiem Mass, we can 
observe that the notes are printed, and arranged on the staves clearly (Example 5.5). 
Texts are also clearly placed under notes. Even more complicated neumes, as well 
as note shapes such as the quilismae, are used. But the printing style is not as 
sophisticated and elegant as the Solesmes publications. Further, various accent 
signs such as rectum episema, transversum episema and duplex episema are not used 
in this chant book. These attributes suggest that this is a product of the printing 
facilities manufactured by Lebbe's congregation. The contents in this chant book 
are listed in Table 5.4. 
49 Vincent Lebbt to his brother [Robert or Bede Lebbe?], 14th month unknown, 1935. AVL, 
D.G.,XXXXIV, 8. 
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Example 5.5. Absolve Domine, tract of the Requiem Mass, CBM, 34. The 
quilismae are used on the first B on the fourth line, and first B on the fifth line and 
second B on the last line. 
雌 _ •丨•释 
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Table 5.4. Contents of Lebbe's Chant Book for the Mass (CBM) 
Sections Pages Contents 
Mass of ferial days 1-6, Ordinary plus short verses, and some 
平日彌撒/經文 (1 -4), devotional pieces sung before and after 
7-10 the communion. Four pages of music, 
notated in round notes on five-line staves 
are inserted between pages 6 and 7. 
Page 11 is missing. 
Mass of the Blessed Virgin Mary 12-19 Ordinary, Pater noster, Intro it, 
聖母彌撒經 Communion (Offertory in CBB，25) 
Mass of Apostles 20-21 Introit, Offertory, Communion 
宗徒彌撒 
Mass of Several Martyrs 22-24 Introit, Offertory, Communion 
數位致命彌撒 
Mass of One Martyr 24-25 Introit, Offertory, (Communion in CBB, 
一位致命彌撒 32) 
Mass of Doctors of the Church 25-27 Introit, Offertory and Communion 
聖師彌撒 
Mass of Confessors 28-29 Introit, Offertory, and Communion 
精修者彌撒 
Solemn Vow 30-31 One music setting for the text of Solemn 
重發愿時唱 
Requiem Mass 32-40 Introit, Kyrie, Gradual, Tract, Offertory, 
亡者彌撒 Sanctus, Pie Jesu, One set of short 
responsories, Angus Dei, Communion 
Mass for Duplex 40-43 Kyrie, Gloria, Sanctus, Agnus Dei 
加倍瞻禮彌撒 
Mass for Semiduplex 43-47 Kyrie, Gloria, Sanctus, Angus Dei 
‘ 大瞻禮彌撒 
Mass for Simplex 47-50 Kyrie, Gloria, Sanctus, Agnus Dei 
單瞻禮彌撒 
Missa de Angelis 50-52 Kyrie, Gloria, Sanctus, Agnus Dei 
天神彌撒 
Credos 54-59 Two Credos 
信經 
For Peace 60 Two short pieces 
求平安誦 
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The Mass, both the ordinary and proper are entirely in Gregorian Chant, but 
with Chinese texts. This simple fact is already striking and innovative. It is highly 
possible that this practice was against the rules of the Church of the period. In the 
eighteenth century, the Church forbade the singing of any texts of the Mass in 
Chinese, and only allowed the singing of Chinese prayers that are not from the texts 
of the Mass.50 As mentioned in Chapter Three, the Third Synod of the First Region 
(Beijing) held in 1892 also decided that Chinese Catholics could sing pieces using 
Chinese texts, provided that the texts were not from those said by the celebrants (i.e. 
the official ordinary and proper Mass liturgy texts).51 From various chant books of 
• • CO 
the period studied for this thesis, none contains music with Chinese texts from the 
Mass liturgy, either the ordinary or proper. One composition from the period, 
though sung in Chinese and called Chang Huashi Misa 口昌華式彌ffi Missa 
CO 
Popular is Sinesis, did not contain the texts from the Mass liturgy. In the preface 
of the Missa Primum, which is a complete setting of the Ordinary of the Mass in 
Chinese by the famous Chinese composer Jiang Wen-yeh 江文也，the publisher still 
explicitly warned that without the approval of the Church, singing this Chinese Mass 
in the liturgy was not permitted.5 
50 Picard, "Music," 855-6. 
51 Synthesis Decretalium Sinarum, 133, "De cantu in lingua vernacula. Can. 618. Licet populo intra 
Missam cantare sinicas preces，sed non sint eaedem nec traductio earum quas celebrans aut ministri 
recitant." 
2 Listed in the bibliography. 
53 It is composed by an Italian priest called Maberini. SGCX(1934)，106-119. 
54 "Compertum est apud omnes Sanctorum Rituum Congregationem prohibere quominus lingua 
vulgaris ad partes immobiles Sacrosancti Missae Sacrificii canendas in Ecclesia adhibeatur nisi mos 
iste probata consuetudine commendetur. Inde sequitur concentus quos edimus a fidelibis intra 
Missarum solemnia cantari haud posse absque superioris Auctoritatis Ecllesiasticae licentia." 
"Forward," in Prima Missa- Diyi Misa qu 第一彌撒曲，(Beijing: Domus Franciscana Studium 
Biblicum，1948), 6. 
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The use of this Chant Book for the Mass was simple but yet innovative. While 
the priest at the altar still said the Mass in Latin, other monks sang the corresponding 
parts in Chinese. Besides the musical parts, other parts such as prayers, readings 
and Gospels were in Chinese too.5 From the perspective of the liturgy, this chant 
book is the most striking product by Lebbe. 
Other Liturgical and Service Books by Lebbe 
Besides the chant books studied above, existing documents indicate that several 
other books had been prepared for use in Lebbe's congregations. Although 
information about these books is limited, it is wise to discuss them also，since they 
were essential for Lebbe to construct the religious life of his congregations. 
We know that there was a volume explaining the liturgy, rituals, and the 
ceremonies. It was called the Lijieben fdfp本，the book of rituals, and mentioned in 
the "Jiagui shiyi"家規釋義[Exegesis on the Rules of the Congregation]. 
According to the "Jiagui shiyi," the Lijieben contained some settings of the 
Benedicamus Domino, as well as some prayers.56 In the "Jiagui shiyi" Lebbe also 
mentioned many "rules" for various rituals, such as actions and prayers for the 
dressing monastic habits (Can. 49), rules on confession 明告細貝[J (Can. 15), rules 
for chorus 歌f呂糸田貝[J (Can. 50), rules for meetings (Can. 54，59), the ritual of giving 
55 De Jaegher gives detailed description about how this bilingual Mass was held. The monks first 
chanted the Confiteor, Kyrie and Gloria in Chinese. Then, a monk would led the Collect, and read the 
Epistle and Evangel in Chinese. All the monks chanted the Credo, Offertory and Sanctus. They kept 
absolutely silent during the consecration, and rang a big bell to announce the completion of the 
consecration. After the Canon all the monks sang the Lord's Prayer, Angus Dei and the Confiteor 
again before the communion. After the communion they sang a short chant for the Blessed Sacrament. 
At the conclusion of the Mass all sang the Canticle of the Three Children (Daniel 3:52-7) in Chinese. 
See Raymond de Jaegher, "Le Pere Lebbe, homme de Dieu," 166, and also Raymond de Jaegher, "Le 
Pere Lebbe au monastere," Eglise Vivante 2 (1950): 285 and CFSN, 38. 
56 JGSY，Can. 49，51. 
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monastic names 立起會聖名(Can. 60), the ritual of receiving monastic habits 受會 
衣禮(Can. 61), and the ritual of receiving novices 收初學禮(Can. 69). All these 
rules and rituals would probably be from the Lijieben. 
At least two volumes of music were perhaps lost or mislaid. According to 
Alexander Tsao, there was a Sanridadian rike「三日大典」日課,the Divine Office of 
i i 參 57 • • 
the Holy Triduum. One obvious reason for its separation from the chant book for 
Divine Office is that the liturgical text for Holy Triduum was not translated by 
Buglio, and Lebbe had to prepare the translation either himself or invited others to 
make the translation for him. The most notable feature of the Office of the Holy 
Triduum is the Lamentations of Prophet Jeremiah. Alexander Tsao mentioned 
Lebbe's setting for the Lamentations, and especially the verse Jerusalem, Jerusalem, 
convertere ad Dominum, Deum tuum, which concludes every reading. It was 
described as very sorrowful, low in tone, and solemn in atmosphere. The music 
r o 
greatly moved the monks. 
In addition to the Chant Book for Benediction, evidence suggests that there was 
another book containing devotional music. In an article, Alexander Tsao mentioned 
two pieces of devotional music for the Blessed Virgin Mary with text written by 
Lebbe, while one could be found in the Chant Book for Benediction mentioned 
above, the other has not yet been discovered.59 In another article, Alexander Tsao 
mentioned that Lebbe wrote a text to plead for help from the Blessed Virgin Mary, 
and adopted a popular Chinese folk tune to set it. This folk tune was later used by 
57 CFSN, 15, 53-4. SCORES, 37-8. 
58 SCORES, 37-8. 
59 CFSN, 61. 
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Jiang Wen-yeh in his setting of Ave Maria in Chinese.60 According to Raymond de 
Jaegher, there was also a Salve Regina with a Chinese melody. 1 In 1959, 
Congregation of St. John the Baptist published their Little Office of the Blessed 
• (1^) 
Virgin Mary in Taiwan. There are two hymns, Ave Maris Stella and O gloriosa 
Virginum, which use Chinese style melodies, with a pentatonic scale. They are 
notated in Gregorian Chant notation, and the modes of the two hymns are named 
Hua Diao 華調，the Chinese Mode (Example 5.6 and 5.7).63 These devotional 
pieces for Mary in Chinese style melodies were probably complied in a chant book 
that may have lost or not yet be re-discovered. 
Example 5.6. Ave Maris Stella in Hua Diao 華調(Taichung, 1959) 
每锁 i T 丨 I ^ — 
T r ： ^ 5 5 ： 
‘ 萬 福 海 星 夭 主 聖 母 卒 世 童 貞 福 哉 夭 門 





6 . 賜 終 世 淨 穩 定 道 路 得 H 耶 穌 永 常 乾 樂 
7 .稱頌歸父厥子榮光偕和奎神三者一尊。 
-阿門。 
60 CFSN, 70-1. Jiang Wen-yeh's setting of Ave Maria is in his Melodiae Psalmorunv— Sheng Yong 
Zuo Pin Ji 聖詠作品集,vol. 1, (Beijing: Domus Franciscana Studium Biblicum, 1947), 1-5. 
61 Raymond de Jaegher, "Le Pere Lebbe au monastere," 287. 
Congregation of St. John the Baptist, ed., Shengmu xiaorike geyong 聖母/j�日課歌詠 Officium 
parvum Beatae Mariae Virginis: Versio Sinica [Music for the Little Office of the Blessed Virgin Mary 
in Chinese], (Taichung: Kuangchi Press, 1959). 
63 Shengmu xiaorike geyong, 10,61. 
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Example 5.7. 0 gloriosa Virginum in Hua Diao 華調(Taichung，1959) 
• “
 1
 _ ""' '""" 二 ^ ^ ^ I  l | | | l ！ - I ！,!：.：.：,!.!,-!：!,!.-..:.:1 
華調 了 爾 ， ! ^ 1 露 ” 
( 節 B ) 女 中 榮 哉 列 星 之 上 生 甭 者 嬰 乳 嬰 者 爾 
女中榮哉列星之上生爾者嬰乳嬰者爾 
厄娃失之爾以子復爾開天鎮矜人克進 
大王之門光榮 : z 殿因女贖命異國汴舞， 
榮歸耶穌童女所生偕爾聖父聖神永世。阿門。 
Cultural Representation of Lebbe's chant books 
During 1920s to 1940s, other missionaries were also engaged in similar projects 
to indigenize Chinese Catholic Church by means of some monumental translation 
projects. For example, the Paris Foreign Missions Society (Societe des Missions 
Etrangere de Paris) published the complete Chinese-Latin Missale Romanum in 
1934.64 In 1943, Bishop Cyril Jarre 楊恩賫（1878-1952), a Franciscan Missionary 
and Apostolic Vicar of Jinan 濟南 in Shandong 山東 province, completed the 
project of a Chinese-Latin Canon Law. 5 
The most significant fact about Lebbe's Divine Office was probably that it was 
the first and the only time that Buglio's Chinese translation of the Breviarium 
Romanum was put into actual liturgical practice, after having been translated for 
4 This Chinese-Latin Missal was for education purpose only. In the preface it states clearly that this 
translation aims at allowing Chinese priests and seminarians to know better the texts of the Mass. 
Missale Romanum latino-sinicum ad usum cleri (Hong Kong: Typis Societatis Parisiensis Missionum 
ad Exteros, 1934), preface. 
65 Cyril Rudolph Jarre 楊；恩賫 and Li Ki-jen 李啓人,tr.，Tentamen sensum Codicis luris Canonici 
litteris sinicis reddendiprivatim suspectum et peratum …,(Jinan: Typis Missionis Catholicae Tsinan, 
1943). See also Gasper Han Cheng Liang 韓承良，Yang Enlai zhongzhujiao de shengping 楊,恩寶糸悤 
主教的生平[Life ofArchibishop R. Ciyil Jarre OFM], (Taipei: Zhijie Company Limited 至潔有限公 
司，2000), 221-242. 
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more than 250 years. Such a remote connection between missionary from 
seventeenth century and twentieth century highlighted the critical issue of the 
Catholic liturgy in mission. The Chinese liturgy represented Vincent Lebbe's 
various ideals. His personal experiences including the Gregorian Chant revival, the 
Liturgical Movement, the development of Chinese popular devotional service, 
Chinese indigenous clergy, Catholic monasticism in mission, and Chinese Catholic 
art, were all embodied in his chant books. Both Gregorian Chant and Buglio's 
translations were more than ready made materials for Lebbe's gigantic project. 
They were also symbols that could represent his ideals of the Chinese liturgy: a 
fusion of ancient Catholic liturgical practice with Chinese culture and language. 
Through the liturgical practices of the Chinese congregations with the singing of 
Gregorian Chant in Chinese, the universal voice of the Catholic Church was fused 
with their native language. The quest for indigenous Chinese Catholicism was 
signified in the liturgy. Unfortunately, Lebbe could not complete this project during 
his lifetime. Several months before his death, he told his close companion 
Raymond de Jaegher his last dream was the realization of the liturgy in Chinese 
language. 
66 "Au primtemps de 1940, il [Lebbe] me disait qu'il avait vu se realiser toutes les choses qu'il avait 
demandees a Dieu pour l'Eglise de Chine, sauf une derniere esperance qu'il aurait souhaite encore 
voir se realiser: la liturgie en langue chinoise," Raymond de Jaegher, "Le Pere Lebbe, homme de 
Dieu," 165. 
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Chapter Six - Stylistic Features of Lebbe's Arrangements of 
Gregorian Chant for Chinese Language 
Most liturgical items in Lebbe's chant books, from important musical elements 
such as antiphons, psalms, great responsories to some less musically important 
sections such as short responsories, lessons, etc., are provided with music. All 
these items are available from the Gregorian Chant repertoires published by the 
Solesmes. Vincent Lebbe's main problem was how to wed Gregorian Chant with 
the Chinese liturgical texts. 
The difficulties that Lebbe faced were very similar to those the Buddhists once 
faced when they first came to China. This was described in the writing of Master 
Huijiao 慧皎(497-554), a Chinese Buddhist monk who lived 1,500 years before 
Lebbe arrived in China. In his Gaozeng zhuan 高僧傳(Biographies of Eminent 
Monks), the problems of introducing Buddhist music to China is mentioned, 
Since the spread eastward of the Great Religion, the translators of wen [sutras 
texts] have been numerous but the dissemination of sheng (lit. sound or tone) [its 
music] was generally sparse. The reason lies in that Sanskrit words are polysyllabic 
while the Han language is monosyllabic. If Indian melodies were sung to Chinese 
words, the lyrics would be too sparse for the music; if Chinese melodies were sung to 
Sanskrit, the lyrics would be too dense for the music. Thus the 'golden words' (jinyan) 
[scriptures] were translated while 'Brahman sound' (fawciang) [Buddhist music] was 
not passed on.2 
1 In Little Office of the Blessed Virgin Mary, which is the first section of Lebbe's Chant Book for 
Divine Office, all liturgical texts including short lessons and short responsories are provided with 
music, except the prayers. In later part of the Chant Book for Divine Office, the short lessons and 
short responsories only have texts provided. It is possible that these are sung using the same 






This quote reflects the difficulty of adopting music for one language to another 
language, especially because the monosyllabic Chinese language is drastically 
different from the polysyllabic Indo-European languages. Lebbe faced this exact 
difficulty when he tried to combine Gregorian Chant with Chinese texts. 
This chapter studies how Lebbe arranged the chants to suit the Chinese 
liturgical texts. This chapter does not intend to examine all the genres of Gregorian 
Chant and its arrangement in detail, but rather focuses on representative examples 
that can illustrate the significant musical style changes arising from the adaptation of 
Chinese texts. 
Musical Issues in Arranging Gregorian Chant for Chinese Texts 
Willi Apel comments that Gregorian chant melody is a "lively organism," that 
was "created out of a purely melodic substance." While we may have reservations 
with his metaphor, it is generally true that the beauty of the Gregorian Chant arises 
mainly from its melodic interest as an integral whole. At the same time, since the 
chants are sung to words, the text setting styles used are either in syllabic, neumatic 
or melismatic styles, distinguished by the number of notes per syllable.4 Such 
division is not only a musical issue, but also related to and reflects the functions and 
roles of the chants in the liturgy, as well as the solemnity of the day.5 
Shi Hui-jiao 釋慧皎，Gaozeng zhuan 高僧傳[Biographies of Eminent Monks], edited by Tang 
Yongtong 湯用彤,（Beijing: Zhonghua shuju 中華書局，1992), 507. 
The English translation is from Tian Qing, "The Sinicization of Buddhist Music," translated by 
Hwee-San Tan, CHIME: Journal of the European Foundation for Chinese Music Research 14-15 
(1999/2000): 12. 
3 Willi Apel, Gregorian Chant, (Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 1958), 247. 
4 Ibid., 201 
5 Apel, Gregorian Chant, 201-2. 
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In theory, Vincent Lebbe could retain the Gregorian Chant melodies intact and 
merge them with the Chinese texts. This largely preserves the beauty of Gregorian 
Chant melodies. But the Chinese translation of the liturgical texts has significantly 
fewer syllables than the original Latin. If the chant melody is not re-arranged, then 
the basic stylistic distinction between syllabic, neumatic and melismatic settings will 
be destroyed. Furthermore, having too many notes for the short Chinese texts 
would result in unsatisfactory text declamation. 
Analysis of Vincent Lebbe's arrangements suggests that the chief musical 
consideration in re-arranging the Gregorian Chant was to maintain the appropriate 
note-syllable ratio in the chants and at the same time, to preserve the melodic essence. 
Lebbe modified most of the chants. He carefully arranged them, deleting the notes 
that were not important to the overall melodic shape in order to minimize damage to 
the overall melodic contour. While the Buddhist monks in the past abandoned their 
music when facing the Chinese texts, Vincent Lebbe tried to overcome the problem 
with his musical arrangements, attempting to fuse Gregorian Chant melodies with 
Chinese texts. 
In order to facilitate the study of Lebbe's arrangements of different genres of 
Gregorian Chant, this chapter follows the approach of Willi Apel in his book 
Gregorian Chant, to study the Gregorian Chant arrangements by Lebbe in two large 
categories: "Liturgical Recitative" and "Free Composition."6 I will divide "Free 
Composition" into two sub-categories: chants for Divine Office and chants for the 
Mass, since their different liturgical functions also affected Lebbe's arrangements. 
In fact, Apel adopted this approach from Peter Wagner's book Gregorianische Formenlehre. Apel, 
Gregorian Chant, 203. 
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After studying Lebbe's Gregorian Chant arrangements, we will also examine some 
chants newly composed by Lebbe. 
Lebbe's arrangements of "Liturgical Recitative" 
Liturgical Recitative includes various items in the liturgy, such as Psalms, 
Canticles, litanies, short responses, lessons and prayer tones that are sung with 
different recitation formulas. As this genre is flexible and used for texts of different 
lengths, we might imagine that this implies Lebbe would not need to make any 
alternation and the musical style would not change significantly. But in fact, due to 
the fewer number of syllables in the Chinese translations, even the recitation 
formulas have to be abbreviated or adjusted, resulting a very different musical effect. 
In this section we select two types of Liturgical Recitative, the Psalms and Canticles 
for discussion, because they have more melodic interest and they are more important 
to the Divine Office liturgy. 
The Psalms in the Divine Office liturgy of Lebbe's congregations are sung with 
psalm tones. Lebbe uses psalm tones in different modes in accordance with the 
respective antiphons that precede the Psalms. The Chinese translation of the Psalms 
observes the Latin verse structure, which divides each verse into two or three 
subsections. This enables Lebbe to adopt the overall structure of the psalmodies 
without great difficulty. 
Lebbe's method of notating the Psalms is different from the Solesmes editions. 
He writes out the entire psalmodies instead of using the abbreviation "E u o u a e" 
(saeculorum Amen) in Solesmes publications which indicated the ending patterns. 
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This avoids extensive training and memorizing the different psalm tones, and 
maintains correct placement of accents, mediants and terminations. This helps the 
Chinese monks and sisters quickly join in singing the choral service after a brief 
instruction in reading the Gregorian Chant notation. 
The most notable alteration or modification in the psalmodies arranged by 
Lebbe is that while the mediants and terminations are employed as in the Solesmes 
editions, the intonations are abandoned (Example 6.1). This practice was not 
without precedent. The Cistercian psalmodies are also sung without intonations 
7 • • • • 
(Example 6.2). Lebbe might have visited a Cistercian monastery and heard their 
i • # i 參 參 8 
chanting during his life time, but I cannot not find any evidence suggesting Lebbe's 
arrangements are influenced by the Cistercian practices. Lebbe may simply adopt 
those simpler recitation formulas for short lessons and responses that are available in 
the Solesmes editions. 
7 I would like to thank Mr. Augustine Chow Kwun Chung for informing me about this. 
8 While Lebbe was in China, there is a Cistercian monastery in Yangjiaping 楊家平 in Hebei 河：}匕，the 
same province where Lebbe worked during 1901-1916. In 1926, a second Cistercian monastery in 
China was founded in Zhengding 正定,also in the same province. 
Such as the Tones for Versicles, Blessings, Lessons, etc in LU(1953), 118-123. 
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Example 6.1. Ps. 109 Dixit Dominus, mode 3a,10 Lebbe's arrangement 
m ^ m I 
— — 一 ... 
丄 …，：：二 — ^ --會 d 
恨 jj： ^ ^ m T 石 
r^r 之釋 -,¾ 1fr y -¾ ^ A* 
rit. fwiH g . * J 
t ^ # f 俺 f i l i a l J l 4 M 
於 % 右 ^ mX^己難彖ff 
忒 中 於 农 7 % 汍 t 礼 7 5 播 n y 
秋 頃 s i i 於 、 义 及 务 夂 i i Q 
若 兮 a 若 • 4 反 善 冗 f j l 
Source: CBDO-CSJB, Little Office of the Blessed Virgin Mary, 3. 
Example 6.2. Psalmody of mode 1 from Cistercian Antiphonal 
g — — _ 麥 
— — — % n n n n H j •於 d : . 
J T Jabilatc Dc - o o m o i s icrra, ？ p s a l m u n j dicite m m i m ' m i 7 ' 
m f f 
— • 鲁 一 - _ . . . . . . . . 蠡 鷉 瘺 龜 
• a i e * a j T I di ejy> i, E u o u a c. 
t 
Source: Antiphonrium Cisterciense (1947)，p. 262*. 
In any case, the obvious musical reason for abandoning the intonation is that the 
Psalms in Chinese have fewer syllables than the Latin original. To show the drastic 
reduction in the number of syllables in the Chinese translations, Table 6.1 has been 
prepared, which shows the first half of the first verse in Latin and Chinese versions 
10 This abbreviation is same as Solesmes practice, which means the psalmody in mode 3, with 
termination on a. For the Solesmes version of this example, as well as other psalmodies mentioned 
in this thesis, see LU(1953), 112-117. 
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of the Psalms from the Vespers and Lauds of the Little Office of the Blessed Virgin 
Mary. In all Psalms, the Chinese translation of the first half of the opening verse 
has fewer syllables than the Latin, and in four of ten cases, the Chinese translation 
uses about 50% fewer syllables than the Latin. In Ps. 126, Nisi Dominus, the 
reduction is even more noticeable as the Chinese translation has only four syllables. 
Consequently, omitting the intonation seems to be a logical way to shorten the psalm 
tones, without disrupting the modal identity or structural coherence. 
Table 6.1. Number of syllables of the first half of the first verse in the Psalms from 
the Vesper and Lauds of the Little Office of the Blessed Virgin Mary 
Number of Syllables of the 
first half of the opening verse 
Latin Chinese 
Vesper 
Ps. 109 Dixit Dominus 10 5 
Ps. 112 Laudate pueri 9 5 
Ps. 121 Laetatus sum 12 10 
Ps. 126 Nisi Dominus 14 4 
Ps. 147 Lauda Jerusalem 9 8 
Lauds 
Ps. 92 Dominus regnavit 13 6 
Ps. 99 Jubilate Deo omnis terra 10 5 
Ps. 62 Deus Deus meus 6 5 
Canticum trium Puerorum 13 10 
Ps. 148 Laudate Dominum 9 8 
Besides the opening verses, other verses in the Psalms in Chinese also have 
fewer syllables. The mediants and terminations, although identical to the Solesmes 
psalmodies in pitches, often are sung to fewer syllables. For example, in Example 
6.1, the mediant, which consists of five notes, is sung to three syllables in the 
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Chinese translation instead of four syllables in the original Latin version. 
Sometimes the verse is too short so that there are not enough syllables to sing the 
recitation tone, or even the notes of the mediant and termination. In these cases, the 
performance practice is that the first word of that verse has to be extended forward in 
order to cover all the notes of the mediant or termination. A good example is found 
in the phrase "et Spiritui Sancto" from the lesser doxology, where the Chinese 
translation has only three words, "ji sheng shen"及聖神. This is seen in Example 
6.3, Lebbe's arrangement for the termination is set to four syllables. The phrase "ji 
sheng shen" appears in the last line, the word " j i "及 is repeated, and the syllable 
under the note B is put in parentheses, indicated that this word should sing to both B 
and C in order to cover the whole termination. This example also shows that when 
there are not enough syllables, the initial parts of the recitation tone can simply be 
omitted in performance. 
Example 6.3. Ps. 92 Dominus regnavit, mode 8G, Lebbe's arrangement 
仝 (M m » * m r ^——�™m— 一“―一‘ 
i, [ ^ 
I I 
主 王 矣 衣 美 薰 表 勇 德 而 舍 f 
£ 繫 定 宇 宙 捋 ： r � 動 丨 
厥 寶 座 台 彼 畸 餚 厥 包 無 始 有 
主 江 河 己 舉 江 河 己 舉 声 
江 河 舉 浪 由 5 氷 之 求 多 
異 彰 海 渴 上 於 智 % 峻 異 叙 
主 訌 系 4 rr % 厥 t k %智於無g仗 
鉑 頌 铲 福 於 父 及 子 ⑷ ^ 妹 
Source: CBDO-CSJB, Little Office of the Blessed Virgin Mary, 95. 
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An extreme case occurs in Ps. 8, Domine, Dominis noster, the first psalm in the 
first nocturne of The Feast of Ascension (Example 6.4). The second half of the 
eighth verse has only two words. The score does not write this out, but if it is 
executed according to the performance practice as shown in Example 6.3, the two 
words "you quan"遊潛 may have to cover the seven-note termination, with the 
word "yau"游 covers G-F-G and "quan"潛 covers G-F-E-D. 
Example 6.4. Ps. 8 Domine Dominus noster, mode 3D, Lebbe's arrangement 
； - « 一 — - s — ‘ “ . . . - - - - . a I 
C ‘ - ^gM „ . . 
I j 
M 暴〜, ' K M- ' .¾ 二 -、工 
‘ 蚤 t f 导 建 / 4 辞 1 A • ⑷ 入 . f l ; . 要 般 
尊 i � 尚 何 奁 M , 後 等 氣 於 人 5 - 肩 粉 
^ ^ if t l l ；If -二 
處 有 啬 i 底 久 T - f f 遍 H 欧 
: _ . 立 在 . 等 i 舰 
,、 r,,.条福办全、礼子 . 炎 礙 ： 神 
, 若 4 � 洛 ^ 甙 次 m 拓 欢 河 i j 
Source: CBDO-CSJB, Office of Ascension, 306. 
The three Evangelical Canticles, Benedictus Domininus, Magnificat and Nunc 
dimittis are sung in a manner similar to the psalmodies, except that they keep the 
intonations in order to give them a distinctive solemnity over other psalms. But the 
intonations only apply to the first verse, instead of applying to every verse as in the 
Solesmes editions. In the Benedictus Dominus, as show in Example 6.5, we can see 
the recitation pattern that we usually encounter in the Solesmes editions, with both 
intonation, mediant and termination. 
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Example 6.5. Benedictus Dominus, mode 7a, Lebbe's arrangement 
一 ^ ^ 顺 ^ II 
^ ^ - " ^ - ^ " � ^ H i h - ^ ^ ^ ^ I I l t 二 ^ 
此 而 秦 氣 h I 4、7氣丨八 “ 
Source: CBDO-CSJB, Office of Pentecost, 359. 
Lebbe's arrangement of the Magnificat is basically the same as in the 
Benedictus Dominus. But the first verse of the Magnificat in Chinese consists of 
only six words, with two words, "wo l i ng"我靈 (my soul), in the first half of the 
verse and four words, "gan song wu zhu"感公貝吾主(magnifies my Lord), in the 
second half. This shorter opening verse not only makes the recitation tone 
unnecessary, but also invites a stronger declamation. In Example 6.6, the 
intonation (G-A-G-C) is directly linked to the termination (C-B-G-A) of the second 
verse and together they produce a short melodic phrase. This opening achieves a 
strong declamation simply because it does not have the repetitive recitation portion. 
Example 6.6. Magnificat, mode 2A, Lebbe's arrangement 
•一 暴―隳战• 一 • - — — -1 
: <
" — . . . — — — — 一 . . . . . . . . . . 
一 ” — _ ” • . . W f mm Wk 
^^ ，“ 
我 件 J r 伙 R 愉 於 ： 救 我 4 
^ r ^ ' I 欲 後 � A r f . f 我 , 超 ― 民 
� ' ^ K 政 / 氣 ^ 於^ ： 辑办Kfl着t名 
Source: CBDO-CSJB, Little Office of the Blessed Virgin Mary, 19. 
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Sometimes Lebbe did not use the original intonation, but used the mediant as 
the opening intonation in his settings of Magnificat (Example 6.7). The obvious 
reason for this is that the intonations mainly serve as an introduction to the recitation 
tone. As mentioned, since the first half and the second half of the opening verse 
have two and four words respectively, the recitation tone is not really present at all. 
Keeping the original intonation only produces an awkward musical effect, so Lebbe 
chose the more melodious mediant for the opening intonation, which the links with 
the termination to form a short melodic phrase to achieve a stronger declamation in 
the opening. 
Example 6.7. Magnificat, mode 4EA, Lebbe's arrangement 
| • .J" , " ' :""""""" • 
" , ! ‘
1
'"' ？ \ .„ ,-, , •.一〜 
我 靈 感 崎 普 主 
： 我 神 暴 任 欣 愉 於 武 我 f 
Source: CBDO-CSJB, Office Common of Marian Feast, 2. 
As the above examples show, even though a recitation formula is, by its nature, 
a way to accommodate texts of variable length, the Chinese verses are significantly 
shorter than the Latin original, and often the recitation tone sometimes is not a 
prominent feature, if used at all. As the role of the reciting tone diminishes, the 
intonations, mediants and terminations are connected more closely together and form 
short melodic phrases. This sometimes results in the interaction between two 
contrasting little phrases of the mediant and termination. This is most obviously 
seen in the Chinese versions of Nunc dimittis. There are four "settings" for the 
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Nunc dimittis by Lebbe and all are notated like integral chant melodies. In reality, 
they are all just simply written-out realizations of the psalmodies, but due to the 
shorter Chinese verses, especially in the first half of the Canticle, the musical result 
is a chant melody in which two melodic phrases are repeated and contrasted against 
each other (Example 6.8). 
Example 6.8. Nunc dimittis, mode ID, Lebbe's arrangement 
！ m 薦 麵 0 灘 嚇 ' — A 
^ i l ^ ^ > 一 一 — — I 
4 辦4 “ f Q ‘ - 1 -vs _ 
W¥wl 嫩 f 丄 — — 一 1 
一 吻 J/ • I m m 一 丄 ! I — . t 爾 囊 
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0 梦c # V 4^, k 戈、 I (P . a 
:m —_ • v ^ n m Ah % ft J 
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;:;【〕._.應��.....il,, ^ ' I 
-ff 等 3^ 冻：Jip M 1¾ i | U bk 人 
life Pj s j -'jrz / w 
丨 教 ) ¾ 集 i h • 、 _ 良 冷 ^ 缚 族 - ¾ "K 
‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ • •/ > ‘ I I | | 
_ 夸 I | 
1 久 乎 I % 岬 M 令 & 启 I i i KM- $ 
• - 阿 
‘ } J , 
Source: CBDO-CSJB, Little Office of the Blessed Virgin Mary, 35. 
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Lebbe's arrangements of the chants for the Divine Office 
As we can see, the shorter Chinese sentences have a significant impact on the 
style of the psalmodies arranged by Lebbe, and this same issue causes more 
difficulties for Lebbe when arranging the "Free Composition" types of Gregorian 
Chant melodies. As mentioned earlier, one chief characteristic of the Gregorian 
Chant is determined by the note-syllable ratio. It is difficult to retain both the 
melodic shape as well as the note-syllable ratio of the chants when there is a 
significant reduction of the syllables in Chinese text. Inevitably, the chant melodies 
have to be abbreviated, sacrificing the notes and adjusting phrases considered to be 
less significant to the overall shape. In this section, we examine three types of 
Gregorian Chant for Divine Office, the antiphons, hymns and great responsories. 
They have different textual and musical features and Lebbe has developed different 
strategies to arrange them. 
The antiphons are usually through composed short melodies with a syllabic or 
slightly neumatic style. From a general observation, Lebbe's arrangements stay as 
close to these characteristics as possible, but since antiphons are numerous and each 
has its own characteristic in melodic construction, Lebbe's approaches to arrange 
each chant melody are different and it is hard to generalize. Nevertheless, we can 
first observe how Lebbe tackled issue of maintaining the note-syllable ratio, using a 
simple statistical analysis of the antiphons from the Vespers of the Little Office of the 
Blessed Virgin Mary, as we can see in Table 6.2. 
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Table 6.2. Note-Syllable Analysis of the Antiphons in the Vespers of the Little 
Office of the Blessed Virgin Mary 
Chant title Source12 Number of Number of Note-Syllable 
Syllables Notes Ratio 
Latin Chinese Latin Chinese Latin Chinese 
Dum esset rex LU1258 25 12 37 18 1.48 1.50 
Laeva ejus LU1258 23 12 28 21 1.22 1.75 
Nigra sum LU1259 35 20 38 24 1.09 1.20 
Jam hiems transit LU1259 25 14 36 24 1.44 1.71 
Speciosa facta es LU1259 25 16 30 23 1.20 1.48 
Beata Mater AR[87] 31 17 42 24 1.41 1.41 
Regina caeli laetare AR[89] 40 37 74 54 1.51 1.46 
O admirabile LU442 60 45 84 73 1.40 1.62 
commercium 
Quando natus es LU443 54 33 71 49 1.31 1.48 
Rubum quem viderat LU443 44 27 55 43 1.25 1.60 
Germinavit radix LU443 33 26 51 36 1.55 1.38 
Jesse 
Ecce Maria LU444 46 27 59 35 1.28 1.30 
Magnum haereditatis LU444 57 31 103 56 1.81 1.81 
Missus est Gabriel LU1416 22 20 27 26 1.23 1.30 
Angelus 
Ave Maria LU1416 30 25 37 32 1.23 1.28 
Ne timeas LU1417 36 21 54 31 1.50 1.48 
Dabit ei Dominus LU1417 23 15 29 23 1.26 1.53 
Ecce ancilla Domini LU1417 19 16 26 23 1.53 1.44 
Spiritus Sanctus..ne AR190 34 23 44 29 1.29 1.26 
timeas 
There are three forms for the Little Office of the Blessed Virgin Mary, Before During and After 
Advent, each with their own set of antiphons, short responses, readings, etc. 
12 The page numbers of LU provided here are from LU(1953), which is reprinted in 1997 and more 
accessible to the general public, but for this research, the author has used LU(1927), an edition close 
to the period Lebbe was preparing his chant, and all the musical examples provided in this thesis are 
reproduced from that edition. 
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From Table 6.2, we can see that the number of syllables in Chinese texts is 
significantly fewer than the original Latin texts. The number of notes in Lebbe's 
arrangements is reduced correspondingly, and the note-syllable ratio is close to that 
in the original chants in Latin. But it is understandable that, in order to retain the 
overall melodic shape, Lebbe could not delete too many notes. This results the 
note-syllable ratio generally being a bit higher than in the Latin originals, since there 
are fewer syllables in the Chinese settings. Among the nineteen pairs of the 
selected antiphons, fourteen antiphons have the Chinese text arrangements having 
higher note-syllable ratio than the original chants. 
In the chants having similar numbers of syllables in Latin and Chinese, such as 
Missus est Gabriel Angelus (twenty-two syllables in Latin and twenty syllables in 
Chinese), the original chant and Lebbe's arrangement are nearly be identical 
(Example 6.9a and Example 6.9b). 
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Example 6.9a. Missus est Gabriel Angelus, Lebbe's arrangement 
‘ ^ ^ ^ 一 从 ^ ^ ^ 一 晰 ^ ^ ^ — , 一 ^^看 j _ 
— 善 - J ™ — 教 — 缓 一 
： _ — 一 ― — 一 ― — — — 普 — 十 . " — — 一 一 . 1 
. 《 ‘ , -2^- ^ »>抑彻如"丨„,„„„“„，,mm一,洲.…彻糾丨粉从她*洲……冲丨如仙,,,•州洲洲•仙” ：紅鱷 丄 7 � ^f Pa 彳露. . 
m ....... ‘ < m ‘ 
•V ~ 1 … 普 - — — ; 一 — — 一 
—t—…..-r^m- • ~ 彩——_ 
p m ^ � 1 ? i h 遙 f參、老 
Source: CBDO-CSJB, Little Office of the Blessed Virgin Mary, 23 
Example 6.9b. Missus est Gabriel Angelus, Solesmes edition 
1 • An.t» ‘ “~~— 供"--塞— 
O jnsif ——— — H. ix ^ 薦 — J m g - 钃 雄 》 , « 
3 A C I s s u s e s t ^ G a b r i - el A n g e ~ l u s ad M a - n ~ a m V f r g i -
.自; gM 讓 難腦’ gtt f I 
n e m d e s p o n s a - t a m J o s e p h . 
Source: LU(1953), 1416. LU(1927), 1280. 
But 
in most cases, Lebbe needed to delete some notes in order to maintain an 
appropriate musical style for his arrangements. Lebbe kept the chief melodic 
interest in the chant melody, and especially those motives appearing at the beginning 
or end of the whole chant. As shown in Example 6.10, Dabit ei Dominus, Lebbe's 
arrangement maintains the three phrases structure of the original (Example 6.10b), 
and structurally the important motives, such as the D-C-F motive in the beginning 
and the E-F-G-D-D-C at the end of the second phrase, are preserved intact. 
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Example 6.10a. Dab it ei Dominus, Lebbe's arrangement 
^^^ 1 , I I,,,, - "•—“..,,—..…....,,�. 
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U . . . ‘ � 二 ^ r*t 
Source: CBDO-CSJB, Little Office of the Blessed Virgin Mary, 26. 
Example 6.10b. Dabit ei Dominus, Solesmes edition 
n i - … , , 
, « , . t T a "*" ~~ ~'T • A.HX-. - """"""jjT ~~~S~~~‘―r … “ [ ~ ~ A 急. 遍 疆 M- ~ i» I 一 ‘丨……1“ 丨j'"""'."_ - " … r " t I D~ ~ 一 . ™ ： ‘ ‘* …‘一 一： 
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_ 教 
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regna- bit in aeternum. 
Source: LU(1953), 1417. LU(1927), 1281. 
Example 6.10c. Dabit ei Dominus, comparative analysis on the Solesmes edition 
and Lebbe's arrangement 
Liber Usualis P - - - 1 
h ; i n ii 
ii ~9""""^：""""" • 9~9~• ~ ~ """""#~9~WJ 
Le )be's aiTaiiaeinei t 
赘》 • * * • • • • * » « 
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In some cases when original melody is more extended, Lebbe would try to 
abbreviate or even abandon insignificant phrases, or combine two phrases into one, 
but at the same time attempt to preserve the overall shape of the melody. For 
example, in Lebbe's arrangement of Nigra sum (Example 6.11), the opening 
resembles the original chant melody, while the third section is greatly abbreviated, 
and the last two sections in Latin are combined into one, retaining the overall shape. 
We can see similar strategy in Ecce Maria (Example 6.12), in which the internal 
sections of the chant are considered secondary and abbreviated. 
Example 6.11. Nigra sum, Solesmes edition and Lebbe's arrangement. 
一 1 ^ , , , • • • , I I 
Lebbe's arrangement 凑 二 瓛 * m * m m 
^ ^ ^ H • # • • • • • 、 g 邏 • • • I•攀 f 塵多•夢• ^ • 
0 
Sources: LU(1953), 1259. LU(1927), 1086. CBDO-CSJB, Little Office of the Blessed Virgin Mary, 5. 
f 
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Example 6.12. Ecce Maria, Solesmes edition and Lebbe's arrangement. 
. I P 
Liber Usualis : 
• • 夢 - » — 
8 
Lebbe's arrangement = 
8 
^ ^ H i / _ • — 
h , , I 
¥ 
B 
會 丨 = 1 
Sources: LU(1953), 444. LU(1927), 408. CBDO-CSJB, Little Office of the Blessed Virgin Mary, 18. 
Sometimes Lebbe creatively goes beyond just making deletions and 
abbreviations when trying to fit the long melodies to short Chinese translations. In 
the antiphon Magnum haereditatis mysterium (Example 6.13), Lebbe's arrangement 
seems to be a re-interpretation of the original melody. He reduces the melisma 
A-B-C-D-C-B-A in the original chant into a A-C-B-A motive (Al, A2，A3 in the 
example), and with this motive he nearly "reinterprets" the melodic ideas in the 
original chant. Lebbe finds that the C-B-A phrases in the original chant are close to 
his A-C-B-A motive and he tries to explore these phrases. He first retains the 
C-B-A cadence marked B in Example 6.13. For the long phrase "uterus nesciens 
virum ... carmem assumens," he chooses to keep the A-A-C-A section that is close to 
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the C-B-A motive (C in the example), and for the cadence of that phrase, he uses a 
C-B-A motive again (D in the example), which may have originated from the 
cadence on "nesciens virum" in the section he has deleted, or a "reinterpretation" of 
the cadence on "carnem assumens." For the next phrase, Lebbe deletes the phrase 
"dicentes" to make the phrase D-C-B-A on the word "venient" become the end of 
that section (E in the example). Then he deleted the phrase of "Gloria tibi"and 
replace it with the A-C-B-A motive (F in the example). This reworking results an 
ostinato style with a (A-)C-B-A motive. While Lebbe's arrangement is rather 
distanced from the original chant melodies, it fits more closely with the shorter 
Chinese sentences. 
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Example 6.13 Magnum haereditatis mysterium, comparative analysis on the 
Solesmes edition and Lebbe's arrangement 
A A 1 A2 
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F A3 
- f - — — … 藝 3 一 露 ； 繆 鏵 鱺 二：： ... ” ： 
- T Z & f r J ™ " » 姨緩， 9戮鹤令 
^ ^ ^ ^ — — . 一 ― • . . „ . — — — , . 、 垂...二 -
^ .息 k k 妁氣 ^ e j： \ 
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..〜！^!:1.乏：：：1 _ ..籌 <』.一.* — • _ _ 一 w………1 , , . veni- ent dicentesi^  Glo-ri- a tibi D m i n e , o-nines rentes ' 
Sources: LU(1953), 444. LU(1927), 408. CBDO-CSJB, Little Office of the Blessed Virgin Mary, 20 
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Lebbe's musical consideration in arranging the hymns was different from that in 
the antiphons. As mentioned before, the Chinese translation of the Latin hymns are 
done in the style of Shijing 言寺經 ,with four words in a phrase and four phrases in a 
stanza. This textual structure is close to the Latin hymn. For example, the hymn 
Ave Maris Stella (Example 6.14) has six syllables in a phrase and four phrases in a 
stanza. This allows Lebbe to adopt the Chinese text to the music with no significant 
alteration. 
Example 6.14. Ave Maris Stella, Solesmes edition and Lebbe's arrangement 
— — — 来 ‘ ' — .1^.^...,,,,1,,.,3^-.. —~ I~~^-1-11 -r•-"-?-]“ H�,J—J ^务— I L , — 丨‘"““ ，:...— — ™ ^ 料 " " J y J L : i * — J 丄 
： ： 丨 二 ; i ) 望 Mi- te:二nm, Atq^semper Vlrgo;^~ JeArx cae-iy por-ta/ 
^^ mm —.'"MmmmmnrnmmJ^mmil^ 丨丨1谢_ iiuh丨丨丨丨丨nm\mmw _ . 卿 械 命 層 I mmmm mmrn ^gk 粉 ^^~ 
y - y 霧 f _ T r T 
I mm i i h 變 考 麇 老 查 臭 ― 代 天 " 
“ # A ^ ^ 孰 4 差、代 i c 等 i k JL 条 ％： 
納 I 急 暴 • 复 簪 k € 4 我 〜 I 
• 稱 乎 鳥 着 • 氣 • 表 龙 ^ 由 滿 媒 
1 f I I 之 A 露 # 參 歡 释 縈 參 妒 
• 禱 嚷 尊 c 晨 * 条 种 上 . 1 -
i - � U ‘ 4 — 
Sources: LU(1953),1262. LU(1927), 1090. CBDO-CSJB, Little Office of the Blessed Virgin Mary, 8. 
But in fact, most hymns, and especially those with eight syllables in a line are 
greatly modified when Lebbe adopts the Chinese texts. Since the poetic style of the 
Chinese verse suggests a very clear text declamation, Lebbe usually respects this 
textual characteristic and sacrifices the original chant melody. For example, 
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Lebbe's arrangement of Crudelis Herodes, the hymn for the Epiphany Vespers is 
significantly simplified (Example 6.15). In the opening, the upward leap from E to 
A in Lebbe's arrangement is an abbreviation of the original D-E-F-G-A opening. 
The phrase G-F-E-D in the second bar resembles the C-B-A-G downward scale in 
the original. The leap from A to D in the third bar also resembles the A-A-C-D 
melodic shape of the Latin version, but the final bar seems totally unrelated to the 
original chant. Furthermore, in Lebbe's arrangement, the mode of the hymn is 
changed from mode 3 to mode 4. The reason is that Lebbe's arrangement ends on A, 
which is not a significant note to original mode 3 (tenor or final), but could be 
interpreted as the tenor of mode 4. 
Example 6.15. Crudelis Herodes, Solesmes edition and Lebbe's arrangement 
C urn, n I i €- r lpit mortal:- a, 
\ I , rr. 
\ / ； — \ ^ z z ! = ± i ^ z z ! z d i 
\ Regem veins'- re quid ti'- rnes? I , 、 . ‘ ， ， ， ， . \ / I Qui regna dat cae lests-a. 
I 落得虐王何儷主王畏鹖大阎 T 、奪世物 




Source: LU(1953), 464. LU(1927), 426. CBDO-CSJB, Office of Epiphany, 217. 
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Perhaps the most striking of the "arrangements" by Lebbe are the great 
responsories. Lebbe's arrangements are written in a slightly neumatic style, as 
opposed to the normal melismatic style, one of the most prominent features of the 
great responsories. A good example is Quem vidistis, one of the great responsories 
from the Christmas Matins (Example 5.16), in which the chant melody is greatly 
simplified in the Chinese version. 
Example 6.16. Quem vidistis, Solesmes edition and Lebbe's arrangement 
. . , r . . . 
f ~"f 一 — ‘ ― — [ 二 二 
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齋:！“““^等"**"*4"4*"4*" yMM^M^j^MM^pg^yy-^x^x^w一一一 ‘ , .„ . j jn^. r ^ n 詹 * 
turn vi'-dt- mu.% et ch<>- ros Ang&A^' mm . coilau- !)鈿if- mim. 
— I — If 
^ m ' ., ^ "' ' ..... 
f . Bfcj-tc, qtu'diiain vi-iH- stis? et aoniuiti-ate L-hristi na^ ""“fi^ vP W- e^mT 
Sources: LU(1953). 377，LU(1927), 344. CBDO-CSJB, Office of Christmas, 137. 
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In fact, Lebbe probably composed most of the great responsories, instead of 
making arrangements. It seems that Lebbe did not possess the Liber Responsorialis 
(Solesmes, 1895), which contains the great responsories for all important feast days, 
so he probably had to compose new melodies.13 But the Liber Usualis of the 1927 
edition contains the great responsories for the Office of the Dead, Christmas and 
Resurrection that Lebbe could have used. Nevertheless, he still sometimes chose to 
compose new melodies. 
The reason for preparing these much simpler great responsories is probably not 
because of their difficulty in performance. Lebbe's congregations could have sung 
the melismatic chants without great difficulty. As we have seen in the previous 
chapter, the melismatic Ave Maria offertory was included in their chant book. From 
the music we have examined, it seems that Lebbe wanted the Divine Office to be 
chanted in a much simpler musical style, with clearer text declamation. This style 
would be more suitable for the very concise Chinese Classical language used in the 
translations. Furthermore, the liturgical nature of the Divine Office is not based 
upon any sacraments, but rather, in the praise of the God through the use of Biblical 
and devotional texts. These texts can also be viewed as spiritual exercises and 
education for the Chinese monks and nuns. On this level, clearer declamation can 
be considered as an aid in communication of the texts, and be another reason for 
adopting a simpler musical style. 
Usually, only the monastic orders and old congregations would preserve the practice of singing the 
Matins. The author has also consulted the chant books of the Cistercians (Antiphonarii Cisterciensis 
pars prima, 1955) and Dominicans {Matutinum seu Antiphonarium S. Ord. Pred. pro nocturnis horis 
majorum solemnitatum, 1936), and both of these do not have great responsories similar to those found 
in Lebbe's chant books. These two congregations were both present in China during the period 
Lebbe was preparing his chant books. 
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Lebbe's arrangements of the chants for the Mass 
While Lebbe's arrangement of the chants for Divine Office is simple, aiming at 
brevity and clear text declamation, his arrangements of the chants for the Mass seems 
to employ a different philosophy. In the chants for the Mass Ordinaries, the 
arrangements often retain the original melody with very little alteration. For 
example in the Sanctus for Festis Duplicibus, the chant melody is adopted almost 
intact, except the section "Pleni sunt caeli." In this section (in squares in Example 
6.17a and 6.17b), the original has thirteen syllables while the Chinese texts have only 
six words. Even so, what Lebbe chose to omit was the syllabic section and to retain 
the neumatic section at the end. Other Mass Ordinary chants are arranged in this 
manner, with minimum alterations while retaining the most melodically interesting 
sections. 
Example 6.17a. Sanctus, Lebbe's arrangement 
. L n <tL „ ‘ w 1 ‘ m ’ 
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之 大 主 夭 雕 滿 稱 榮 兮 天 上 哦 
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辣 ]m 兮 天 上 硪 撒 納 
Source: CBM, 42. 
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Example 6.17b. Sanctus, Solesmes edition 
麝… …:::.’.�.:..n. r..；, •急— . I 
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Source: LU(1953)，27. LU(1927), 25. 
Such close resemblance to the original is possibly because of the liturgical 
usage of the Mass Ordinary chants which are used for all occasions. In the 
Solesmes editions there are different chant melodies for the Ordinary chants using 
musical styles ranging from syllabic to highly melismatic, for use in feasts of 
different levels of solemnity. Lebbe arranged seven sets of Ordinaries in his Chant 
Book for different usages, including a set with syllabic style for ferial days, and 
also those with melismatic style for Festis Duplicibus and Marian Feasts, all closely 
resembling to the original versions. For the long texts of Gloria and Credo, both the 
original chants and Lebbe's arrangements use a syllabic style. Even the Chinese 
translations of the Gloria and Credo are still very long, so the original syllabic style 
remains the most suitable musical style. 
14 They are for ferial days, Marian Feasts, Requiem Mass, and three sets for three classes of feasts: 
duplex, semiduplex and simplex. The last is the famous Missa de Angelis. 
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For the chants of the Proper, Lebbe's arrangements tend to be more flexible in 
dealing with the original chant melodies. Although some chants, such as the 
Introits, contain sectional repeats, melodies within each section are usually through 
composed. Paralleling his arrangements of the antiphons, Lebbe tends to make 
careful adjustments to maintain a similarity to the original musical style in the 
note-syllable ratio, but at the same time he also avoids excessive and unnecessary 
melismas and neume groups in setting the shorter Chinese texts. In general, 
Lebbe's arrangements can achieve the above two goals, and we will examine selected 
arrangements of the Introits and Offertories below. 
Most of the original chant melodies for the Introits are in a neumatic text setting 
style. In order to retain the melodic shape of the chant, Lebbe has to keep many of 
the neumes, and this results a higher note-syllable ratio. This can be shown in Table 
6.3. But in looking at the actual music, the result of the higher note-syllable ratio 
does not affect the musical style significantly. Lebbe retains most of the neumes 
that form the chief melodic features, and only the repeated notes, which are less 
significant to the chant melodies, are deleted. The strategy for Lebbe's arrangement 
can be seen in Lebbe's arrangement of Os justi mediatbirur (Example 6.18). 
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Table 6.3. Note-syllable ratio analysis on Lebbe's arrangement of the Introits15 
Chant title Source Number of Number of Note-Syllable 
Syllables Notes Ratio 
Latin Chinese Latin Chinese Latin Chinese 
Mihi autem LU1304 32 16 62 35 1.94 2.19 
Intret in conspectu tuo LU1162 52 28 107 91 2.06 3.25 
In virtute tua LU1135 48 27 98 72 2.04 2.66 
In medio Ecclesiae LU1190 47 23 84 50 1.78 2.17 
Os justi meditabitur LU1200 40 21 78 60 2.17 2.86 
sapientiam 
15 The five Introits selected are Commons for Apostle (which adopted the Intro it for feast of St. 
Andrew), One Martyr, Several Martyrs, Doctor and Confessor. The analysis only considers the 
antiphon part of the Introit, which means the additional Alleluia section attached to the antiphon 
section, which is sung during Easter, as well as the Psalm verse, and Gloria Patri is not included in the 
calculation. 
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Example 6.18. Os justi meditabitur, comparative analysis of the Solesmes edition 
and Lebbe's arrangement. 
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Sources : LU(1953), 1200. LU(1927), 1028. CBM, 28. 
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In contrast, the Offertories are more melismatic when compared with the Intro its 
in general, mainly through extended groups of neumes. Lebbe's arrangements tend 
to retain the note-syllable ratio as in the Latin version in order to avoid unnecessary 
melismas, rather than slavishly preserving the chant melodies. As shown in Table 
6.4, the note-syllable ratio is close to the original chants, although the number of 
notes is drastically reduced. Lebbe sometimes deletes an entire section, or removes 
some neumes in order to prevent his chants from being over ornamented. This can 
be observed in Example 6.19 Gloria et honore, the offertory common for the feasts 
of one martyr. 
Table 6.4. Note-syllable ratio analysis on Lebbe's arrangement of the Offertories16 
Chant title Source Number of Syllables Number of Notes Note-Syllable Ratio 
Latin Chinese Latin Chinese Latin Chinese 
Mihi autem LU1306 42 17 137 54 3.26 3.18 
Mirabilis Deus LU1165 43 35 172 90 4.00 2.57 
Gloria et honore LU1137 35 17 124 55 3.43 3.24 
Justus ut palma LU1193 28 19 133 98 4.75 5.16 
Veritas mea LU1203 37 20 103 55 2.78 2.75 
16 The Offretories selected are Commons for Apostles, One Martyr, Several Martyrs, Doctors and 
Confessors. 
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Example 6.19. Gloria et honore, comparative analysis on the Solesmes edition and 
Lebbe's arrangement. 
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Sources : LU(1953), 1137. LU(1927), 965. CBM, 25. 
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From the above examples of Gregorian Chant arrangements for the Mass, we 
can observe that Lebbe focused on maintaining the melodic interest and note-syllable 
ratio in his arrangements. This seems quite different from his arrangements of the 
chants for the Divine Office, which obviously aims at clear text declamation. 
One explanation for this may be that the chants have different roles in Divine Office 
and in the Mass. The Divine Office, as explained above, is a service mainly 
concentrating on prayers to God using largely Biblical texts. Contrastingly, the 
Mass is a sacred sacrifice, which concentrates on the sacrament, and the center of the 
service is in the liturgical actions at the altar. For the chants of the Mass, Lebbe 
may have felt that the beauty and spiritual atmosphere of the chants was essential to 
the liturgy and he desired to retain as much as of the original melodic materials as 
possible in his arrangements. 
Another possible pragmatic reason is that the liturgical actions at the altar take 
time, and music needed to be correspondingly long. As mentioned in Chapter Five, 
Lebbe adopted a type of "bilingual" Mass for his congregations, which the priest said 
the Mass in Latin at the altar and the congregation has the corresponding parts in 
Chinese. During the Liturgy of the Catechumens, after the Kyrie and Gloria, the 
congregation listens to Bible readings in Chinese,17 and this practice also explains 
why Lebbe did not arrange the Gradual and Alleluia.18 As the Mass proceeds to 
Liturgy of the Eucharist, the focus is now at the altar and the chants of the Offertory, 
Sanctus, Agnus Dei and Communion are sung, filling the chapel with the solemn 
chant melodies. At this mystical time, clear text declamation only distracts the 
17 Raymond de Jaegher, "Le Pere Lebbe, homme de Dieu," 166. 
1 Except the Gradual and Tract for the Mass for the Dead. 
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congregation, while the more tuneful chant melodies could accompany the liturgical 
actions appropriately. 
New Compositions by Lebbe 
Lebbe composed quite a number of new pieces for his congregation, ranging 
from chant or Chinese melodies to some simple responses in the style of short 
responses. From a musical perspective, the great responsories, and some of the 
liturgical recitatives are the more significant categories. 
As mentioned above, Lebbe composed new melodies for the great responsories, 
because he did not possess any chant books for the Matins service, and he probably 
thought that the melismatic style of the great responsories was not suitable for his 
Chinese Divine Office service. The great responsories composed by Lebbe range 
from syllabic to slightly neumatic styles. The melodies imitate the melodic shape 
of Gregorian Chant, but sometimes still sound quite tonal. For example in the great 
responsory of the Feast of Ascension, Post passionem (Example 6.20), although 
being "classified" by Lebbe as in mode six, is clearly centered on G and C, and 
suggests a C major tonality. One interesting feature of this piece is that it also 
employs word painting. In the opening phrase, the text is translated as "forty days 
after the passion," and the chant melody is on the low E and F (underlined) on the 
words "ku nan"苦蔞隹(passion). In the second line, the phrase G-C-C-D-E-C, the 
high E is on the word "kong"空 means sky (double underlined), and the whole 
phrase of the text means "we see him rise up to the sky (heaven)." 
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Example 6.20. Postpassionem from Lebbe's Chant Book for the Divine Office 
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Source: CSJB-CBDO, Office of Ascension, 309. 
Another interesting great responsory "composed" by Lebbe is Duo Seraphim for 
the Feast of Trinity. Though notated using Gregorian Chant notation, the music is 
mainly in Chinese pentatonic scale except with occasional the F-sharps at the 
cadence (Example 6.21). It is unclear whether or not Lebbe adopted or modified 
some existing Chinese folk tunes, or newly composed the melody himself. 
Nevertheless, this Duo Seraphim, together with the several Chinese style melodies 
notated in Gregorian Chant notation mentioned in Chapter Five are some exotic 
examples using Gregorian Chant notation to notate Chinese style music by Lebbe. 
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Example 6.21. Duo Seraphim from Lebbe's Chant Book for the Divine Office 
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Source: CBDO-CSJB, Office of Holy Trinity, 393. 
Liturgical Recitative is a genre that is practical in nature, designed to provide 
the simplest music for reciting the liturgical text. Lebbe worked quite a lot in this 
area. His own recitatives include both new psalmodies and various settings for 
readings or liturgical texts for various occasions, such as music for solemn vows or 
after confession. Some of them are really innovative. For the feast of St. John the 
Baptist, Lebbe provides many newly created psalmodies.19 The main feature that 
these psalmodies have in common is that they have two reciting tones, for the first 
half and the second half of each verse respectively. Such idea probably originates 
from the "tonus peregrinus," which Lebbe had used for the Sunday Vespers and the 
Vespers of the Common of Martyrs as used in the Solesmes edition.20 Among the 
19 Many antiphons are also newly composed by Lebbe. See CFSN, 16. 
20 Apel, Gregorian Chant, 212-213. 
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new psalmodies by Lebbe, the most exaggerated in style is probably the psalmody 
for the Benedictus Dominus in Lauds, with reciting tones on C and D, as well as an 
elaborate termination. (Example 6.22) 
Example 6.22. Benedictus Dominus, Lauds of the Feast of St. John the Baptist from 
Lebbe's Chant Book for the Divine Office 
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Source： CBDO-CSJB, Office of the Birth of St. John the Baptist, 35-6. 
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The Matins service is the section in which Lebbe put a great deal of effort to 
provide melodious Liturgical Recitative settings, as a fully chanted Matins is one of 
the most important features of monastic congregations. The Invitatorium is the first 
chant for the whole day and is sung at the beginning of the Matins. As mentioned 
above, Lebbe apparently did not possess the Liber Re sponsor ialis for the Matins 
office, which also meant he did not have the Invitatorium for most of the feasts, 
1 
except for the three available in the Liber Usualis. Lebbe employed the 
Invitatorium provided in the Liber Usualis only for Christmas, probably because the 
Latin version is sufficiently melodious. He chose to compose his own melodies for 
other feasts. Lebbe's intention to have more melodious Invitatorium is best shown 
in his setting for the Resurrection (Example 6.23), which is more ornate and 
melodious than that founded in Liber Usualis that he could consult. The 
Invitatorium for other feasts in Lebbe's Chant Book for Divine Office are also in 
similar melodious style. This seems suggesting Lebbe wanted the Matins office, 
the first office of the day, to commence in a more solemn manner. 
1 Christmas, Resurrection, and the Office of the Dead. 
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Example 6.23. Antiphon Surrexit Dominus vere and Invitatorium for Resurrection 
from Lebbe's Chant Book for the Divine Office 
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Source: OBDO-CSJB, Office of Resurrection, 268-9. 
In Matins, there are also lessons from the Bible and Patristic literatures. 
Except in the Office of the Blessed Virgin Mary for ferial days and Office for the 
Dead in which Lebbe basically employs the Tonus Communis from Liber Usual is 
with the C-B and C-F endings，most of the tones for the lessons for various feasts are 
newly composed. These newly composed reciting tones for the lessons are more 
elaborate than the reciting tones provided in the Solesmes editions. A good 
example is the Ninth Lesson for the Feast of St. John the Baptist, which has an 
ambitus from low C to high F, and employing various intonations, mediants and 
terminations (Example 6.24). 
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Example 6.24. Ninth Lesson for the Feast of St. John the Baptist, from Lebbe's 
Chant Book for the Divine Office 
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Source: CBDO-CSJB, Office of the Birth of St. John the Baptist, 29. 
One possible reason for more elaborate settings for the lessons may be 
theological. Having the Matins service in Chinese is a very innovative idea. The 
lessons in the native language enabled the Chinese monks and nuns to understand 
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more of the liturgical text itself. So it is reasonable to solemnize the sacred readings 
from Bible and Church Fathers through more solemn recitation tones. 
From a musical perspective, these lesson tones may be influenced by some 
indigenous Chinese Catholic Church music. As mentioned in Chapter Three, the 
Chinese Catholics chanted the liturgical and devotional text, and some of these 
chanting formulas have survived through the chant books used by Chinese Catholics 
of the period such as the Zuiren zuidaeji 罪人罪大惡極(Most Sinful Sinner) in 
Example 3.7, and another setting of Zuiren zuidaeji from Jingge zhailu ,經哥欠摘錄 
(Example 6.25). The style of these Chinese chants is repetitive formulas with 
slightly varied melodies. Lebbe certainly knew this style as he also provided a 
musical setting of Zuiren zuidaeji in the "Various Pieces" section of his Chant Book 
for Divine Office (Example 5.27), employing similar recitation style. This Chinese 
Catholic chanting style may have influenced Lebbe when he was preparing his 
recitative formulas for the lessons. Although Lebbe's Divine Office lessons are in 
the manner of Gregorian Chant recitatives, they have more melodic variety, and are 
akin to the Chinese Catholic chanting style. 
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Example 6.25. Zuiren zuidaeji H A H A S S from Jingge zhailu ,經歌摘錄(n.d.) 
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Source: JGZL(n.d.), 32. 
Example 6.26. Zuiren zuidaeji 罪人罪大惡極 in Lebbe's Chant Book for the 
Divine Office 
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Source: CBDO-CSJB, Various Pieces, 90. 
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Conclusion 
As the above musical analyses show, Lebbe's arrangements do not slavishly 
transplant the chant from one language to the other. It is obvious that Lebbe's 
arrangements aimed at unifying the Gregorian Chant and Chinese liturgical text 
through adapting the chant to suit the sentence patterns. This was his method to 
solve the problem that the Buddhist monks faced 1,500 years ago. 
His arrangements of the psalm tones take into account the reduced number of 
syllables in the Chinese translation of the verses, and he utilizes this to achieve 
stronger declamation. The arrangements of the chants for the Divine Office are 
clearly guided by the intention to achieve clearer text declamation. In the chants for 
the Mass, Lebbe carefully preserves the melodic essence of the chants in order to 
maintain appropriate musical styles for the sacrament. From his new compositions, 
we can also see how he carefully chooses appropriate musical styles to suit the needs 
for his Chinese liturgy. 
It is also interesting that Lebbe does not appear to view Gregorian Chant as an 
inviolable musical canon or think it is inalterable. But at the same time, he also 
sees the melodies of the Gregorian Chant as an independent or even transcendental 
musical objects that can be detached from the Latin language. In this sense, 
Gregorian Chant becomes the pure musical substance that creates an atmosphere of 
prayer. Its primary quality is propelling the liturgical text effectively in suitable 
liturgical occasions. 
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As mentioned in Chapter Four, Lebbe strongly felt that if the people could not 
understand the liturgical text, the beautiful Gregorian Chant are indeed handicapped. 
Based on this analysis of the Gregorian Chant melodies, it seems that Lebbe 
"sacrifices" part of the beauty of the Gregorian Chant when adopting Chinese texts, 
to allow the Gregorian Chant to venture into a completely new cultural context and 
language, to serve the Catholics living outside the European tradition. 
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Chapter Seven - Conclusion: Receptions and Cultural Representation of 
Vincent Lebbe's Chinese Gregorian Chant 
In June 1930, Alexander Tsao, a seventeen-year-old youth, and his friends 
arrived at "Jenfu Yuan"真早畐院-the "Monastery of Beatitudes" in Anguo to join 
Lebbe's newly founded Congregation of St. John the Baptist.1 He was enlisted by 
Lebbe to assist in preparing the chants of the Divine Office for Christmas, which 
was going to be sung later that year. Alexander Tsao said that the Christmas of 
1930 was the "most joyful day" in his life. Sixty-four years later, Alexander Tsao 
still proudly recalled the liturgy on that day: 
. . .At that time, the Divine Office was very long. There were three large sections 
(Nocturnes) in the Matins, each had three Psalms and their antiphons, and followed by 
three lessons and their great responsories. Together there was nine Psalms and nine 
lessons, and at the end it had the Te Deum. 
The music arranged by Father Lebbe was very beautiful, especially the 
Invitatorium at the beginning of the Christmas Matins, Christus natus est nobis: Venite 
adoremus. The melody was magnificent yet gentle... 
Sixty years before, the Rule of the Church required fasting during Christmas Eve. 
We started to fast at 11:00 p.m. to sing the Christmas Matins, and then the Midnight 
Mass. After the Mass we sang the Lauds. We sang continuously for three hours until 
2:00 a.m, but we were still energetic and not feeling tired. There may be various reasons, 
but undoubtedly, the beautiful chants arranged by Father Lebbe is one of the most 
important reason... 
This is the story of a young Chinese monk's first experience of a Christmas with 
a solemn monastic service. Born into a devout Catholic family, Alexander Tsao had 
surely experienced the liturgy of the Church many times before. He had also served 
1 CFSN, 6. 
2 SCORES, 36. 
3 CFSN, 28. 
4 SCORES, 36-7. 
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as altar boy when he was in school. But this was probably the first time he 
experienced the liturgy in this manner, during which he could participate and sing the 
words of the liturgy in his own language, and in the monastic ambience. 
In this chapter, I would discuss the significance of Lebbe's oeuvre of Gregorian 
Chant arrangements from three perspectives: its role in the religious life of the 
Chinese congregations, its reception from the point-of-view of the European 
missionaries, and its position within a broader cultural-religious context of the period. 
It is hoped that through observing Lebbe's chants from these three perspectives, we 
can understand the significance of Lebbe's Gregorian Chant arrangements in the 
development of the Chinese Catholic Church in the early twentieth century. This is 
a period of Catholic expansion through cultural assimilation, and Lebbe tried to 
shape the identity of his houses, and perhaps ultimately, the Chinese Catholic Church 
through his Gregorian Chant arrangements. 
Monastic Liturgy in Chinese Religious Congregations 
The novices of Lebbe's congregations began their contact with Catholic 
monasticism with the Rule of St. Benedict which they received along with the New 
Testament and The History of the Soul by St. Theresa of Child Jesus when they 
entered the congregations. After the temporal vow, the monks would be given 
their monastic habits. They wore gray robes in Chinese style and with black 
scapulars outside so that they appeared like the Benedictine or Cistercian monks 
(Plate 7.1). 
5 CFSN, 3. 
6 Ibid., 10. 
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Plate 7.1. Vincent Lebbe and the monks of the Congregation of St. John the Baptist 
(1931) 
I � I 
Source: Archives Vincent Lebbe, Album II，Photo 117. Neg: W 8 
The daily schedule of the Lebbe's congregations was centered on the Divine 
Office liturgy. Each day the monks or nuns were occupied by manual labor， 
meditation, studies on Bible or other religious writings, but they would retreat from 
their works and have the Divine Office liturgy at the following hours:7 
4:00 a.m. Matins and Lauds 
6:00 a.m. Prime and the Conventual Mass 
9:00 a.m. Terce 
12:00 noon. Sext 
7 Vincent Lebbe to Anthony Cotta, 11 October 1930, AVL, D.G., XXIX，36. 
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3:00 p.m. None 
6:00 p.m. Vespers 
8:30 p.m. Compline 
The chapel was inaugurated on 13l March, 1929. Lebbe said this was the 
• • o 
second most important date for the congregation beside the date of her foundation. 
The structure was constructed in the style of a monastic chapel, so that the choir of 
the monks could perform the Divine Office antiphonally (Plate 5.6). But in the 
chapel, many things were decorated in the Chinese style, such as the altar (Plate 7.2). 
Lebbe also put paintings of Chinese Martyrs, and a statue of Madonna and Child in 
a Chinese style shine, and let it face the altar.10 It was in this Chinese style 
surrounding that the Chinese monks would have their Divine Office in Chinese. 
Lebbe, En Chine il y a du nouveau, 181. 
9 CFSN, 63. 
10 CFSN, 61. 
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Plate 7.2. Vincent Lebbe at the liturgy of receiving novices, notice the Chinese 
style altar at his back 
hi ’ 嫌種 
Source: Archives Vincent Lebbe, Album II’ Photo 140. Neg: I 11 A 
The Divine Office liturgy not only shaped the religious experience of the 
Chinese monks and nuns, but also the visitors. Often there were Catholics, 
Protestants or non-Christians visitors to Lebbe's congregations, and they were greatly 
impressed. It was likely that they were invited to attend the monastic liturgy as 
well. In one of Lebbe's letters, he recalled a visit of a protestant theology student 
and his pastor; they were both impressed by the monastic life, and even wanted to 
19 
take part in the Divine Office. 
On Christmas Eve of 1933, the Christ the King Cathedral of Anguo was 
completed and consecrated. (Plate 7.3) The magnificent cathedral took three years 
11 "Les communites chinois decouvrent les Beatitudes,"Ze bulletin des missions 15, suppl. no. 2 
Contemplation et Apostolat (1936): 36. 
12 Vincnet Lebbe, Les Monasteres du Pere Lebbe: Deux letters du P. Lebbe presentees par G. 
Reinrkens, Collection Lebbe no. 9, (Louvain: Editions SAM, n.d.), 21. 
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to complete, and was a project supported by Lebbe and Archbishop Costantini. 
This Chinese style cathedral soon became the symbol of the new Chinese Catholic 
Church, and its photo appears in Costantini's monumental study L 'arte Cristiana 
nelle missioni. On the day of the consecration of the Anguo Cathedral, Lebbe also 
made his perpetual vow to the Congregation of St. John the Baptist in a very solemn 
liturgy. 
Plate. 7.3. Christ the King Cathedral of Anguo 
_ 
Source: Costantini, L 'arte Cristiana nelle missioni, 199. 
13 CHSN, 127-8. 
Costantini, L 'arte Cristiana nelle missioni, 199. 
1 Lebbe was a member of the Congregation of the Mission, but in order to lead the newly founded 
Congregation of St. John the Baptist more effectively, he was allowed to leave the Congregation of the 
Mission and directly made his perpetual vow in the new congregation in 1933. CFSN, 128-30. 
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In 1937, the Congregation of St. John the Baptist had grown to 170 monks.16 
In the same year Sino-Japanese War broke out, interrupting the development of 
Lebbe's congregations. Lebbe mobilized his monks to serve in the ambulance force 
in the Chinese Army. During the three years until Lebbe died in 1940, he and his 
monks travelled with the Chinese Army, often at or near the front lines of battles. 
Nevertheless, as the situation permitted, Lebbe and his Chinese monks continued to 
celebrate the Divine Office in choro, as they would do in their monastery. This is 
perhaps the best example to show how the monastic service of Divine Office became 
the center of the religious life of Lebbe's congregation and as part of their religious 
expressions. 
On 23r June 1940, the day before the Feast of St. John the Baptist and also the 
day before Lebbe died, Lebbe's beloved disciple Alexander Tsao prayed to St. John 
the Baptist, patron saint of the congregation, invoking help in Lebbe's recovery and 
reminding the Saint of Lebbe's role as a musician:18 
...You know the Chinese Divine Office that we chant, and especially the 
Office for your feast day, are all meticulously prepared by Father Lebbe. He is not 
only gifted in music, but also serves the Lord in great devotion. That's why the 
music he made is so attractive. If he can be healed with your help, I will ask him 
to prepare much greater and more beautiful music for you! 
In this prayer, Gregorian Chant is not mentioned. The music being mentioned 
is the "Divine Office in Chinese," which "we" chant and these were made or 
prepared by "Lebbe." Further, Alexander Tsao's article describing Lebbe's musical 
16 Raymond de Jaegher, "Note sur 1'esprit et revolution de la Congregation des Freres de 
Saint-Jean-Baptiste," AVL, D.G., XLVI, 13. 
17 Lebbe, Les Monasteres du Pere Lebbe, 30. To chant the Divine Office in the army is frequently 
mentioned in Alexander Tsao's writings. See CFSN, 218, 224, 279, 305, etc. 
18 CFSN, 490. 
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activity, cited previously, is entitled "Lei Ming-yuan Shenfu di yuepu"雷鳴遠神父 
的樂講，the Scores of Father Lebbe. In this article, though Alexander Tsao 
explicitly said that over 90% of Lebbe's music are arrangements from Gregorian 
Chant, the music is often referred to as "their" "chants" by "Lebbe." To him, and 
probably also to those Chinese monks and nuns following Lebbe during his last years, 
they experienced a new type of Catholic music that really belongs to "them." 
Within Lebbe's congregations, Gregorian Chant probably became indigenized. The 
chants were no longer in Latin, a language which distanced or estranged the Chinese 
Catholics, hindering their ability to understand and identify with the worship service. 
Lebbe created a religious language and expression that could represent both the 
Church's liturgical tradition and the voice of the Chinese Catholic Church through 
the fusion of Chinese language and Gregorian Chant, and let this be sung in choral 
monastic services. This constitutes the cornerstone of the religious life of the 
Chinese congregations, through which the liturgy, the core religious practice and 
expression of Catholic religion, was indigenized. 
The Chinese Monastic Liturgy and Music as Seen by European Catholics 
While the Chinese monks probably "internalized" the Gregorian Chant in 
Chinese as part of their own tradition via Lebbe's musical arrangements, the 
comments from the non-Chinese visitors, especially the European Catholic priests 
were very different. To them, Gregorian Chant represents the Catholic culture and 
tradition. Their comments about Lebbe's Gregorian Chant arrangements may allow 
us to see the cultural-religious representation of the music from the perspective of the 
broader Catholic world. 
19 SCORES. 
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The first missionary to report the liturgical life in Lebbe's congregations in 
detail was Clifford King, an American missionary of the Society of the Divine Word 
(SVD). The first important feature of Lebbe's congregations that King mentioned 
was the chanting of Divine Office in Chinese. He especially praised the good skills 
of the monks in chanting, and their ability to execute the chants splendidly. The 
beautifully prepared chant books also impressed him very much. He attributed 
these first to the care and patience of the instructor (Lebbe), and also to the Chinese 
monks who collaborated with him. From his point of view, Vincent Lebbe, the 
good missionary, vitalized the liturgical life of the Chinese congregation. 
After attending the Divine Office liturgy of Lebbe's congregations, the 
Benedictine monks recorded interesting comments about Lebbe's chant arrangements. 
One anonymous Benedictine monk commented that Gregorian Chant animated a 
• • • • 21 
language which is foreign to it. Dom Theodore Neve, Abbot of the Monastery of 
St. Andrew, visited Lebbe's monastery in 1935 April (Plate 7.4). He felt the 
Chinese language fit the rhythm of Gregorian Chant melodies very well.22 We do 
not know anything about the anonymous Benedictine, but it is certain that Dom Neve 
did not know the Chinese language. From the music analyses in the previous 
chapter, we can see that the reality was that the chant melodies were arranged and 
altered in order to suit the Chinese language, but from the perspective of these two 
Clifford King, "Little Brothers and Sisters," Fu Jen Magazine (1932): 18-25. Translated to French 
by G. Tchao as "Les Petits Freres de St. Jean-Baptiste et les Petites Soeurs des Ste. Therese," Bulletin 
de la Jeunesse catholique chinoise 8 (1932): 482-492，514-520, 550-556. 
". . .Les melodies gregoriennes animent une langue, pour elles inconnues." Un Benedictin, "Huit 
jours au monastere des petits freres de St.-Jean-Baptiste," Societe des Auxiliaires des Missions 23 
(1937): 11. 
"Quel charme dans cette priere liturgique ou la langue chinoise vient marquer si bien de son rythme 
les melodies gregoriennes!" Theodore Neve, "L'Oeuvre monastique du Pere Lebbe," Le Bulletin des 
Missions 16, Suppl. No. 2 Contemplation et Apostolat (1937): 3. 
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Benedictines, it was the Chinese language that was fused into the Chant, and it was 
through Gregorian Chant that the Chinese liturgical texts were animated. 
Plate 7.4. Vincent Lebbe visited by his friends in 1935. From left to right, 
Raymond de Jaegher, Dom Theodore Neve, Vincent Lebbe, and Paul Gilson 
^HHraB 
Source: Archives Vincent Lebbe, Album II, Photo 150. Neg: VII 4 
Raymond de Jaegher's comments perhaps best describe the real intent of Lebbe 
as well as the actual significance of Lebbe's chants within the Chinese congregations. 
De Jaegher arrived China in 1930, becoming Lebbe's closest friend until Lebbe died 
in 1940. He worked in the same diocese as Lebbe and knew well the liturgical 
practices in Lebbe's congregations. Lebbe often discussed with him the idea of 
having chants for the Mass and the Divine Office in Chinese. 
23 De Jaegher chanted his first Mass after his ordination in the Monastery of Beatitudes in 1931. 
Lebbe accompanied him on the harmonium, and praised de Jaegher for chanting beautifully. 
Raymond de Jaegher to Andrew Boland, 13 September 1931, AVL, D.G., XXXX, 38. 
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De Jaegher provided us important information about the performance practice 
of Lebbe's Chinese Gregorian Chant in the Divine Office. The chanting of the 
Divine Office or reading the prayers in Chinese was at a very slow speed. This 
performance practice is closely related to the overriding ideal of Lebbe's oeuvre. 
Those who said the Latin prayers quickly did so because they did not understand 
their meaning. Once the meaning of the liturgical texts could be conveyed through 
Chinese translations, singing slowly permitted the Chinese monks and nuns to 
comprehend the meanings fully. Furthermore, all ceremonies in Lebbe's 
congregations were done slowly, to imitate the Oriental religious style, because the 
people there love to pass the time slowly with God. 
De Jaegher also recalled that Lebbe talked to him many times about creating 
Chinese liturgy, and celebrating the Mass in Chinese. This was the issue that 
concerned Lebbe the most. Lebbe thought that the non-Christians in China felt that 
the Mass in Latin was "European Mass." The practice in Lebbe's congregations, in 
which the priest said the Mass at altar in Latin and the Chinese monks read and 
chanted in Chinese, was only a beginning, and he knew that one day the liturgy in 
Chinese would be realized. He saw that the development of the Chinese liturgy 
• • • • 26 • would be a gradual process, and the beginning was to chant in Chinese. From this 
statement it seems that Lebbe's effort in arranging the chants in Chinese was not just 
intended for his own congregations. If the development of the Chinese liturgy was 
a gradual process, it would first start with his Chinese religious congregations. 
24 Raymond de Jaegher, "Le Pere Lebbe, homme de Dieu," 167. 
25 Raymond de Jaegher, "Les Dix derniere Annees du Pere Lebbe," Cahiers des Auxillaires Laique 
des missions 10, no. 2 (1951): 6-7. 
26 Raymond de Jaegher, "Le Pere Lebbe, homme de Dieu," 165. 
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Through these European missionaries' point of view, and especially through 
their reception of Lebbe's chants, we are able to penetrate the significant 
religious-cultural meaning of these chants in the broader Catholic culture of the 
period. Most of the European visitors saw the Chinese Gregorian Chant as 
something that Lebbe brought from the broader Catholic culture into the Chinese 
context. They were also surprised that once the traditional Catholic liturgy was 
adapted to local elements and language, it achieved such a great power among the 
Chinese Catholics. They were overwhelmed mainly by the inherent power of the 
Catholic tradition among the Chinese Catholics, rather than the role taken by the 
Chinese Catholics. While it is true that the Chinese congregations took a passive 
role in receiving the Chinese Gregorian Chant from Lebbe, it is curious that, in 
reality it is the broader cultural context of Chinese society that "forced" the 
Gregorian Chant be adjusted to accommodate Chinese text so it could be understood 
effectively by the Chinese Catholics. From this perspective, it should be the 
Gregorian Chant, as well as the "progressive" missionaries like Lebbe who play the 
passive role. 
Cultural Representation of Lebbe's Gregorian Chant Arrangements 
The story of Lebbe's Gregorian Chant arrangements of Chinese texts originated 
from the unique historical status of the Chinese Catholic Church. Chinese culture 
was drastically different from the European Catholic culture. The early Catholic 
missionaries like John Montecorvino in the fourteenth century or Matteo Ricci and 
the Jesuits in the sixteenth to eighteenth centuries chose to accommodate Chinese 
culture, and tried to indigenize Catholicism on Chinese soil. In the nineteenth 
century, the Age of Imperialism upset the balance of power between China and the 
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Western world, and the promulgation of the Catholic religion was supported by the 
European powers. It was in the early twentieth century that the Catholic Church, in 
reaction to European Imperialism, advocated the transcendental and transnational 
essence of Catholicism and engaged in the process of indigenization in missions. 
Catholic liturgy and music are two very special issues in the history of the 
Chinese Catholic Church. The Catholic Church has the orthodox form of liturgy to 
proclaim the sacraments according to its doctrine, and theologically it is applied to 
Catholics all over the world indifferently. But in reality, such a form of expression 
is indeed European in origin, particularly through Latin, the orthodox liturgical 
language of the period. The Chinese Catholics, not because of opposition to but 
from necessity, gradually developed their own popular devotional liturgy in the 
Chinese language. These two types of liturgy co-existed in China for many years, 
one representing the orthodoxy of Catholicism, and the other the popular religious 
devotion and participation. Catholic music in China was greatly influenced by the 
liturgy. The Gregorian Chant was closely related to the liturgy in Latin and greatly 
distanced from the Chinese Catholics. The missionaries encouraged the Chinese 
Catholic to sing Gregorian Chant with transliteration, which could facilitate 
participation by the Chinese Catholics in the Latin liturgy. At the same time, the 
missionaries also discouraged the use of Chinese music among the Catholics, 
thinking the music often originated from secular contexts. 
Vincent Lebbe came to China in the early twentieth century during a period that 
was not only critical to the development of the Chinese Catholic Church, but also the 
twentieth-century renaissance of Catholicism in Europe. The revival of Gregorian 
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Chant by the Benedictine monks of Solesmes, the Liturgical Movement of Dom 
Lambert Beauduin, and the monasticism in mission advocated by the Benedictines of 
St. Andrew at Bruges, all profoundly shaped the religious ideas of Lebbe. Based 
upon his experiences in China, Lebbe re-evaluated the critical issues of the Chinese 
Catholic Church, its liturgy and religious practices, and envisioned his project of 
fusing the Gregorian Chant with Chinese liturgical texts. 
As we have seen from previous chapters, many underlining cultural issues 
directly or indirectly influenced Lebbe's entire project of creating Chinese Gregorian 
Chant. Through his splendidly prepared chant books and careful arrangements of 
the Gregorian Chant melodies to suit the liturgical purpose of the Divine Office and 
the Mass in the Chinese religious congregations, we can observe how the influences 
from the very broad cultural-religious contexts from both Europe and China were 
actualized in the chant books and Chinese Gregorian Chant. Through studying the 
music itself, we can see Lebbe tried to preserve the musical essences of the original 
chant, and at the same time adapt the characteristics of the Chinese language in his 
Gregorian Chant arrangements. 
In the entire Catholic world, the liturgy is best maintained and observed by the 
monastic congregations through their full choral service of the Mass and he Divine 
Office in Gregorian Chant. Through adopting Chinese language, Lebbe 
"liberalized" the liturgy, as well as the beauty of the Gregorian Chant from the 
well-educated priests and monks to the humble Chinese people who were willing to 
join his religious congregations. As reported by Raymond de Jaegher, Lebbe 
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regarded this as only the beginning, and his ultimate goal would be the official 
realization of the Chinese liturgy. 
There is indeed a long story behind Lebbe's Chinese Gregorian Chant. If the 
liturgy in Chinese language represents the people's own voice in praising God, 
Gregorian Chant represents the ancient and yet living tradition of the Catholic 
Church. Lebbe's fusing the two together through his careful musical arrangements, 
allows the Gregorian Chant to become the musical language of the Chinese Catholics 
and without the barrier of language. This was done in the Chinese style chapel with 
the Chinese monks who "chant the divine praise in their own language," according to 
Dom Neve.27 
Gregorian Chant is a profound symbol of Catholic liturgical tradition, but the 
close association with Latin language limited this identity within the Catholic 
mission. Vincent Lebbe, a missionary with a strong passion for both the Gregorian 
Chant and Catholic mission, fully realized this issue. His attempts to fuse 
Gregorian Chant and the Chinese language not only reflected his personal interests 
and religious-musical ideals. His case also allows us to observe the complex 
cultural-religious identities that shaped and represented Gregorian Chant in the 
history of the Chinese Catholic Church. It is interesting that while the Benedictines 
of Solesmes resurrected the Gregorian Chant from the ancient manuscripts and 
brought it back to living practice in the Catholic Church, revitalizing the liturgy, 
Gregorian Chant was also engaged in another complex context of cultural interaction. 
It became the symbol of the Catholic Church, and Vincent Lebbe contemplated what 
27 "Les moines chantent la louange divine dans la langue qui est la leur!" Theodore Neve, "Moine et 
Abbe," in Le Pere Lebbe Missionnaire de Chine: Temoignages a I 'occasion de sa mort, (Louvain: 
SAM, 1941)，19. 
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these beautiful chant melodies indeed represented or could represent in the Chinese 
context. While the chant melodies were altered by Lebbe, they continued to signify 
that the essence of Gregorian Chant seems not arise from its music, but from its role 
as a symbol of Catholic Church. 
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Notes to the Appendices 
The three appendices present the important musical items in Lebbe's Chant Book for 
the Divine Office, the Mass, and Benedictions: 
1. The appendices only include important musical items such as the antiphons, 
hymns, great responsories, etc. Those musical items that employ reciting 
formulas, such as psalms and canticles, as well as those less important items such 
as versicles, short responses, Benedicamus Domino are not included unless they 
deserve special attention. 
2. For texts that can be traced to the official liturgical texts in Latin, titles are given 
in Latin. Others are provided with their Chinese titles. 
3. For the chants that can be found in Liber Usualis (1953) and Antiphonale 
Romanum (1912), the page numbers are provided. For those without source 
indications, they are either from sources that are not identified yet, or possibily 
composed by Lebbe. 
4. The following abbreviations are used to indicate different genres of the chants: 
Ant. — Antiphon 
Com. Communion 
Grad. - Gradual 
Hymn. - Hymn 
Intr. 一 Intro it 
Inv. — Invitatorium 
Off. Offertory 
Ps. —  Psalm 
Resp. - Great Responsory 
Seq. — Sequence 
Tra. — Tract. 
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Appendix A - Contents of Lebbe's Chant Book for the Divine Office 
Title Source Note 
Little Office of the Blessed Virgin Mary, Vespers (CBDO, 1-30) 
Deus in adjutorium LU250 Tonus festivus 
Ant. Dum esset rex LU1258 
Ant. Laeva ejus LU1258 
Ant. Nigra sum LU1259 
Ant. Jam hiems transit LU1259 
Ant. Speciosa facta es LU1259 
Hymn. Ave Maris Stella LU1262 
Ant. Beata Mater AR[87] 
Ant. Regina caeli laetare AR[89] 
Ant. Sancti Dei omnes AR[90] 
Ant. O admirabile commcercium LU442 
Ant. Quando natus es LU443 
Ant. Rubum quem viderat LU443 
Ant. Germinavit radix Jesse LU443 
Ant. Ecce Maria LU444 
Ant. Magnum haereditatis LU444 
Ant. Missus est Gabriel LU1416 
Ant. Ave Maria LU1416 
Ant. Ne timeas LU1417 
Ant. Dabit ei Dominus LU1417 
Ant. Ecce ancilla Domini LU 1417 
Ant. Spiritus Sanctus "ne timeas AR190 
Ant. Ecce Dominus veniet LU324 
Little Office of the Blessed Virgin Mary, Compline (CBDO, 31-48) 
Hymn. Memento, rerum Conditor Different from AR[91 ] 
Ant. Sub tuum praesidium LU 1861 
Ant. Regina caeli laetare AR[89] 
Ant. Magnum haereditatis LU444 
Ant. Spiritus Sanctus ..ne timeas AR190 
Salve Regina LU279 
Alma Redemptoris LU277 Transposed up a fourth 
Ave Regina Caelorum LU278 Transposed up a fifth 
Regina caeli laetare LU278 
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Little Office of the Blessed Virgin Mary, Matins (CBDO，49-94) 
Hymn. Quem terra 
Ant. Benedicta tu in mulieribus 
Te Deum laudamus In recitating tone 
Inv. Ave Maria, gratia plena 
Hymn. Quem terra Same melody as above 
Ant. Benedicta tu in mulieribus Different melody from the one above 
Ant. Sicut myrrha electa 
Ant. Ante torum 
Ant. Specie tua 
Ant. Adiuvabit earn 
Ant. Sicut laetantium omnium 
Ant. Gaude Maria Virgo 
Ant. Dignare me 
Ant. Angelus Domini 
Ant. Post partum 
Resp. Sancta et immaculata 
Resp. Beata es, Virgo Maria 
Te Deum laudamus LU1834 
Resp. Felix namque es 
Resp. Missus est Gabriel Angelus 
Resp. Ave Maria 
Resp. Suscipe verbum 
Little Office of the Blessed Virgin Mary, Lauds (CBDO, 94-109) 
Ant. Assumpta est Maria LU1605 
Ant. O admirabile commercium LU442 
Ant. Missus est Gabriel LU 1416 
Ant. Maria Virgo LU 1605 
Ant. Quando natus es LU443 
Ant. Ave Maria LU1416 
Ant. Indorem unguentorum LU1606 
Ant. Rubum quem viedrat Moyses LU443 
Ant. Ne timeas Maria LU1417 
Ant. Benedicta filia tua LU 1606 
Ant. Geminavit radix Jesse LU443 
Ant. Dabit ei Dominus LU1417 
Ant. Pulchra es LU 1606 
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Ant. Ecce Maria genuit LU444 
Ant. Ecce ancilla Domini LU 1417 
Hymn. O gloriosa virginum LU 1314 
Ant. Beata Dei Genetrix LU1754 
Ant. Mirabile mysterium AR260 
Ant. Spiritus Sanctus ... ne timeas AR190 
Ant. Regina caeli AR[89] 
Ant. Sancti Dei omnes AR[90] 
Ant. Ecce Dominus veniet LU324 
Little Office of the Blessed Virgin Mary, Lesser Hours (CBDO, 109-125) 
Hymn. Memento, rerum Conditor Different from AR[91 ] 
Ant. Assumpta est Maria LU 1605 
Ant. O admirabile commercium LU442 
Ant. Missus est Gabriel LU1416 
Hymn. Memento, rerum Conditor Different from AR[91 ] 
Ant. Maria Virgo LU1605 
Ant. Quando natus es LU443 
Ant. Ave Maria LU1416 
Hymn. Memento, rerum Conditor Different from AR[91 ] 
Ant. Indorem unguentorum LU 1606 
Ant. Rubum quem viedrat Moyses LU443 
Ant. Ne timeas Maria LU1417 
Hymn. Memento, rerum Conditor Different from AR[91] 
Ant. Pulchra es LU 1606 
Ant. Ecce Maria genuit LU444 
Ant. Ecce ancilla Domini LU 1417 
Little Office of the Blessed Virgin Mary, Hymns (CBDO, 126-7) 
Hymn. Memento, rerum Conditor Melodic shape similar to AR[91] 
Hymn. Memento, rerum Conditor Different from AR[91] 
Hymn. Ave Maris Stella LU1259 
Hymn. Ave Maris Stella From CANTUALE(1922), 26 
Hymn. O gloriosa virginum 
Hymn. O gloriosa virginum 
Hymn. Quem terra 
Hymn. Quem terra 
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Office of the Dead，Vespers (CBDO，1-9) 
Ant. Placebo Domino LU 1772 
Ant. Heu me LU1773 
Ant. Dominus custodit te LU1773 
Ant. Si iniquitates LU1774 
Ant. Opera manuum tuarum LU 1775 
Ant. Omne quod dat mihi Pater LU1776 
Ps. Lauda anima mea Two reciting tones psalmodies by Lebbe 
Office of the Dead，Matins (CBDO, 10-33) 
Inv. Regem cui omnia vivunt LU1779 Lebbe's setting is base on LU, but more 
melodious 
Ant. Dirgie Domine LU 1782 
Ant. Convertere Domine LU1783 
Ant. Nequando rapiat ut leo LU 1784 
Resp. Credo quod Redemptor LU1785 
Resp. Qui Lazarum LU1786 
Resp. Domine quando veneris LU1787 
Ant. In loco pascuae LU1787 
Ant. Delicta juventutis meae LU1788 
Ant. Credo videre bona Domini LU1789 
Resp. Memento mei LU1791 
Resp. Hei mihi Domine LU1791 
Resp. Ne recorderis LU1792 
Ant. Complaceat tibi Domine LU1793 
Ant. Sana Domine animam meam LU1794 
Ant. Sitivit anima mea LU1795 
Resp. Peccantem me LU 1797 
Resp. Domine secundum actum LU1798 
Resp. Libera me Domine de vivis LU1798 
Resp. Libera me Domine de morte LU1767 
Office of the Dead, Matins (CBDO, 33-42) 
Ant. Exsultabunt Domino LU 1799 
Ant. Exaudi Domine LU 1801 
Ant. Me suscepit LU1802 
Ant. A porta inferi LU1802 
Ant. Omnis spiritus LU1803 
Ant. Ego sum resurrectio et vita LU1804 
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Ps. De profundis clamavi Two reciting tones psalmodies by Lebbe 
Office of Marian Feasts (CBDO, 1-45) 
Ant. Sancta Maria succurre Antiphon of Magnificat, First Vespers 
Different from LU1254 
Ant. Miserere mihi Domine LU266 Antiphon of psalms of Compline 
Ant. Alleluia LU266 Antiphon of psalms of Compline 
Sung during Easter 
Hymn. Te lucis ante terminum LU268 Five settings of this hymn for Compline 
Except one is from LU268, all the other 
are different from four provided in 
LU266-269, and twelve settings in AR 
Ant. Salva nos, Domine LU271 Antiphon of Nunc dimittis 
Inv. Sancta Maria Dei Genetrix 
Hymn. Quem terra Hymn for Matins 
Resp. Sancta et immaculata Same as the one in Little Office of BVM 
Resp. Congratulamini mihi 
Resp. Beata es, Virgo Maria 
Resp. Sicut cedrus 
Resp. Quae est ista 
Resp. Ornatam monilibus 
Resp. Felix namque es 
Resp. Beatam me 
Lessons All nine lessons of Matins are fully 
notated. Lesson 1 to 6 employ the 
Ordinary Tone from LU120. 
Lesson 7 to 9 are very melodious, 
probably arranged by Lebbe 
Ant. Beata es Maria Antiphon of Benedictus Dominus 
Hymn. Jam lucis orto sidere LU224 Hymn of Prime 
Hymn. Jam lucis orto sidere LU224 For solemn feasts 
Ant. Dum esset rex LU1258 Antiphon of Prime 
Hymn. Nunc Sancte nobis Spiritus LU235 Hymn of Terce 
Hymn. Nunc Sancte nobis Spiritus LU235 For solemn feasts 
Ant. Laeva ejus LU1258 Antiphon of Terce 
Hymn. Rector potens LU240 Hymn of Sext 
Hymn. Rector potens LU241 For solemn feasts 
Ant. Nigra sum LU1259 Antiphon of Sext 
Hymn. Rerum Deus tenax vigor LU245 Hymn of None 
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Hymn. Rerum Deus tenax vigor LU245 For solemn feasts 
Ant. Speciosa facta es LU1259 Antiphon of None 
Ant. Beatam me dicent LU2363 Antiphon of Magnificat, Second Vespers 
Office of Sunday (CBDO, 46-82) 
Hymn. Jam lucis orto sidere LU224 Hymn of Prime 
Hymn. Jam lucis orto sidere LU224 For solemn feasts 
Ant. Alleluia, confitemini Domino LU228 Antiphon of Prime 
Ant. Alleluia, Alleluia, Alleluia LU229 For Easter 
Quicumque Athanasian Creed 
Hymn. Nunc Sancte nobis Spiritus LU235 Hymn of Terce 
Hymn. Nunc Sancte nobis Spiritus LU235 For solemn feasts 
Ant. Alleluia, deduc me Domine LU237 Antiphon of Terce 
Ant. Alleluia, Alleluia, Alleluia LU239 For Easter 
Hymn. Rector potens LU240 Hymn of Sext 
Hymn. Rector potens LU241 For solemn feasts 
Ant. Alleluia, tuus sum ego LU243 Antiphon of Sext 
Ant. Alleluia, Alleluia, Alleluia LU244 For Easter 
Hymn. Rerum Deus tenax vigor LU245 Hymn of None 
Hymn. Rerum Deus tenax vigor LU245 For solemn feasts 
Ant. Alleluia, faciem tuam LU247 Antiphon of None 
Ant. Alleluia, Alleluia, Alleluia LU249 For Easter 
Ant. Dixit Dominus LU252 1. Ant. Vespers 
Ant. Magna opera Domini LU253 2. Ant. Vespers 
Ant. Qui timet Dominum LU254 3. Ant. Vespers 
Ant. Sit nomen Domini LU254 4. Ant. Vespers 
Ant. Deus autem noster LU256 5. Ant. Vespers 
Ant. Alleluia, Alleluia, Alleluia LU256 For Easter 
Hymn. Lucis Creator optime LU256 Hymn of Vespers 
Hymn. Lucis Creator optime LU257 
Hymn. Lucis Creator optime LU258 
Ant. Crucifixus surrexit LU261 Commemoration of the Cross 
Various Pieces 雜式經文（CBDO，83-120，120(1)-120(6)) 
至慈之大父（定心丨祝文） Sung in lieu of Introit 
Staff notation, Chinese style melody 
Kyrie Same as CBM, 1, but in staff notation 
Gloria Same as CBM, 1, but in staff notation 
Credo Same as CBM, 3, but in staff notation 
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罪人罪大惡極 ISung in lieu of Offertory 
Staff notation, Chinese style melody 
Sanctus Same as CBM, 6, but in staff notation 
至慈吾主耶穌 Sung during Elevation 
Staff notation, Chinese style melody 
Agnus Dei Same as CBM, 6, but in staff notation 
至仁至慈天父 Sung after Communion 
Gregorian Chant notation 
吁至慈善 Sung after Communion 
Gregorian Chant notation 
Veni Sancte Spiritu LU880 Gregorian Chant notation 
吁耳斷 Sung after Confession 
Gregorian Chant notation 
飯,經 Short responses sung before and after 
meal for various seasons and feasts 
Responses before and after work, 
recreation 
Litany of the Saints Different from LU756 
接主教歌 Responsory for welcoming the Bishop 
Litany of Sacred Name of Jesus 
Litany of Mary 
Office of Christmas (CBDO，121-180) 
First Vespers 
Ant. Rex pacificus LU364 
Ant. Magniflcatus est LU364 
Ant. Completi sunt LU364 
Ant. Scitote quia LU365 
Ant. Levate capita LU365 
Hymn. Jesu Redemptor omnium LU365 
Ant. Com ortus fuerit LU367 
Matins 
Inv. Christus natus est nobis LU368 
Ant. Dominus dixit ad me LU371 
Ant. Tamquam sponsus LU372 
Ant. Diffusa est gratia LU373 
Lesson 1 
Resp. Hodie nobis caelorum LU375 
Lesson 2 
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Resp. Hodie nobis de caelo LU376 
Lesson 3 
Resp. Quem vidistis LU377 
Ant. Suscepimus Deus LU378 
Ant. Orietur in dienus Domini LU379 
Ant. Veritas de terra orta est LU380 
Resp. O magnum mysterium LU382 
Resp. Beata Dei Genitrix Maria LU383 
Resp. Sancta et immaculata Same as the one in Little Office of BVM 
Ant. Ipse invocabit me LU384 
Ant. Laetentur caeli LU387 
Ant. Notum fecit Dominus LU388 
Resp. Beata viscera Mariae LU389 
Resp. Verbum caro factum est LU390 
Lauds 
Ant. Quem vidistis pastores LU395 
Ant. Genuit puerperal Regem LU396 
Ant. Angelus ad pastores ait LU397 
Ant. Facta est cum Angelo LU398 
Ant. Parvulus filius LU399 
Hymn. A solis ortus cardine LU400 
Ant. Gloria in excelsis Deo LU402 
Lesser Hours 
Hymn. Jam lucis orto sidere LU224 Hymn of Prime for solemn feasts 
Ant. Quem vidistis pastores LU395 Antiphon of Prime 
Hymn. Nunc Sancte nobis Spiritus LU235 Hymn of Terce 
(This melody is for solemn feasts, and 
Lebbe did not use the chant melody for 
Christmas, LU411) 
Ant. Genuit puerperal Regem LU396 Antiphon of Terce 
Hymn. Rector potens LU241 Hymn of Sext for solemn feasts 
Ant. Angelus ad pastores ait LU397 
Hymn. Rerum Deus tenax vigor LU245 Hymn of None for solemn feasts 
Ant. Parvulus filius LU399 
Second Vespers 
Ant. Tecum principium LU412 
Ant. Redemptionem LU412 
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Ant. Exortum est in tenebris LU412 
Ant. Apud Dominum miseridordia LU412 
Ant. De frutu ventris tui LU412 
Hymn. Jesu Redemptor omnium LU365 
Ant. Hodie Christus natus est LU413 
Antiphons for feasts within the Octave of Christmas 
Ant. Stephanus autem LU413 St. Stephen 
Ant. Sepelierunt Stephanum LU420 St. Stephen 
Ant. Iste est Joannes LU420 St. John the Evangelist 
Ant. Exiit sermo inter fratres LU426 St. John the Evangelist 
Ant. Hi sunt qui cum mulieribus LU426 Holy innocents 
Ant. Innocentes pro Christo LU432 Holy innocents 
Ant. Dum medium silentium LU433 Sunday within the Octave of Christmas 
Ant. Puer Jesus LU437 Sunday within the Octave of Christmas 
Ant. Propter nimiam LU440 Circumcision of Our Lord 
Ant. Magnum haereditatis LU444 Circumcision of Our Lord 
Chants before and after vows In recitation style 
Office of the Circumcision of Our Lord (CBDO, 181-210) 
Vespers 
Hymn. Jesu Redemptor omnium LU365 
Ant. Propter nimiam LU440 Different setting with the one within the 
section of Antiphons for feasts within 
the Octave of Christmas, and the 
translation of the text is different also 
Matins 
Ant. Dominus dixit ad me LU361 
Ant. In sole posuit 
Ant. Elevamini portae 
Lesson 1 
Resp. Ecce Agnus Dei 
Lesson 2 
Resp. Dies sanctificatus 
Lesson 3 
Ant. Speciosus forma 
Ant. Homo natus est in ea 
Ant. Exsultabunt omnia 
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Resp. Congratulamini mihi Different setting with the one within 
Office of Marian Feasts, and the 
translation of the text is different also 
Resp. Confirmatum est 
Resp. Benedicta et venerabilis 
Ant. In principio et ante saecula 
Ant. Ante luciferum genitus 
Ant. Nato Domino 
Resp. Sancta et immaculata Same as the one in Little Office of BVM 
Resp. Nesciens Mater Virgo virum 
Lauds, Lesser Hours and Second Vespers 
Hymn. A solis ortus cardine LU400 Hymn of Lauds 
Hymn. Jam lucis orto sidere LU224 Hymn of Prime for solemn feasts 
Ant. O admirabile commcercium LU442 Antiphon of Prime 
Hymn. Nunc Sancte nobis Spiritus LU235 Hymn of Terce for solemn feasts 
Ant. Quando natus es LU443 Antiphon of Terce 
Hymn. Rector potens LU241 Hymn of Sext for solemn feasts 
Ant. Rubum quem viderat LU443 Antiphon of Sext 
Hymn. Rerum Deus tenax vigor LU245 Hymn of None for solemn feasts 
Ant. Ecce Maria LU444 Antiphon of None 
Ant. Magnum haereditatis LU444 Antiphon for Magnificat of Second 
Vespers 
Office of Epiphany (CBDO, 211-256) 
First Vespers 
Ant. Ante luciferum genitus LU463 
Ant. Venite lumen tuum Very different from LU463 
Ant. Apertis thesauris suis Very different from LU463 
Ant. Maria et flumina Very different from LU464 
Ant. Stella ista sicut flamma LU464 
Hymn. Crudelis Herodes LU464 
Ant. Magi videntes stellam LU455 
Matins 
Inv. Christus apparuit nobis 
Hymn. Crudelis Herodes LU464 
Ant. AfFerte Domino 
Ant. Fluminis impetus 
Ant. Psallite Deo nostro 
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Lesson 1 
Resp. Hodie in Jordane 
Resp. Tria sunt munera pretiosa 
Lesson 2 
Resp. In columbae specie 
Lesson 3 
Resp. Reges Tharsis 
Ant. Omnis terra adoret te 
Ant. Reges Tharsis 
Ant. Omnes gentes quascumque 
Resp. Illuminare illuminare 
Resp. Omnes de Saba veniet 
Resp. Magi veniunt ab Oriente 
Ant. Venite adoremus eum 
Ps. Venite exsultemus 
Ant. Homo natus est 
Ant. Adorate Dominum 
Ant. Adorate Deum 
Resp. Stella, quam viderant Magi 
Resp. Videntes stellam Magi 
Lauds 
Ant. Ante luciferum genitus LU463 
Ant. Venite lumen tuum Very different from LU463 
Ant. Apertis thesauris suis Very different from LU463 
Ant. Maria et flumina Very different from LU464 
Ant. Stella ista sicut flamma LU464 
Hymn. O sola magnarum urbium LU456 
Ant. Hodie caelesti sponso LU457 
Lesser Hours and Second Vespers 
Ant. Ante luciferum genitus LU463 Antiphon of Prime 
Ant. Venite lumen tuum Antiphon of Terce 
Ant. Apertis thesauris suis Antiphon of Sext 
Ant. Stella ista sicut flamma LU464 Antiphon of None 
Hymn. Crudelis Herodes LU464 Hymn of Second Vespers 
Ant. Tribus miraculis LU466 Antiphon for Magnificat，2nd Vespers 
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Office of Sundays during Easter (262-263(7)) 
Hymn. Ad regias Agni dapes LU812 Hymn of Vespers 
Antiphons for Magnificats during Easter 
Ant. Post dies octo LU815 2nd Vespers, Dominica in albis 
Ant. Ego sum pastor bonus LU820 2nd Vespers, 2nd Sunday after Easter 
Ant. Modicum et non videbitis me LU820 
1st Vespers, 3 Sunday after Easter 
Ant. Amen Amen dico vobis LU825 2nd Vespers, 3rd Sunday after Easter 
Ant. Vado ad eum ... et nemo LU825 1st Vespers, 4th Sunday after Easter 
Ant. Vado ad eum ... sed quia LU829 2nd Vespers, 4th Sunday after Easter 
Ant. Usque modo LU830 1st Vespers, 5th Sunday after Easter 
Ant. Petite, et accipietis LU834 2nd Vespers, 5th Sunday after Easter 
Compline, Matins, Lauds during Easter 
In manus tuas Domine LU270 Short response of Compline during 
Easter 
Hymn. Rex sempiterne Domine Hymn for Matins 
Ant. Alleluia lapis revolutus est Antiphon for psalms in Matins 
Ant. Alleluia, Alleluia Alleluia Antiphon for psalms in Lauds 
Hymn. Aurora caelum Hymn for Lauds 
Office of the Resurrection (264-296) 
First Vespers (Vespers of Holy Saturday) 
Ant. Alleluia, Alleluia, Alleluia LU761 
Ant. Vespere autem sabbati LU761 
Compline 
Ps. Cum invocarem exaudivit 
Ant. Vespere autem sabbati LU761 Antiphon for Nunc dimittis 
Matins 
Inv. Surrexit Dominus vere Different from LU765 
Ant. Egp sum qui sum Different from LU77Q 
Ant. Postulavi Patrem meum Different from LU771 
Ant. Ego dormivi et sommum cepi Different from LU772 
Lesson 1 
Resp. Angelus Domini Different from LU774 
Lesson 2 




Ant. Angelus autem Domini Different from LU783 
Ant. Et ecce terrae motus LU782 
Ant. Erat autem aspectus ejus LU782 
Ant. Praetimore autem ejus LU782 
Ant. Respondens autem Angelus LU783 
Ant. Haec dies LU783 
Ant. Et valde mane LU777 
Lesser Hours 
Psalms, Haec dies, prayers 
Second Vespers 
Ant. Angelus autem Domini Different from LU783 
Ant. Et ecce terrae motus LU782 
Ant. Erat autem aspectus ejus LU782 
Ant. Praetimore autem ejus LU782 
Ant. Respondens autem Angelus LU783 
Ant. Haec dies LU783 
Ant. Et respicientes 
Compline 
Ant. Alleluia Alleluia Alleluia LU784 
Nunc dimittis LU784 
Vidi Aquam LU12 
Regina caeli LU275 
Office of the Ascension (CBDO, 297-333) 
First Vespers 
Ant. Viri Galilaei LU850 
Ant. Cumque intuerentur LU851 
Ant. Elevatis minibus LU851 
Ant. Exaltate Regem regum LU851 
Ant. Videntibus illis elevatus est LU851 
Hymn. Salutis humanae Sator LU852 
Ant. Pater manifestavi LU844 
Matins 
Inv. Alleluia Christum Dominum 
ascendentem in caelum 
Hymn. Aeterne Rex altissime 
Ant. Elevata est magniflcentia tua 
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Ant. Dominus in templo 
Ant. A summo caelo 
Resp. Post passionem 
Resp. Omnis pulchritude Domini — 
Resp. Exaltare Domine, alleluia 
Ant. Exaltare Domine 
Ant. Exaltabo te Domine 
Ant. Ascendit Deus 
Resp. Tempus est ut revertar 
Resp. Non turbetur cor vestrum 
Resp. Ascendens Christus in altum 
Ant. Nimis exaltatum est 
Ant. Dominus in Sion 
Ant. Dominus in caelo 
Resp. Ego rogabo Patrem 
Resp. Ponis nubem 
Lauds 
Ant. Viri Galilaei LU850 
Ant. Cumque intuerentur LU851 
Ant. Elevatis minibus LU851 
Ant. Exaltate Regem regum LU851 
Ant. Videntibus illis elevatus est LU851 
Hymn. Salutis humanae Sator LU852 
Ant. Ascendo ad Patrem meum LU845 
Lesser Hours 
Ant. Viri Galilaei LU850 Antiphon of Prime 
Ant. Cumque intuerentur LU851 Antiphon ofTerce 
Ant. Elevatis minibus LU851 Antiphon of Sext 
Ant. Videntibus illis elevatus est LU851 Antiphon of None 
Ant. O Rex gloriae LU853 Antiphon for Magnificat, 2nd Vesper 
Office of Pentecost (CBDO, 335-364) 
Vespers (1st and 2nd) 
Ant. Dum complerentur LU884 
Ant. Spiritus Domini LU884 
Ant. Repleti snt omnes LU884 
Ant. Fontes et omnia LU884 
Ant. Loque bantur LU884 
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Hymn. Veni Creator Spiritus In Jindiao 晉調 “mode of Shanxi 山西” 
Ant. Non vos relinquam orphanos LU862 Antiphon for Magnificat, 1st Vespers 
Ant. Hodie completi sunt LU886 Antiphon for Magnificat, 2nd Vespers 
Matins 
Inv. Alleluia Spiritus Domini 
Hymn. Jam Christus astra 
ascenderat 
Ant. Factus est repente de caelo 
Ant. Confirma hoc Deus 
Ant. Emitte Spiritum tuum 
Lesson 1 
Resp. Cum complerentur dies 
Lesson 2 
Resp. Repleti sunt omnes 
Lesson 3 
Lauds 
Ant. Dum complerentur LU884 
Ant. Spiritus Domini LU884 
Ant. Repleti snt omnes LU884 
Ant. Fontes et omnia LU884 
Ant. Loque bantur LU884 
Hymn. Beata nobis gaudia LU876 
Ant. Accipite Spiritum Sanctum LU877 
Lesser Hours 
Ant. Dum complerentur LU884 Antiphon of Prime 
Hymn. Veni Creator Spiritus LU885 Hymn of Terce 
Ant. Spiritus Domini LU884 Antiphon of Terce 
Ant. Repleti snt omnes LU884 Antiphon of Sext 
Ant. Loque bantur LU884 Antiphon of None 
Office of the Holy Trinity (CBDO, 367-403) 
Vespers (1st and 2nd) 
Ant. Gloria tibi Trinitas aequalis LU914 
Ant. Lauset perennis gloria LU914 
Ant. Gloria laudis LU914 
Ant. Laus Deo Petri LU914 
Ant. Ex quo omnia LU915 
Hymn. Jam sol recedit igneus LU915 
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Ant. Gratias tibi Deus LU907 Antiphon for Magnificat, 1st Vespers 
Ant. Te Deum Patrem ingenitum LU916 Antiphon for Magnificat, 2nd Vespers 
Matins 
Inv. Deum verum unum in Trintate 
Hymn. Summae Parens clementiae 
Ant. Adesto, unus Deus 
Ant. Te unum in substantia 
Ant. Te semper idem 
Resp. Vidi Dominum sedentem 
Resp. Benedictus Dominus Deus 
Resp. Benedicat nos Deus 
Ant. Te invocamus 
Ant. Spes nostra, salus nostra 
Ant. Libera nos, salva nos 
Resp. Quis Deus magnus 
Resp. Tibi laud, tibi Gloria 
Resp. Magnus Dominus 
Ant. Caritas Paster est 
Ant. Verax est Pater 
Ant. Pater, et Filius 
Resp. Benedicamus Patrem 
Resp. Duo Seraphim Chinese style melody 
Lauds 
Ant. Gloria tibi Trinitas aequalis LU914 
Ant. Lauset perennis gloria LU914 
Ant. Gloria laudis LU914 
Ant. Laus Deo Petri LU914 
Ant. Ex quo omnia LU915 
Hymn. Tu Trinitatis Unitas LU907 
Ant. Benedicta sit creatrix Different from LU9Q8 
Lesser Hours 
Ant. Gloria tibi Trinitas aequalis LU914 Antiphon of Prime 
Ant. Lauset perennis gloria LU914 Antiphon of Terce 
Ant. Gloria laudis LU914 Antiphon of Sext 
Ant. Ex quo omnia LU915 Antiphon of None 
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Office of the Birth of St. John the Baptist (CBDO, 1-46) 
First Vespers 
Ant. Ipse praeibit ante ilium LU1496 
Ant. Joannes est nomen ejus LU1496 
Ant. Exutero senectutis LU1496 
Ant. Iste puer magnus LU1496 
Ant. Nazareaus vocabitur LU 1497 
Hymn. Ut queant laxis LU1504 
Ant. Ingresso Zacharia LU1497 
Matins 
Inv. Regem Praecursoris Dominum 
Hymn. Antra deserti 
Ant. Priusquam te formarem 
Ant. Ad omnia quae mittam te 
Ant. Ne timeas a facie 
Resp. Fuit homo missus a Deo 
Resp. Elisabeth Zachariae 
Resp. Priusquam te fomarem 
Ant. Misit Dominus manum 
Ant. Ecce, dedi verba mea 
Ant. Dominus ab utero vocavit 
Resp. Descendit Angelus Domini 
Resp. Hie est praecursor 
Resp. Innuebant patri ejus 
Ant. Posuit os meum 
Ant. Formans me ex utero 
Ant. Reges videbunt 
Lesson 7 
Resp. Praecursor Domini venit 
Lesson 8 
Resp. Gabriel Angelus apparuit 
Lesson 9 
Lauds 
Ant. Elisabeth Zachariae magnum 
Ps. 92 Dominus regnat New psalm tone by Lebbe 
Ant. Inuebant patri ejus 
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Ps. 99 Exultate Domino New psalm tone by Lebbe 
Ant. Joannes vocabitur nomen 
Ps. 62 Deus, deus meus New psalm tone by Lebbe 
Ant. Inter natos mulierum 
Canticum trium Puerorum New psalm tone by Lebbe 
Ant. Tu puer propheta Altissimi 
Ps. 148 Laudate Dominum New psalm tone by Lebbe 
Hymn. Ipse praeibit ante ilium 
Ant. Apertum est os Zachariae 
Benedictus Domino New psalm tone by Lebbe 
Lesser Hours 
Ant. Elisabeth Zachariae magnum Antiphon of Prime 
Ant. Inuebant patri ejus Antiphon of Terce 
Ant. Joannes vocabitur nomen Antiphon of Sext 
Ant. Tu puer propheta Altissimi Antiphon of None 
Vespers 
Ant. Elisabeth Zachariae magnum 
Ant. Inuebant patri ejus 
Ant. Joannes vocabitur nomen 
Ant. Inter natos mulierum 
Ant. Tu puer propheta Altissimi 
Hymn. Ut queant laxis LU 1504 
Ant. Puer qui natus est nobis LU1505 
Office of the Martyrdom of St. John the Baptist (n.p.) 
Vespers (1st and 2nd) 
Ant. Herodes enim etnuit LU1620 
Ant. Domine mi rex LU 1620 
Ant. Puellae saltanti LU162Q 
Ant. Arguebat Herodem Joannes LU 1620 
Ant. Da mihi in disco LU1621 
Ant. Misso Herodes spiculatore LU 1618 
Ant. Misit rex incredulous LU 1621 
Matins 
Resp. Misit Herodes rex manus 
Resp. Joannes Baptista arguebat 
Resp. Puellae saltanti 
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Office Common of Several Martyrs (CBDO, 47-79) 
Vespers (1st and 2nd) 
Ant. Omnes Sancti LU1153 
Ant. Isti sunt Sancti LU1156 
Ant. Cum palma ad regna LU1153 
Ant. Sancti per fidem vicerunt LU1156 
Ant. Corpora Sanctorum in pace LU1153 
Ant. Sanctorum velut LU1156 
Ant. Marty res Domini LU 1154 
Ant. Absterget Deus LU1156 
Ant. Martyrum chorus LU 1154 
Ant. In caelestibus regnis LU 1157 
Hymn. Sanctorum meritis LU1157 
Ant. Istorum est enim LU1154 




Ant. Secus decursus aquarum 
Ant. Tamquam aurum 
Ant. Si coram hominibus 
Resp. Absterget Deus omnem 
Resp. Viri sanci gloriosum 
Resp. Tradiderunt corpora sua 
Ant. Dabo Sanctis meis 
Ant. Sanctis qui in terra 
Ant. Sancti, qui sperant 
Resp. Sancti tui, Domine 
Resp. Verbera carnificum 
Resp. Tanquam aurum in fornace 
Ant. Justi autem 
Ant. Tradiderunt corpora sua 
Ant. Ecce merces Santorum 
Resp. Propter testamentum Domini 
Resp. Sancti mei, qui in carne 
Lauds 
Ant. Omnes Sancti LU1153 | 
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Ant. Cum palma ad regna LU1153 
Ant. Corpora Sanctorum in pace LU 1153 
Ant. Martyres Domini LU1154 
Ant. Marty rum chorus LU 1154 
Hymn Rex gloriose Martyrum Different from four melodies from 
LU1144 and LU1145, andAR[33] 
Ant. Vestri capilli capitis Different from LU1161 
Lesser Hours 
Ant. Omnes Sancti LU1153 Antiphon of Prime 
Ant. Cum palma ad regna LU1153 Antiphon of Terce 
Ant. Corpora Sanctorum in pace LU1153 Antiphon of Sext 
Ant. Martyrum chorus LU1154 Antiphon of None 
Office Common of One Martyr (CBDO, 81-120) 
Vespers (1st and 2nd) 
Ant. Qui me confessus LU1125 
Ant. Qui sequitur me LU1125 
Ant. Qui mihi ministrat LU1125 
Ant. Si quis mihi ministraverit LU1126 
Ant. Yolo, Pater LU1126 
Hymn. Deus tuorum militum LU 1126 
Ant. Iste Sanctus pro lege Dei LU1123 
Ant. Qui vult venire post me LU1128 
Matins 
Inv. Regem Martyrum Dominum 
Hymn. Deus tuorum militum LU 1126 
Ant. In lege Domini 
Ant. Praedicans praeceptum 
Ant. Voce mea ad Dominum 
Resp. Iste Sanctus pro lege 
Resp. Justus germinabit 
Resp. Iste cognovit justitiam 
Ant. Filii hominum 
Ant. Scuto bonae voluntatis 
Ant. In universa terra 
Resp. Honestum fecit ilium 
Resp. Desiderium animae ejus 
Resp. Stola jucunditatis 
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Ant. Justus Dominus et justitiam 
Ant. Habitabit in tabernaculo 
Ant. Posuisti, Domine 
Resp. Corona aurea super caput 
Resp. Hie est vere Martyr 
Resp. Domine, praevenisti 
Lauds 
Ant. Qui me confessus LU1125 
Ant. Qui sequitur me LU1125 
Ant. Qui mihi ministrat LU1125 
Ant. Si quis mihi ministraverit LU1126 
Ant. Yolo, Pater LU1126 
Hymn. Invite Martyr Different from four melodies provided 
inAR[15], [24], [25] 
Ant. Qui odit animam suam LU1129 
Lesser Hours 
Ant. Qui me confessus LU1125 Antiphon of Prime 
Ant. Qui sequitur me LU1125 Antiphon of Terce 
Ant. Qui mihi ministrat LU1125 Antiphon of Sext 
Ant. Volo, Pater LU 1126 Antiphon of None 
Salve Regina LU276 Solemn Tone 
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Appendix B - Contents of Lebbe's Chant Book for Benedictions 
Title Source Note 
Blessed Sacrament 聖體經文（CBB，3-12) 
Caro mea vere est cibus Text from the seventh antiphons of the 








Seq. Lauda Sion LU945 
吁吾主耶穌 
Tantum ergo LU954 Latin text in Chinese transliteration 
Sacred Heart of Jesus 聖心經文(CBB, 12-19) 
Cor Jesu The melody is a elaborated version of 
one in CANTUALE(1922), 15 
耶稣聖心 
良善心、謙 Text from the concluding prayer of 




Christus factus est LU653 
Litany of the Sacred Heart Different from the two settings in 
CANTUALE(1922), 18-20 
Blessed Virgin Mary 聖母經文(CBB, 20-30) 
Salve Regina LU279 
Alma Redemptoris LU277 Transposed up a fourth 
Ave Regina Caelorum LU278 Transposed up a fifth 












Ave Maris Stella LU1262 
Ave Maris Stella LU1259 
Ave Maris Stella From CANTUALE(1922), 26 
O Gloriosa Virginum 
O Gloriosa Virginum 
O Gloriosa Virginum LU1314 
福哉天主母 




Alleluia Tu puer LU15Q1 









Hymn. Te Joseph celebrent LU1445 
Litany of St. Joseph [Different from LU(1953) 
St. Theresa of Child Jesus 小德來經文(CBB43-46) 
主召門徒 Chinese style melody 
爾時 
聖女小德來 — 
我願施惠 Chinese style melody 
Simile est. . . negotiatori LU1231 Original melody is a Communion, but 
here used as an antiphon and sung 
before Magnificat 
St. Vincent de Paul 萬桑經文（CBB，46-48) 
傳教謙愛之中 I I — 
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愛火炎炎 I 丨 
For thePope 教宗經文（CBB，48-51) 
Tu est pastor ovium Melody different from LU 
爾將永享 — 
Tu est Petrus LU1515 Transposed down a fifth 
Tu est Petrus 
Oremus pro Pontifice LU1866 
基督凱旋 
After Benediction 降福後經文(CBB, 51-59) 
我既便能言 
真福八端 
吾主吾之天主 Prayer by St. Theresa of Child Jesus 





Appendix C 一 Contents of Lebbe's Chant Book for the Mass 
Title Source Note 









Dominus non sum dignus 
Corpus tuum, Domine 
Canticum trium Puerorum 
Mass of the Blessed Virgin Mary 聖母彌撒經(CBM, 12-19) 
Int. Salve sancta Parens LU1263 
Kyrie (Cumjubilo) LU4Q 
Gloria (Cumjubilo) LU40 
Credo IV LU71 
Off. Ave Maria LU 1268 This chant is in CBB, 25 
Sanctus (Cumjubilo) LU42 
Pater Noster 
Agnus Dei (Cumjubilo) LU42 
Com. Beata viscera LU1268 
Mass of Apostles 宗徒彌撒（CBM，20-22) 
Int. Mihi autem LU 13 04 From the Feast of St. Andrew 
Off. Mihi autem LU1306 From the Feast of St. Andrew 
Com. Venite post me LU1306 From the Feast of St. Andrew 
Mass of Several Martyrs 數位致命彌撒（CBM, 22-24) 
Int. Intret in cospectu tuo LU1162 
Off. Mirabilis Deus LU1165 
Com. Et si coram hominibus LU1166 
Mass of One Martyr 一位致命彌撒(CBM, 24-25) 
Int. In virtute tua LU1135 
Off. Gloria et honore LU1137 
Com. Qui vult venire LU1138 This chant is in CBB, 32 
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Mass of Doctors 聖師彌撒（CBM，25-27) 
Int. In medio Ecclesiae LU1190 
Off. Justus ut palma LU1193 
Com. Fidelis servus LU1185 
Mass of Confessors 精修者彌撒(CBM, 28-29) 
Int. Os justi meditabitur LU12Q0 
Off. Veritas mea LU1203 
Com. Beatus servus LU1203 
Solemn Vow 重發愿時唱（CBM，30-31) 
吁耳 1¾禾 In recitation style 
Requiem Mass 亡者彌撒(CBM, 32-40) 
Int. Requiem aeternam LU1807 
Kyrie LU1807 
Grad. Requiem aeternam LU1808 
Tra. Absolve Domine LU1809 
Off. Domine Jesu Christe LU1813 
Sanctus LU1814 
Pie Jesu Sung after Elevation 
救世主耶穌 
Agnus Dei LU1815 
Com. Lux aeterna LU1815 
Mass for Duplex 加倍瞻禮彌撒(CBM, 40-43) 
Kyrie (magnae Deus potentiae) LU28 
Gloria (Cunctipotens Genitor LU26 
Deus) 
Sanctus (Cunctipotens Genitor LU27 
Deus) 
Agnus Dei (Cunctipotens LU27 
Genitor Deus) 





Mass for Simplex 單瞻禮彌撒(CMB, 47-50) 
Kyrie (Dominator Deus) LU56 
Gloria (Dominator Deus) LU57 
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Sanctus (Dominator Deus) LU58 
Agnus Dei (Dominator Deus) LU58 




Agnus Dei LU39 
Two Credos (CBM, 54-59) 
Credo I LU64 
Credo III [LU68 
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